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INTRODUCTION
MY FAMILY and I began our lives on the river as

the mussel does at the bottom. Mother and Dad,
my sister Florence and I, all went through about as

many kinds of thrills and depressions as any one

could anywhere. More than once the river got us

down. More than once it pushed us up again. It all

but tore us apart sometimes, but now we seem se-

curely afloat.

Yet in spite of our many adversities along the

inland waterways, I still love the rivers, all of them:
the picturesque Allegheny over whose friendly face

I skipped stones as a boy and in whose cooling shal-

lows I waded, catching crawdads and shiners from
under flat rocks; the smoky Monongahela with its

lovable coal miners; the Ohio, childhood nurse of

many of America's finest men of letters; the Little

Kanawha at whose mouth I experienced the terror

which accompanied the final destruction of the first

real home I ever knew; the Big Kanawha; the Big

Sandy; the Kentucky; the Greene; the Tennessee;
the Illinois, the greatest showboat river of them all;

the mighty Mississippi, along which Samuel Clemens

cried, "Mark Twain 1" until all the world heard

him; the Red River of the North; the Achafalaya,
where we found a section of lost America the

I3C



INTRODUCTION

largest torrent and the smallest triekle that finds its

way into America's great system of inland streams is

a part of my life.

To me James Whiteomb Riley's poem, "Noon
time, June time, down along the river'* describes the

finest set of circumstances in which a man, as well

as a boy, can find himself,

When I am away from the river I am away from
home and homesick* 1 miss the long

1

gone, but still

familiar whistle of the side-wheeler Kate Adams,
deep in the bend, and the long etuis of smoke rising

skyward from "the lovin* Kate's stacks." My ears

still long for the soft mellow tones of the Queen
City's bell and the murmur of her breast waves roll-

ing on the shores* I wait in vain to hear the mourn-
ful bawl of a motherless calf at midnight aboard an

up-river packet bound for the Pittsburgh market. I

long for the thrill of the Louisville Kails and the
sound of the Tom (Greene's escape sit ( hm Powder
shoot, the sandbars at Diamond Island in midsum-
mer, the sight and smell of fishermen tarring their

nets at Enterprise Landing. 1 miss diving with my
clothes on from the ferryman's flat into the muddy
Ohio at the challenge of "Last one in ."

In rny mind I can see the large pecan trees at
Pecan Point above Memphis, hear the whippoor-
will's call at twilight, see a full June moon turning
the Mississippi into a bright stream of running sil-

ver, watch a golden sunset at the mouth of the Red
x



INTRODUCTION

river, daybreak at Natchez Bend, a sunrise at Cairo
Point. Frogs in rhythm announce the approach of
rain to my listening imagination and the patter of an

April shower on a showboat roof follows close on
their prophecy.

I miss the mad rush of minnows on the surface
of the stream in their hasty retreat from a hungry
bass, the shooting of wild geese near Baton Rouge
at Christmas time, the silver bridge at Point Pleas-
ant after a heavy frost, Cincinnati's Illumined sky
line and the picturesque Kanawha Valley hills in

early summer strewn with wild flowers, red buds and

dogwoods in full bloom all call to me with a siren

insistence.

And through all my visions of the rivers run the
colorful show boats of the past and present, the

penetrating notes of their steam calliopes, the charm-

ing personnel of their casts and crews, the gay
friendliness of their audiences. Show-boating has
been my life for the past thirty yeurs and the river

longer than that, I want to tell people about it.

Comparatively little has ever been truthfully writ-

ten about the history of the show boat although it

is generally known along the rivers that Captain
A. B. French and Captain K. A, Price, rival river-

men, were founders of the modern floating theater.

The book which tells this story still waits to be
written. Some day I may try to write it.

Primarily the show boat furnishes entertainment
xi



INTRODUCTION

for country people. Yet not all the river audi-

ences arc farmers and miners and grocery clerks and
housewives from little out of the way communities.
We ourselves have had many notable visitors, Flo

Ziegfcld, a showboat fan and producer of the mu-
sical version of Showboat, came to us to check up
on some of the details of his settings and direction;
Dick Powell, after a happy afternoon with us,
wanted us to play Kittle Rock, Arkansas, his favorite

port; Mli D'Orsay nearly caused mutiny among the
crew when she sat on the front porch of our boat in

a one-piece bathing suit, and dove from the top of
the boat into the Ohio before a battery of news
cameras; and I larry I.angdon, spending a week-end
with us, nearly gave me heart failure by insisting
on steering the boat.

And there was that night in Cincinnati when I

would willingly have crawled into the month of a

red-tail sucker, and could have, had 1 been as small
as I felt. 1 was feeling especially crabby and not

overjoyed at the prospects of what looked like a

dull evening, when a well-dressed party of people
came up to the boat just a little before the show.
They didn't go to the box office, but came to me.
"Do you recognixe the profession?

11 one of them
asked.

"Oh, I suppose so," I said rudely, **I low many?"
Instead of telling me the number he told me their

names: Walter I lampden, Kay Bainter, Vincent
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Lopez, James Barton, but I didn't hear any more,
I was so busy getting them to seats.

And the very next night I did It all over again.
Just as the show was about to start I noticed a very
bulky gentleman standing on the outside guard back
by the stage with his head and one shoulder squeezed
through one of the windows, gossiping with mem-
bers of the cast. I rushed up with a show of great
importance.

"See here," I said, taking him by the arm, "these
are the actors* quarters and only professional people
are allowed on this end of the boat."
He smiled with cherubic good nature.
"Take it easy, Son. Some people think I'm an

actor."

It was Walter Connolly.
One more and then I'll stop this and go into less

embarrassing memories. We were getting a broad-
cast ready when a tall, middle-aged gentleman,
slightly stooped, came up to the platform and began
very graciously to offer some suggestions about the

way the "people out on the air would like to hear the
show boat itself described. With considerable asper-
ity I asked him what he knew about it, whereupon
he handed me his curd and I saw that I was talking
to Cyraham McNamee.

Yes, you'd be surprise at the people who find their

way to the river and its show boats*
I was telling John Golden, the New York the-
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atrical producer, about some of my river experi-

ences one night several years ago when he suddenly

exploded with a suggestion.

"Good I/>rdl
n

he cried, "if youM put some of

that in a book they'd make you Secretary of the

Navy!"
That's the only thing that has kept me from

writing a book before, i don't want to he Secretary

of the Navy. I might have to go to sea some time

and Td feel as lost on any boat that draws more

than three feet of water as I do on land. But awhile

ago I learned that you have to have schooling to be

a member of the president's eabinct, and that lets me
out

vSo here is my book. It is for you. And it is for

my mother and my father and the river -the three

grandest parents any man ever had.

Point Pleasant, West Virginia

xiv



FROM BUCKINGHAM
PALACB TO TEXAS

MOTHER was fond of water cress. Dad
liked flowers. And these two loves, quite

by accident, brought them together. I don't
know where Mother got her fondness for cress,
but Dad's love of flowers is easy to explain. His
father was a landscape gardener to Queen Vic-

toria, and Dad grew up among the spacious
gardens and hedged lanes of Buckingham and
Windsor.
^Whcn he was about twenty-five he went to

Bristol to sec a famous flower show. He didn't
know the city and was blundering around trying
to find the show when, stepping aside to let a

group of girls pass, and following them with his

eyes, ho bumped squarely into another, knocking
a basket of water cress out of her hands.

In an instant he was down on his knees, mut-

tering profuse embarrassed apologies, and pick-
ing up the cress. When he looked up at the

laughing face above him he forgot all about the

girls who had passed by. He wanted to keep
i
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looking, so instead of putting all of the greenery

back in the basket at once he begun to nibble at

it, stalling for time,
41

Pretty good water cress," he said lamely,

"Did you grow it?''

It was a silly question to ask anyone with

hands as white ami smooth as those which were

arranging the basket, and the girl only laughed

and told him that she was singing in the

new Gilbert and Sullivan operetta and really

wouldn't have much time to grow cress or know
how if she had,

"I could show you," Dad offered hopefully;

then, suddenly self-conscious, asked if she could

direct him to the flower show. She did, and he

went along, but his mind wasn't on flowers much.

That night he was in a shilling stall at Gilbert

and Sullivan's famous hit. But even when ho

heard
/';;/ called Little Rnttercnp,

Sweet Little Uniterm/*,

Though I conhl never tell ?i"//v . . .

he still couldn't think of flowers, but only of the

girl who sang the words.

After that he began to save his money for a

velocipede. It was a high-wheeled, hard-rubber-

tired thing, and must have jounced the stuffing
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out of him in those days before there were good
automobile roads, but distances are never very

long in England, and Dad could sort of follow

around wherever the company, in which his

"Little Buttercup sang, was playing. Often he

would ride as far as twenty-five miles to see her,

which was more than he would do, even as a de-

voted gardener, for any other species of flower.

And Mother (she wasn't Mother then, of

course) liked it.

But her father didn't. So, just as some of their

ancestors' relatives had looked to America for

freedom to worship, Mother and Dad looked

in the same direction for freedom to love. Dad
sold his velocipede and practically everything
else he owned, and Mother turned whatever she

could into cash. Then they took to a ship.

Mother held out only two things which might
have been sold: a diamond ring and a guitar.

When she showed them to her newly made hus-

band aboard the boat, he hesitantly brought out

his own treasures to show her: a drawknife, a

keyhole saw, a chisel, and a hammer*

"My father used these tools most of his life,"

he said, "I've used 'em as long as I can remem-
ber. I'd never be able to get tools like that in

America, There's no steel like English steel."

3
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They landed in New York in 1884, utterly

penniless. They had no plans, no knowledge of

what they would find here, no money nothing
but a devoted love for each other and a great

courage. Mother took the lead at once and asked

the Castle Garden authorities where they would
be likely to find jobs. They were advised to go
to Brooklyn.

Shouldering their bundles they began to make
their way along the freight-laden waterfront,

finding a tortuous path between cases of goods,

wagons, and cursing longshoremen, toward the

imposing approaches of Brooklyn Bridge. It

hadn't occurred to them that they wouldn't walk
to Brooklyn, The bridges they knew in England
were short

Finding themselves finally at the bridge,
wearied from the walk they had already taken,
Mother took on at once the role of provider she

had filled so many times during her life in the

land of the free.

"You keep still, Sam, while I get carfare for

us," she whispered.

Going up to a policeman whose face told her

his origin, she assumed an Irish brogue, looking
at him with eyes which melted with blue home-
sickness for the fields of County Cork, and asked

4
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him how a body fresh from the ould sod could

get across the bridge without even carfare.

In a moment she came back to Dad with a

silver dollar in her hand, their first American

money, their total capital in a new world, and

in state they rode to Brooklyn.
Here they both obtained employment almost

at once. Mother worked in a restaurant and later

became wet nurse to Joseph Jefferson's son

Thomas, while Dad took care of a mule, driving
a horse car (or, more properly speaking, a mule

car) from Brooklyn Bridge, out Flatbush Ave-

nue to the car barns.

Neither of them knew, as they looked into my
crib in a Brooklyn flat, that they were looking
at the son of one of the best show-boat men
America ever produced (you wouldn't have

guessed it about Dad in those days), or that my
bare feet would become more accustomed to the

cooling waters of the inland streams of the Mid-
dle West and South than to the dusty streets of

Brooklyn. Mother went on with her work in the

restaurant and Dad went on driving his mule.

That is, he went on until the mule changed all

that One day, during a terrific electrical storm,

lightning struck a tree and felled it across the

track directly behind the car. It hit the street

5
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with a thunderous crash, and the mule, already
full of fears and tremors from the lightning and

thunder, decided that he would go away from

there, fast.

He went, and if anyone thinks a mule is a

slow-going animal, let him watch one in flight,

or let him ask my Dad. There have been electric

trolley cars on that line long since, but never one

which covered the ten blocks from the place
where the tree fell to the end of the mule's dash

in the time that one covered them. Every time
the car hit a joint in the rails with a bang and a

rattle it increased the mule's panic, and Dad,
sawing like mad on the reins and trying to talk

mule language, probably seemed to be just one
more thing the crazed beast wanted to get away
from*

At a turn the car went over; Dad was thrown
in front of it; the mule broke loose and went to

whatever place he thought he could find peace.
And Dad, when he picked himself up again,
found that he had left one finger behind him.

In the hospital he talked it ail over with
Mother,

"I don't 'like mules," he said. "I'll take care
of water cress, or turnips, or tulips, or butter-

6
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cups, or cabbages, but I never want to see an-

other mule."
So he went to Philadelphia, where Dad got

himself a job with a florist.

But Mother wasn't satisfied. She longed for a

return to the stage. The footlights, the height-
ened emotion which is the very air one breathes

in any theater, the applause they all kept tug-

ging at her. In the evening she would bring out

her guitar and, strumming arrangements which
she faked for herself, she would sing softly, "My
name's Little Buttercup," or "When I was a lad

I served a term," or some other song from the

Gilbert and Sullivan operas in which she had

played and which she loved. Sometimes she

would vary this by singing, "Flow Gently Sweet

Afton," or "Twickenham Ferry" and then Dad
knew that she was homesick.

Before long, though, her mind was again
taken up by something more important to any
woman than the country she calls home the

birth of another child, my sister Florence. But
as the novelty of the new baby wore of?, Mother
began again to have that lost-sheep look in her

eyes which had worried Dad before. Between
her singing of English songs she kept urging

7
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Dad to go into the show business with her -some

way, any way at alL

So Dad, knowing that he would have to do

something about her nostalgia, and knowing

equally well that he could not take her back to

England just then, took all of us to New York,
where he bought a one-horse covered wagon, a

horse, a tent, a book of magic tricks, five gallons

of gasoline, several pounds of Cayenne pepper,
some black oilcloth, some felt, rolls of copper
and zinc wire, a Prince Albert coat, and a top
hat. Here he had all the ingredients which,
mixed later, produced a full-Hedged medicine

show of that Victorian era. With the gasoline

and red pepper he made liniment; with the oil-

cloth, felt, and wire he made "electric belts";

with the book of magic, the top hat, and the

Prince Albert he made people of the Middle
West gasp and spend their money.

His strange outfit acquired, he drove around
to the boarding house where he had left Mother,

Florence, and me, and called us out into the

street.

"There's your show bushes," he cried

proudly to Mother, uThrow in your guitar and
satchel and we'll get going."

I've often wondered what Mother must have

8
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thought and felt when she saw that weird col-

lection of things in front of her and heard that

it was a "show business." What a sense of con-

trast and let-down must have flashed across her

mind as she remembered the applause which

had greeted her in England as "Buttercup" the

warmth and color and friendliness of the theater,

the praise of the press, the flowers in her dress-

ing room, the after-theater suppers and the de-

votion of her friends.

What she thought I don't know, and if I

heard what she said I don't remember. But I

know Mother well enough to know that if there

was any sadness or disappointment in her mind
at the sight of this sorry-looking outfit, she gave
no sign of it, and that all Dad heard was praise

and encouragement
Dad threw his precious tools and Mother's

guitar in and we headed west, Florence and I

often sleeping in the deep hay which half filled

the back of the wagon as the horse slowly jogged
over the rough roads toward Oklahoma, where
the Cherokee Strip was about to be opened to

homesteaders.

At every town where it looked as though we

might do some business we stopped and gave a

show, If it was a small place, and looked as

9
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though it was worth only an hour or so, we
would make a "high pitch,

n
that is, we would

stop at a street corner where Mother would
draw a crowd by playing her guitar and singing
a few songs. After a few people were there Dad
would entertain them, and get others to come, by
doing simple tricks of magic. His favorite was
the old sucker-box trick, because it was so easy
to do. The dice disappeared themselves without

any skill on the part of the magician. Tt was
inevitable that they should disappear, Nothing
that he could have done would have prevented it.

If there were still not enough people there

Mother would sing a few more songs*

When there were enough in the crowd to look

like a little money, Dad would go into his real

act, the spiel which the crowd had really been

brought to hear.

"Now Folks/' he'd begin, "come up real close,
because I'm going to let you into a secret You,
standing out there by the tree, come up here.

Fm going to tell you something you'll thank me
for the rest of your life."

Here he would pause a moment to let his

words sink in. Then, with his voice solemn and

low-pitched, staring directly at the most hag-
gard-looking individual in the lot, he would

ro
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announce the nature of the great revelation he

was about to deliver.

"I'm going to tell you how to get rid of pain."

Here he would pause again, for no one could

be expected to absorb the full extent of such

good fortune as this in a moment. And his im-

pressive Prince Albert coat and tall top hat got

in their best work when he was silent

"It ain't right that you should suffer, Folks,

especially when it's so easy and costs so little to

be free from pain."

No one there had said anything about suffer-

ing, but by this time there were nods of ap-

proval, and solemn eyes cast to the ground as

Dad's listeners ruminated on the ills of the hu-

man frame and needless suffering, while the

women looked with rapt attention at the serious

kindly face of the man they thought was about

to offer them a salvation which not even Wine of

Cardui or Peruna had ever really achieved for

them*

"I want to tell you how I learned this great

secret," Dad would go on. Pausing again, he

would hold up his mutilated hand. "You can see

Fve got only three fingers on this hand. Neu-

ralgic rheumatism got the other one before I

learned what to do about it I had such pain
ir
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that I couldn't sleep at night, such pain that I

would writhe and scream in torment, like a man
in a madhouse. Finally the doctors, seeing that

it was about to spread to my other finders, and

from there to the rest of my body, making a

hopeless paralytic of me, cut off that finger, took

one of the members from this body which the,

Good Book says thou shalt not mutilate! I f they
had known, or if T had known, then, what I

know today, Fd have that finger now.

"A few weeks after I got out of the hospital

I began to feel pain again in my hand. They
hadn't got the finger off soon enough. Before

they had begun to cut the poison had begun to

spread. I knew what that meant I knew that if

I didn't do something mighty quiek Td lose my
hand.

"And then, by accident, I met a very wise man
- -a prince from India, a man whose people had
known for centuries cures which Knglish and

American doctors haven't heard of yet, I le told

me about certain herbs and drugs with magical
properties and about the mighty powers of elec-

tricity*

"And the results of the things he told me,
Folks, are in this bottle and this belt I"

Here he would stop again while he displayed
r 2
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impressively, one in each hand, one of his "elec-

tric belts" and a bottle filled with a slightly

pinkish fluid labeled, "Dr. Bryant's Magic Lini-

ment. For Soreness, Lameness, Neuralgic Rheu-

matism, Gout, Stiffness, Congestion. KEEP
AWAY FROM FIRE1" In the center of the

Jabel was a colored picture of a royal Hindu

prince of the blood.

Putting the belt behind him for a moment,
he would concentrate on the liniment.

"This liniment, which the prince helped me
to make in my laboratories, cured me in exactly

five applications. When I started, my fingers

jtvere curled up like the claws of a chicken. I

couldn't straighten them out. Now you can see

for yourselves how supple and limber they are.

"How much do you suppose that was worth to

me? I had spent hundreds of dollars on doctors

and hospitals and they hadn't cured me. With
about a fourth as much liniment as there is in

one of these bottles, I was cured. How much

iwould that be worth to you? If I were to ask you
five dollars for a bottle of this magic fluid which

will free you from pain, would you say that it

was too much?"

Invariably half a dozen heads would shake

sideways. Dad would watch for the one which

13
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shook the most vigorously and call that person

up to the tail of the wagon, to demonstrate the

liniment and make him a present of the first

bottle.

"Feel it penetrate?" he would ask, and the vic-

tim, whose hand by now was burning like fire

from the vicious mixture of gasoline and Cay-
enne pepper which Dad had rubbed on it, would

nod a hearty recommendation. Then Dad would
cork up the bottle and smilingly put it into the

smarting hand.

"There you are, my boy," he would say. "Take
it home. Rub it on at night when you feel any

pain. It'll work wonders for you. Now, Folks,
here's the big surprise. YouVe all agreed that

five dollars would be a reasonable price for this

magic secret medicine. But I'm not going to ask

you to pay me five dollars. I'm not going to ask

you to pay me three dollars. I'm not even going
to ask you to pay me a dollar. No, sir, I want
this remedy in every home in the land. I want its

benefits to reach the poor as well as the rich.

Fifty cents, four bits, five dimes, is all I want

you to pay. Take three bottles for a dollar, so

you'll be sure to have it on hand when you need
it most!"

When he had sold as many bottles of "Dr.
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Bryant's Magic Liniment" as possible, Mother
would sing another tune to her strumming guitar

and Father would then launch a similar sales

talk on the virtues of the electric belt, the magic

properties of which extended from the ability to

cure rheumatism to the conquest of sterility. The
belt was "guaranteed to make you forget every
ache and pain," And it probably did, for the

chemical action set up by the zinc and copper
wires which Father wove into them, and the felt

pad soaked in vinegar, would produce a surface

burning sensation which would make a man for-

get his name so long as it lasted.

In the evenings Dad worked on his electric

belts while Mother filled bottles with gasoline

and red pepper the sole ingredients of Dr,

Bryant's Magic Liniment and pasted labels on

them.

When we came to a larger town where we
wanted to spend two nights, we would pitch a

tent and put on a vaudeville show inside. The
first night the show would be free and we would
concentrate on the sale of soap, liniment, and

electric belts. The second night we would charge
ten cents admission and give the audience a

more elaborate show, not neglecting sales during
the intermissions,

15
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By the time we got to Texas we had a little

cash capital and added Frank L, Cutler, his

daughter, Myra, and an Irish comedian named

Joe Keaton to the company, enlarging our show.

Myra turned out to be Joe's basket of water cress,

his little buttercup, his do re mi fa sol la si do,

and they were married. They had a son and

named him Buster. And thus a famous movie

career was actually begun in the tent of a medi-

cine show before there were any movies to re-

ceive it

Finally we reached the Cherokee Strip. On
the day of the opening, April 22, 1889, Dad's

horse was drawn up in Perry along with the rest

and, at a signal given by a gun, the twelve-mile

race started. The horses were white or roan or

dappled at the outset, but so dry was the black

dirt of the prairie that it was a gang of black

men and black horses which finally arrived at

the free land, where the men began driving their

stakes.

Dad put his stakes in at a likely-looking spot
and immediately set his tent up. Before dark he
and Mother had a fine supply of liniment mixed
and some hand-made notices tacked on trees

about the camp, announcing a show that night
with twenty-five cents admission- His prices,
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along with those of everyone else who had any-

thing to sell, had reacted to the standards of the

frontier, and were up.

After the show, he immediately rearranged
the inside of the tent and turned it into a hotel,

He wrote little cardboard tickets out in pencil,

each ticket allowing the holder to spend the

night on the ground inside the tent, at a cost of

twenty-five cents, and filled it from wall to wall.

Water so muddy that after drinking it a man
sneezed dust, was sold for ten cents a glass, and

there was practically no food available. One day
word went round that a carload of buns would

arrive that afternoon at the railroad several

miles away. All the homesteaders rushed to the

railroad track. When the train arrived there

were the buns, loaded loosely in a box car like so

much coal. The conductor told the man who
had bought them that he would have to unload

them right away, since there was no siding there.

When the bun merchant protested, the; brake-

man simply pried the side of the car up and let

the buns roll out on the grass.

Dad bought six at ten cents each. A few others

bought some. Then there was an onslaught

which the owner of the buns could do nothing to
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stop. Fifteen minutes later there was not a bun

left, yet all the dealer had received was $3.10!

After awhile the surveyors came to lay out our

new town. When the lines for the main street

were run they went right through our tent, so

we had to pull up the stakes and move on.

For several years we barnstormed through the

West and South, and it was then that we learned

the true value of Mother's guitar and diamond

ring. At some time or other they were in hock
for board and room in half of the towns of

Texas.

At times like these, when we were penniless,
Mother would canvass from house to house, sell-

ing liniment, corn salve, cocoanut-oil soap, and
a cure-all patent medicine made from "barks,

berries, roots, and herbs/' If her customers said

they didn't have any money she would take food
or clothing in payment Many an evening she

came back to us with a pillow-case or sheet

wrapped around a supply of beans, freshly
baked bread, biscuits, home-churned butter,
coffee whatever she could get And more often

than I like to remember, it was only what she

procured in this way that kept us from going to

bed supperless.

When our tent finally wore out we were not
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able to replace it, so we let Frank Cutler and

the Keaton family go, and Florence and I began
our show career in the wagon. Sister played the

guitar and I sang songs as we high-pitched our

way. Often, when business was good, we would

sell out our supply of bottled liniment and I

then had to hold the crowd with songs and gags
while Mother and Father retired to the other

end of the wagon and mixed more gasoline and

red pepper.
One of our major expenses was the cost of

Dad's top hats. Often a crowd of rollicking cow-

boys would decide that the top hat was the most

amusing target they had seen and it suddenly
would become the recipient of stale eggs, toma-

toes even stones. Their accuracy was amazing!

They could safely have called all their shots.

Finally, at an especially low ebb in our for-

tunes, we lost the horse and wagon. We were

playing Raton, a small town on the Mexican

border, when Dad was suddenly arrested for

operating without a permit Mother's guitar and

diamond ring were just then in pawn in Trini-

dad, Colorado, so we had to give up all the rest

of our belongings as security for the fine.

The landlady at our boarding house was a

kindly soul and stepped in to help us out Her
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son was conductor on a freight train on the

Santa Fe and she suggested that, if Dad wanted

to deadhead with him to La Junta, Colorado,
where there was a boom at the time, she would

take care of Mother, Sister, and me until he

could send for us.

What a picture Father must have made, im-

maculately dressed, as he always was, in his high
silk hat, form-fitting Prince Albert with velvet

lapels, a white vest and puff tie to match, pin-

striped trousers with gray spats, and his never-

absent gold-headed cane, as he sat in the little

red caboose behind the train rattling over the

rails, bound for a destination he was never to

reach.

He decided that it would be best for him to

get off the train before arriving at La Junta, to

avoid causing his host any embarrassing mo-
ments with the railroad officials. So at the water

tank outside the city, he got down. As the train

disappeared around the curve ahead of him, he

picked up his suitcase loaded with electric belts

and liniment, and started to follow it down the

track.

At a short turn in the right of way he sud-

denly came upon a number of men working on
the roadbed. When they saw him, they imme-
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diately drew aside with a show of respect, while

their foreman came running toward him. He
shook hands heartily with Dad and then took

his suitcase and started off through a field to-

ward a large tent.

"You must be hungry," the genial foreman

said. "How'd fried chicken sound to you?"
Dad thought that, instead of alighting peace-

fully from the caboose, he must have been killed

in a wreck and have gone to heaven. But he be-

lieved in never questioning the ways of provi-

dence, so he smiled with dignity and friendli-

ness, and spoke as one should to a gracious host.

"I always did like fried chicken/
7 he said

with enthusiasm.

"Well, we're all ready for you," the foreman

assured him.

Now they were at the flap of the tent, from

which came such delectable odors that Dad
could hardly speak for the longing that was in

his mouth* Chickens, mashed potatoes with yel-

low gravy, candied yams, delicious coffee, and

two huge quarters of apple pie had gone to fill

the yawning chasm in Father's middle before

any explanation was forthcoming. And, when it

did, Dad knew again that he was alive, and face

to face with reality,
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It began when the foreman asked him what

the railroad company's plans for a new spur

were. Dad tried to look very wise, stalling for

time, as he answered.

"I really couldn't say," he replied slowly. So

far, so good. It was a sage answer, in keeping
with the important position of one who had

weighty business secrets to guard. But when the

foreman, accepting what must have sounded like

a veiled reproof for his inquisitiveness, began

asking by name about a number of people in the

Kansas City office of the Santa Fe, Father knew
that he was sunk.

"I don't know them," he said helplessly. "I've

never been around railroad people much."

"Aren't you Mr. Benson from the Kansas City

office, who was to arrive on that train?" the be-

wildered foreman asked.

"Not at all," Dad answered humbly. "I'm just

a busted street fakir, trying to beat my way to

La Junta."
For a moment things looked bad. The fore-

man got red and white by turns and then, to

complete a patriotic color scheme, turned the air

blue with curses. But in a moment he stopped
and proved his Irish descent by shaking with

laughter. The joke was on him, but it was as
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good a joke as it would have been had it been on

someone else.

"All right. Pop, you win," he laughed.
'There's more chickens where those came from.

Now let's see what's in that telescope you're

carrying."

Again Father's heart sank. All of his stock in

trade, everything with which he had hoped to

replenish our fortunes, was in his suitcase, and

he saw it all about to be confiscated in payment
for his dinner.

But nothing of the kind was in the foreman's

mind. He was a good gambler. He had lost a

bet and was about to pay. Led by him, his men
crowded around and, in ten minutes, bought, at

top prices, every bottle of liniment and every
electric belt which Dad carried.

The next day he was back in Raton, with no

electric belts and no liniment, but with more

money than we had had at one time in years!



II

WE BECOME "THE FOUR
BRYANTS"

MOTHER,
who decided most matters of

importance to us, pointed out that, with

so much capital, we could break away from the

horse and wagon and get into concert halls. Kan-

sas City seemed the best place to start, and we

headed for it after going to Trinidad, where

we bailed out Mother's guitar and diamond ring.

We couldn't leave without them. Mother was

too fond of them, and besides, who could tell

when they might again be all there was to stand

between us and starvation?

In Kansas City we became "The Four Bry-

ants" with a singing, dancing, and talking act

which actually got an engagement, and our

varied and rocky concert-hall career began. It

wasn't too hopeful, but we got by, working north

and east until we finally reached Buffalo, which

I shall always remember as the city that marked

a dividing line between one life and another.

Not that the new life was any easier, for a num-

ber of years, than the old. But it was from here,
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quite by accident, that we headed for the river

which has dominated our life ever since.

Failing, in Buffalo, to get any better engage-

ment, we went to work in Bonney's Comique on

Canal street, one of the toughest, roughest,

dirtiest sections of the city. It was in 1900, and

the visitors to the Pan-American Exposition
didn't make the town any quieter! They loved

the honky-tonk shows Mrs* Bonney put on and

called for louder and rawer acts.

There was a small stage on which we put on

our act, and tables, instead of the usual theater

seats, where liquor was served. Instead of the

regular theater balcony there was a series of

booths, also with tables, called "wine rooms."

There were curtains before these which were

drawn when the parties within became too inti-

mate or too rough for public view.

The management expected all the ladies of the

assembly to mingle with the patrons between

their acts, solicit drinks from drunken sailors,

slumming parties, or anyone else who had the

price. On busy nights, such as those when a

freighter made port, money was spent so freely

that drinks came faster than the ladies could con-

sume them without passing out So fake mixtures
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were served to the girls, who secretly poured
them down a trough built for that purpose.

My mother was no exception to the rule, and

had to entertain undesirables along with the rest

Her reward for this was a five-cent commission

on every drink and the assurance that Dad and I

would be kept working.
It was no disgrace to work in such an atmos-

phere in those days. But Dad felt that it was

humiliating to have his wife hustling beer checks

in order to keep him in a job. Yet it was almost

impossible for a man to obtain a position with-

out a woman. The show world wanted girls,

They were then, as now, the really important

part of the show business.

Disgusted with his reputation as "Mrs. Bry-
ant's husband," Dad longed for some practical

method by which he could establish himself as

the rightful head of the Bryant family. Since he

couldn't sing or dance, he bravely set out to mas-

ter the art of magic, then known as sleight-of-

hand, with a view to becoming the world's out-

standing magician. He studied and worked for

weeks to perfect the great mystic illusions he

had in mind. Boxes of rabbits, guinea pigs, white

mice, pigeons, and canary birds cluttered our
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furnished room until sight, sound, and smell in-

dicated that the place was a pet shop.

His routine of tricks included the breaking

and cooking of an egg in a hat to be borrowed

from some gentleman in the audience, and the

apparent smashing up of a watch which he

would obtain in a similar manner and return to

its owner in its original condition. If he got that

far, he intended to produce a few pigeons from

the air. Then, to give the act a whirlwind finish,

he was going to pull a rabbit out from under the

collar of a gentleman in the audience.

Every night, after we got back to the room

from Bonney's, he would set out to prove the

plausibility of his plans by donning a misfit

Hindu costume (which made him look more

like a fourth-rate night-club doorman than a

magician) and proceeding to put on his com-

plete act in front of us to see whether we could

catch on to any of his manipulations. But we
could tell from the way he looked at us, as he

challenged us to explain how he did it, that, if

we knew, we had better not admit it.

After weeks of preparation and endless post-

ponements he finally mustered enough courage
to go through with it One Saturday night, in

Bonney's smoke-filled auditorium, the curtains
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slowly parted on the eight-by-ten stage with

Dad, Hindu costume and all, right in the middle

of it The piano added the sweet strains of the

waltz "Over the Waves" to the natural accom-

paniment of clinking glasses and bawdy con-

versation as Dad, excited and unstrung, struck

an "Ajax defying the lightning" pose and went

into his act. His audience, which by now seemed

to be his accusers, greeted him with hoots and

mock cheers and applause which sent him higher
than a kite. He immediately forgot all of the

little he had learned about magic.

Acting grimly and automatically, like a man
in a trance, he proceeded to break up quite irre-

parably a perfectly good Elgin watch belonging
to a gentleman in the audience, instead of a sub-

stitute which he carried for that purpose. That

finished, he ruined another kind patron's Stetson

hat with a none-too-good egg that he splattered
all over it. While he was doing this, all the

pigeons got loose and Dad completed the dam-

age to the hat by dropping and stepping on it as

he tried to catch the birds. Completely out of

touch with reality now, he nearly pulled the ears

off a frightened, overfed rabbit as he tried to

make it seem to emerge from under a drunken

patron's vest. It was too much, at least for the
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beast, and the trick developed into what looked

like a fist fight between Dad and the rabbit.

Mother finally led him gently away, a trem-

bling wreck, and Sis and I carefully picked up
the debris the remnants of his shattered

dreams. At the little stage door in the alley

Mother kissed him goodnight, whispering, "It's

all right, Sam. You tried. That's all anyone can

do." Still in his delapidated Hindu costume, she

placed him in a cab and sent him home
;
then she

went back to square things with the management
and the audience.

It was nearing Spring in Buffalo (show-boat

time) when Mrs. Bonney nailed a sign on her

doors. It said, "Closed for Repairs." What it

really meant was that business was rotten and we
were out of a job again. The revenue from
Mother's salary and beer-check commissions

soon ran out
I built a shoe-shine box and went hustling in

the streets. My first customer was the eminent

actor Th<?mas W. Ross who was then starring in

"Checkers" at the Tech Theater. He was a con-

versational soul, and before I had finished pol-

ishing his first shoe I was telling him about my
stage ambitions, whereat he took me with him to
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the theater and got me a job as a "super
77

in the

race-track scene, at fifty cents a performance.

Mother started canvassing, as she always did

when we became financially embarrassed.

It was at about this time that we first ran into

George M. Cohan. We had been hearing about

him for months, all along the route from Kansas

City to Buffalo. The act which he did with his

family his father, his mother, and his sister

was the sensation of the season. They were

known as "The Four Cohans,
77

just as we had

called ourselves "The Four Bryants,
77 from the

first I felt a prideful interest in the Four Cohans

and drew youthful comparisons based on the

similarity between their situation and ours a

similarity which ended when relative success

and failure were brought into the picture.

Secretly I admired George Cohan immensely,
with all of the intense admiration a boy in his

early 'teens can bestow upon a man who is doing
what the boy wants to do. He was my idol and I

was sure that he was everything which my child-

ish imagination said he was.

When Mrs. Bonney closed, the Four Cohans

were playing in an act called "Running for

Office.
77 We had heard that Mr. Cohan had writ-

ten acts for several other vaudeville troupes, the
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kind of acts that eventually landed them on

Broadway, so I conceived the idea that we would

get him to write an act for us. God knows we
needed one!

Father thought it would do no good to ask

him, and I think Mother was skeptical too, but

I was insistent

"He likes to help people/' I assured her.

"He's one of the finest men in the world, and all

we have to do is to ask him."

Finally, more to satisfy me, I think, than out

of any conviction of her own, Mother consented

to go to his hotel with me. She dressed me in my
best clothes, which included a large white em-

broidered Lord Fauntleroy collar that nearly

covered my shoulders, and at two o'clock in the

afternoon we entered the Statler Hotel and went

up to Mr. Cohan's apartment
Mother rapped timidly at the door and we

waited breathlessly. After a second knock, we
heard a gruff voice which froze all of my young
enthusiasm.

"Who the hell is coming up here at this time

of the morning?" it cried, and I thought we must

have got the wrong door. I could not believe

that this was the voice of the man I had idolized.

Mother rapped again, and the door finally
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opened just wide enough for Mrs. Cohan (Ethel

Levy) to show her face and utter one short word
which made both Mother and me feel as though
we had wandered, by mistake, into a cold-storage

plant
"Well?" Her voice indicated clearly that

whatever our reply it would be an unwelcome

impertinence.
"I want to see Mr. Cohan on business,"

Mother announced.

"Well, you can't see him. He's in bed." The
door was about to close, not only on Mrs. Cohan,
but on all of the magnificent picture my hero-

worship had painted. An idol lay shattered at

my feet and my heart was surging in bitter pain.
I wanted suddenly to be sitting out in front of

his act in the theater with a brick house which
I could present to him one brick at a time. I

wanted to hurt him as I was now being hurt

not just by his refusal, but by the sense of super-

iority his wife was exhibiting to Mother.
"He's all in from taking bows at the supper

show, I suppose," I said, in a voice which I tried

to give the high note of fine sarcasm.

Mother took me by the arm and pushed me
behind her in the hall. She already had a feeling
that this conversation wasn't going to last very
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long under any circumstances, and she did not

propose to let me shorten it further.

"I am Mrs. Bryant of the Four Bryants/' she

went on, moving closer to the door as she real-

ized that she was fighting a losing battle, "and

we came to see if Mr. Cohan would consider

writing a vaudeville act for us."

"Yes, and without any tambourines or base

drums like in his to cover up bad acting," I put
in. It was sheer insanity, but I was aching with

a terrible disappointment and, childlike, wanted

to smash somebody. I think that, with any en-

couragement at all, I would have shouted

through the door at Cohan, "Your act's lousy

too!"

When Mrs. Cohan spoke, the thermometer

had dropped several degrees more.

"I'm sure that Mr. Cohan would not take on

any more writing obligations just now," she said,

and the interview was closed. So was the door.

Faint from disappointment we started walk-

ing down the stairs, forgetting all about the ele-

vator, I put my arm around Mother and at-

tempted consolation*

"Never mind, Mother," I said. "I'll write an

act for us myself, and it'll be better than any-

thing that guy could write!"
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True to my promise, or at least partially true

to it, I helped Mother and Dad lay out an act

for the Four Bryants and, to our delight, we
were allowed to open with it at Shea's two or

three weeks later. I don't know to this day why I

insisted on putting "The Green Grass Grew All

Around'' in for me to sing. It is probably the

greatest bore that was ever set to music. But,
even in the first year of the century, the amuse-

ment game in the big cities was too fast for me.

As I marched out before the footlights, swell-

ing with pride, I thought that now I was going
to show Georgie Cohan how an act should be

put on. My heart was beating like a trip ham-

mer, to be sure, but it was from excitement, not

from fear. I admitted that I had a good voice

and I was about to lay them dead in the aisles.

Everything seemed all right as I sang the first

verse :

Oh, there was a tree

In the woods, in the ground,
And the green grass grew all around,
All around,
And the green grass grew all around.

Verse by verse I went on, putting a limb on
the tree, and a twig on the limb, repeating, as
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that burdensome old song does all the long riga-

marole of all the preceding verses every time I

sang a new one, while the audience got more and

more restless. During the fourth verse, in which

a nest is built on the twig, "prettiest little nest

you ever did see. Oh, the nest on the twig, twig
on the branch, branch on the tree, tree in the

woods" and on and on, a man in the front row

yawned and finally went to sleep. Even through

my singing I seemed to be able to hear him snor-

ing.

Inch by inch I fought my way, putting an egg
in the nest, a bird in the egg, a wing on the bird,

a feather on the wing (quite unmindful of the

fact that unhatched birds do not have feathers),

and at that point, in the ninth verse, which was,
of course, longer than the eighth, which was

longer than the seventh, since every verse con-

tained all of every preceding verse the sleeper in

the front row woke up, gave one disgusted look

at me, muttered U
O, my Godl" and promptly

went back to sleep. He never did wake up again

through all the rest of the show for fear I'd still

be singing.

When I had finally got the fuzz on the feather

in the tenth verse, and all the various elements of

all the other verses assembled once more, and the
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green grass growing all around all around, I

decided it was time to stop. I'd already given

them enough for their money. If they thought I

was going to stand there all night singing for the

measly salary the Four Bryants were getting,

they were mistaken. Now if they wanted to pay
us a salary like that of the Four Cohans.* . , .

I stopped and the orchestra stopped. I waited

for the applause, so that I could take my bows.

Brother, if you've ever fought your way to the

top of the Alps, or even the Adirondocks, and

stood there alone at midnight in winter, you'll

know what I heard. Nothing. Absolutely noth-

ing!
It was as quiet as Lonesome Hollow Creek. It

was so quiet that I could hear my heart thump-
ing under my loud checkered comedy vest.

Trembling from head to foot, I ran off the

stage as fast as I could, with tears streaming
from my eyes. Somehow, senselessly, I blamed

George M. Cohan for my humiliation, because

he had refused to write an act for us. Between
teeth clenched to keep back the sobs, I cried,

"I'll get even with you some day!"
We never waited for our photos which were

in the lobby, or the two sheets of music we had
handed the ten-piece orchestra at rehearsal. All
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we wanted to do was to get out of sight of every-

one we knew. By side streets and back alleys we

shamefully made our way to our furnished room
on Swan street Once there I began to rave about

"the dirty trick 'the Yankee Doodle Boy' had

played on us." Mother humored me, for she real-

ized that my sudden hatred for the famous come-

dian was born of pain and humiliation and was

actually my first experience in professional jeal-

ousy, that cankering ulcer which attacks the soul

of every actor at some time or other.

"How does he get away with it?" I screamed,

as I moved chairs out of the way and prepared
to give an imitation of his famous eccentric

dance. "Here's all he does!"

With that I began hopping and skipping
around the room like a maniac, shouting breath-

lessly.

"If my hair was just a little longer, there'd be

nothing to it," I cried.

"If your hair was a little longer, someone

would shoot you for a pheasant," my sister said.

Just then Dad came in with some doughnuts
and a copy of the New York Clipper, a theatri-

cal journal of the time. As he looked through
the want ads, he stopped at one and read it aloud.

"Wanted: Stock girls . . . sister teams . . .
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also vaudeville acts . . . must work the wine

rooms . . . Austin's Palm Gardens, Syracuse."

We all sat in silence, feeling ashamed, each

waiting for someone else to pass judgment
"What else is there?" Mother asked. hope-

lessly,

Dad turned another page and then stopped.
"How does this sound?" he asked. "

Wanted,
for Price's Water Queen Showboat, vaudeville

people in all lines, long pleasant engagement, no

pets allowed. Tickets? Yes, if I know you. Cap-
tain E. A. Price, Evansville, Indiana."

"Showboat? What's that?" we all asked in one

breath, as he finished reading.

Father didn't know any more about it than we

did, but it was a prospect for a job which didn't

include beer checks, and Mother was interested.

She wrote Captain Price a long letter and we
waited several days in suspense before we got the

glorious telegram, "All O.K. Join at Augusta,

Kentucky, Saturday."
Not knowing us, he didn't send railroad fare,

so the question of how we were going to get
tickets immediately arose. Mother once more

pawned her guitar and diamond rings, but we
still needed several dollars. No one seemed to

have any other ideas, so I slipped out and went
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to see my friend at the Tech Theater, telling him

our story. Without any hesitation he dropped his

work and went the rounds of the stage doors with

me, telling everywhere, with enriching details

of his own, the story I had told him. At every

theater we got something.

Probably Billy B. Van and Nellie O'Neil

have forgotten all about it, but I shall always

remember the crisp five-dollar bill which Miss

O'Neil slipped into my hand, and the sweet

smile she gave me with it, and the adoration for

her that I felt in that moment. It rounded out

the amount we needed, I think I ran all the way
to Swan street and our boarding house.

One more thing was needed. Our rent and

board bill hadn't been paid. So Mother made a

deal with the landlady to do her week's washing,
and Father gave her husband an electric belt,

and we were free. We hurriedly packed up, sadly

leaving behind the diamond ring and guitar,

which we would send for later, and were soon on

a train headed for the Water Queen and a com-

pletely changed life for all of us.

And the Four Cohans went in another direc-

tion to New York, and to success.
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HERE COMES THE SHOW
BOAT!

AT Cincinnati we changed trains, and an old

jLA. life for a new. As we crossed the bridge

into Kentucky, we looked down for the first time

on the still waters of the beautiful Ohio River,

We were looking then, without knowing it, at

what was to be our home for the rest of our lives

the river. We followed its winding course a

stone's throw from the water's edge nearly all

the way to Augusta, strangely thrilled by the

long, lazy, inviting stretch of water which con-

tinually lay before us. Sometimes it was so clear

and shallow, at the islands and sandbars we

passed, that we could see the blending of crystal

gravel and sand beneath it How I longed to

take off my shoes and stockings and wade in!

All along the shore strange little boats, some

of them seemingly no more than floating grocery

boxes, were tied up, or anchored, or beached out

on the bank. They seemed especially to like the

comparatively sheltered waters of the mouths of

creeks. They formed a weird and varied fleet,
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scattered for miles over the face of the water.

Wanting to know as much as possible about the

strange land into which we were heading, I

asked a fellow-passenger what they were. When
he told me that they were house boats, that peo-

ple ate and slept and lived the year around in

such ramshackle craft, I could hardly believe

my ears.

Just above Moscow we met the steamer

Queen City, coming down the river full steam

ahead. What a majestic sight it was! It was the

first stern-wheel river boat any of us had even

seen, and we watched it with something like

awe. As if to please us with its tricks, it blew

for a landing as we watched. I wanted to clap

my hands with joy. It was my first river whistle

and it made such a deep impression on me that

I can still distinguish the voice of the Queen

City easily among a dozen others, even though

they are at some distance.

Spring was in the air and the willow-lined

shores on both sides of the river were turning

to a bright apple-green. All along the way the

farmers and their families were busy plowing
and cultivating the hillside and river bottom-

lands for their annual crops of corn, potatoes,

and tobacco. Now and then we would pass
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through some sleepy village where rolling stones

had stopped to gather moss. Long since having
lost the distinction of being listed on the train

schedules as flag stops, they were now merely
railroad crossings and their only connection

with the outside world was the small mail pouch

hurriedly tossed from a passing train once a

day to a waiting aged mail carrier, who con-

veyed it to the general store or across the river

in a John boat to a waiting postmistress.

We particularly noticed how friendly every-

one was. Apparently we were the only strangers

among them, and we didn't remain strangers

long. Even the usually cold and indifferent

members of the train crew were agreeable and

as talkative and inquisitive as a group of women
at an old-fashioned quilting bee. No one hesi-

tated to ask who we were or where we were go-

ing or what we were going to do. By the time

we reached Augusta we knew practically every-

body on the train and bade each one goodbye
as if he were an old friend.

Now I began to worry a little, for I had a

problem which had to be faced out with Cap-
tain Price. In Buffalo I had picked up a stray

dog who had become so dear to me in a short

time that I simplv couldn't bear to leave it be-
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hind in spite of the warning note in Captain
Price's ad. It had said "No Pets," but Prince

was just a big yellow mongrel, as kind and

gentle as a good woman, I didn't see how any-

one could object to that dog, and if anyone did,

I didn't see how I could leave my friend behind

anyway. So Prince was with me, for better or

worse, and I was troubled about what Captain
Price might say.

As we stepped to the platform with the grips

and the dog, we heard the distant melody of

"My Old Kentucky Home" coming from a

steam calliope on the river. I had never heard a

calliope before and I didn't know what it was,

but I thought it was lovely.

The town was alive with activity and excite-

ment and there was a pronounced note of joy in

the air. At first I was vain enough to believe

that Captain Price had told the inhabitants to

watch for the arrival of the Four Bryants, and

that the celebration was no more than the recep-

tion we deserved. I was about to take, before

the gang at the station, a few of the bows of

which I had been robbed in Buffalo, but Flor-

ence made a face at me which cooled my ardor.

"If you're going to pull that Georgie Cohan
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stuff again," she said, "let me get across the

street first, so they won't think I'm with you."

Then I saw groups of children running aim-

lessly about the streets shouting, "Show boat!

Show boat! Here come's the show boat!" while

they danced and turned somersaults and the

show-boat calliope obligingly and gaily fur-

nished them with the airs of "Turkey in the

Straw," "Oh, Dem Golden Slippers," and "Way
Down Upon the Swanee River." Then I knew
that the excitement was over the show boat

itself, which was just tying up.
An old darkey who met all trains drove us

down to the river landing in a squeaky surrey.

"Going to the show boat tonight, Uncle?"

Dad asked him.

"Yes, suh!" he replied quickly, and his eyes

gleamed with anticipatory pleasure, "Dat's one

boat Pse nevah missed!"

"You seem to like it," Dad said.

"Dat's Captain Price's floatin' opera," the

Negro said, and there was a note of pride in his

voice, almost as though the boat were his own.
"Me an' mah chillun and mah old woman an'

her chillun by her fust husband always goes,
because we're sure of gettin' our money's worth.

De Captain's been comin' here for forty years
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an' ev'ybody likes him because he always gives

a good show."

The way he emphasized the words "good
show" rather frightened us. Dad was especially

uneasy at the prospects. Seeing his nervousness,

the rest of us began to wonder just where Dad
was going to fit into the picture. As a devoted

husband and loving father he had been a huge

success, but he had blundered in all the other

departments of his life. He just couldn't seem to

get his bearings. It was as though, every time

there was a round hole to be filled, Dad whittled

a square peg for it. At times his depressions and

long melancholy silences indicated that he real-

ized his helpless position. As an actor he was

really no worse than the rest of us. It was just

that we had more galvanized gall than he had,

and would stay out on the stage until someone

gave us the hook, regardless of our reception,

while he would become backward and timid

and a victim of stage fright at the least sign of

unfriendliness or ridicule in the audience.

On the way down the levee with our luggage
we met Captain Price going uptown for grocer-

ies and other supplies. He was a short wiry
little figure out of the past. He had mutton-chop
whiskers and was dressed in a short black alpaca
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coat and a straw hat which had seen better days.

He was slightly bowlegged and talked excitedly.

As his excitement rose he would scratch his

whiskers with one hand and the side of his leg

with the other. This was the first impression I

had of the man who was a nationally known
river figure and one of the true founders of the

modern floating theater.

As he greeted us, Mother apologized for my
dog, which I was leading proudly, feeling that

his leash added distinction to my general ap-

pearance.
"I hope you won't mind the dog, Captain,"

Mother said. "Prince isn't really like most pets,

but more like a person."

Captain Price looked at the dog and raised his

eyebrows.
"Prince?" he asked.

"Billy's responsible for the name," Mother

explained, with a twinkle in her eyes. Then she

leaned over and whispered something in the

captain's ear which I couldn't understand, and

they both laughed pleasantly. He looked at me
tolerantly and smiled.

"Put the dog on the steamboat," he said, "and
I'll see about it later."

There was a hitch when we got to the stage
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plank (gang plank to you, if you are used to

ocean-going vessels). It was so steep and nar-

row, and the water made such a merry race

beneath it, that Dad got dizzy and balked. It

looked like a major difficulty until Florence

stepped into the breech. Telling Dad to bend

over, she bound a handkerchief around his eyes

and, taking him firmly by the hand, led him
aboard. She had once seen a horse taken out of

a burning barn!

On the boat we again had a marvelous ex-

ample of river folk's friendliness. We had all

anticipated the possibility of coolness on the

part of the rest of the company, such as that

which we had often experienced from other

vaudeville troupes. They would all be old river

troupers, we expected, who might look down on

such tyros as we were. To our delight we were

given a welcome which would have warmed

anyone's heart They seemed lonesome and de-

lighted to see anyone from the big cities. They
crowded around us, asking for news from Chi-

cago, Detroit, Kansas City, Buffalo. In ten

minutes they made us feel as though we were a

part of the family.
We were taken to our tiny rooms and shown

about the boat The rooms were bare as well as
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small, but clean and tidy. In each a drygoods

box, into which shelves had been nailed, served

as both washstand and dresser. Beside it stood a

bucket with a rope attached to it. Since there

was so much water all about us the lack of run-

ning water bothered no one. We had only to

sling a bucket over the edge of the boat when-

ever we wanted to wash or bathe, and bring it

up full of cool clear water. For chilly nights

there was a little oil stove in each room.

Mother stood in the middle of her room and

beamed.

"I think it's the loveliest room I've ever seen,"

she said softly. "Tomorrow I'll get some blue

stuff for curtains at the window and in front of

the dresser, and you'll see how pretty it'll look!"

While we were planning our rooms and ar-

ranging our things, rehearsal was called and we
all went to the stage. I looked out the open door

to the fascination of the water, while the or-

chestra, which was even worse than we were,

fought its way through the music. And I hoped
longingly that we would be allowed to stay a

little while, at least I wanted to do some fancy

swimming and fishing along those inviting
shores.

Everybody was expected to double in brass,
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that is, to play some sort of instrument in the

band during the noon-day parade. Just before

dinner Captain Price gave Dad and me each a

band uniform, consisting of a white sailor suit

(or rather a suit which had once been white)

with a round sailor hat from which ribbons

hung down at the back. Dad's suit was either

too small for him or he got too far into it It

didn't fit any part of him and he couldn't seem

to get his hat on his head so that the ribbons

would hang down his back. They kept flapping

around his ears and getting into his eyes, so that

he was in constant warfare with them.

Worried about what Dad would do to the

harmony, I took the band leader aside and told

him there was really no instrument that Dad

could play. The leader was a kindly soul and

gave Dad an alto horn with a cork in it so that,

although Dad marched along with the rest of

us, and went through all the motions, he just

couldn't blow any sour notes.

Even when working, the alto or "peck" horn

is the easiest instrument in the band to play. It's

the horn that goes along on the after-beat, the

player using one finger only as he blows "um-

twat, um-twat, um-twat-twat-twat-twat," all up
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and down the street, but Dad didn't even have

to worry about getting his "um-twats" wrong.
I played the bass drum for the first time in

my life. The drum was practically as large as

I was. As we went up the hill with our instru-

ments, followed by a group of happy children,

I looked the gang over. It was positively the

most suspicious-looking eight-piece brass band

(six musicians, a plugged alto horn, and a bass

drum) I ever saw.

We paraded around town at a lively clip and

finally stopped, out of breath, in front of the

post office, where we formed in a circle to play
the free concert For a finishing number we

played a part of the "William Tell" overture

(the easy part), or I mean, we played at it

What we really did was to engage in a weird

battle with its elusive notes. The leader stood in

the middle of the circle keeping time with his

cornet, to remind us that he was still with us

and to keep us all from going stark mad.

During the overture there were several op-

portunities for the drummer to relax. They were

obviously put there to give me a break, but I

sat none of them out. I kept right on beating
all the time, for I knew that if I ever stopped,
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I'd never be able to get back into the swing of

it again,

"William Tell" was one tune that we never

did learn to finish all together on the last beat.

Someone would invariably give an extra humili-

ating blast on his horn after we had all quit

playing and were about to take a bow from the

spectators.

Later I learned, to my surprise, that there

were other bands just as bad. Most of the little

towns in those days had local bands of their

own who \,ould play the free concert with us.

We learned to distinguish their musicians from

the rest of the group by looking at their posi-

tions. Their trombone player would stand back

of our trombone player and their alto back of

our alto and so on around the circle. They rein-

forced us marvelously. With their help the din

we could make was something terrible and

grand.
When the curtain went up that first night

with a packed audience out front, we were

scared stiff and on the verge of a nervous break-

down. Much to our surprise and delight we
were an instant hit, a riotl We "knocked them

dead and laid them in the aisles." During the

day Dad had purchased some chemicals at the
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local drug store and did the magic trick of turn-

ing water into wine and the wine back into

water, and he was a panic ! I thought they would

never let him get off the stage. Their applause

kept calling him back, again and again. He was

so tickled and excited that, acting on an impulse
of gratitude to his audience during his last cur-

tain call, he drank a glass of the "wine" to prove
that it was pure. He was sick for ten days after-

ward, but he said that it was worth it.

When my mother sang "The Fatal Rose of

Red" with illustrated lantern slides, the audi-

ence cried out loud. Florence followed with a

song and dance number, in which she sang "The

Wedding of the Lily and the Rose" which also

went over with a bang. And, you can believe it

or not, but my act was an absolute sensation. I

simply wowed 'em with my mother-in-law gags,
and took ten bows on "The Green Grass Grew
All Around." I counted them as fast as I could

get on the stage and off again. It was the first

time in my life I had ever stopped a show!
What a glorious feeling the cheering applause

sent through our veins! At last we had found
an audience which really appreciated talent.

They were perfect, as though made to order for

us, and I wished that we could take them along
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with us and play to them every night. Dad was

so enthusiastic and optimistic that the next day
he repainted our trunks and ordered some new
two-color letterheads.

Two days later I went back to the steamboat

to see Prince, and was at first overcome with

joy, and then suddenly amazed and frightened,

when I saw that instead of my dog alone there

was Prince, with a weakly wagging tail and

a look of great pride and six small replicas of

Prince! What would Captain Price say now!

Instead of one pet, I had brought seven, without

knowing it!

But my fears were soon allayed by the smiling
face of the captain himself, who stood just be-

hind me.

"Better change that dog's name to Princess,

Son," he said kindly. "A prince never did any-

thing like that so far's I've ever heard. Cute

little devils, aren't they?"
"Can I keep her, Captain? And the pups,

too?" I asked eagerly. His smile had been so

reassuring, that I thought I'd better settle it

definitely right now.

"Sure," he said. "She's a mighty fine dog and

the boys'd like those pups. Let's distribute them

among the troupe. What say?"
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I agreed eagerly. I didn't really feel up to the

responsibility of seven dogs, and this solution

would keep them all near me. But Prince stayed

Prince. Once a dog gets a name that's her

name, and no unpertinent discoveries as to sex

changes it.

Several weeks later we left Prince, by mis-

take, on Manchester Island when we made a

sudden jump with the boat I wrote to the chief

of police at Manchester about it, and six weeks

later old Prince came along on a river packet,

C. O. D. for $26. She had been on the packet
two weeks and the captain said he had just

missed catching up with us three times.

The whole family immediately fell in love

with the river and we were all very happy.

Although our salary was small, it included

board and room, so that we could save practi-

cally everything we received. After our first

week, Mother sent for the diamond ring and

guitar, and we all felt better to have them with

us again.

Every morning we woke in a strange town.

There were new people to see, new boats, new

houses, and a new throng waiting to cheer us.

We brought them pleasure. Our visit was the
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high spot in their summer. We rode in perpetual
carnival.

A day or so after our successful opening at

Augusta, I swanked around among the other

actors like a young cockerel. Nothing to it, I

said. A river audience was a pushover. There
was a veteran actor in the troupe who was a

kindly and fatherly old soul, with an ever-ready
sense of humor and a friendly willingness to

take on the instruction of the young at any time.

When I came to a pause in my bragging, he

looked at me keenly a moment.
"Don't let it go to your head, Son," he said

kindly. I've seen plenty of young actors come
to grief that way. There was young Billy Bowes,
for instance. It was mighty sad about Billy."

Immediately the rest of the actors looked

solemn and shook their heads sadly. They all

seemed deeply affected by the fate of poor Billy,

whatever it was. I had a feeling that I was being

kidded, and tried to seem uninterested, but curi-

osity got the best of me, and I demanded the

story.

"Billy just naturally spent most of his life

wanting to be in the glare of a spotlight," the

old fellow began sadly. "But he wasn't so great

as an actor, and there wasn't any real reason why
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the captain should buy a perfectly good spot just

to please him. So Billy just pined and pined.

One night, on the Monongahela River, he fell

overboard, and the captain, trying to rescue him,
turned on the searchlight. As soon as it hit Billy,

he thought that at last he was in the spotlight,

and he took so many bows he drowned himself."

I laughed with as good grace as possible and

tried to keep my bragging words to myself. Just
the same I knew I was pretty good. This was

only the beginning of the path to fame which
would take me to Broadway, where I would be

accepted as the great actor I really was, to the

thunder of Manhattan's applause, and the cha-

grin of Georgie Cohan who would regret, too

late, that he had not seized the opportunity I

once gave him to start me on my way. I was in

no mood then to let a group of small-time river

actors (even as friendly a group as this) put me
in my place. It took a much more humiliating

experience than that, years later, to make me
realize that there were a few better men than I

on the stage.

Florence and I went to school on the Water
Queen. Mrs. Ralph Emerson Caches was with
the troupe that summer and every day she held
school on the stage for the six children of the
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Conklins, an acrobatic pair, Florence, and me.

It was very like a country school in which one

teacher handles all subjects and all grades and

frequently has a school population made up en-

tirely from one or two families. At recess we
would read the names written on the walls of

the show boat and hunt for gum hidden under

the seats. Often Captain Price would visit us

during our classes, smiling with pleasure when
one of the children showed an unusual degree
of brilliance by some miraculous feat such as

remembering the names of the states the Missis-

sippi bounds.

Our teacher's husband, Ralph Gaches (who
later became a famous show-boat man) was

advance agent for the Water Queen. He repre-

sented an innovation in show-boat advertising.

In the old days the captain used to mail his

advertising matter ahead of him to the post-

master, along with plenty of free tickets, and the

postmaster would see that it got around himself,

distributing the hand bills in the village and get-

ting the rural mail carrier to bill .the country

side. Under this system often two boats would

play the same town on the same night One
would be coming up river, the other down, and
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each would mail advance notices ahead, uncon-

scious of the other's presence.

The advance agent changed all this. He
would use train, horse and buggy, boat, and

often his own power, walking for miles in a

frequently unsuccessful attempt to keep ahead

of the boat. Some of the advance agents have

become famous for their eccentricities.

Ray Lambert, known as the "wildcat agent of

the river," was one of these. He would come

into a town, give a likely-looking lady two

passes, and get from her in return a bucket of

paste, lodging for the night, breakfast, and

sometimes more intimate hospitality. During his

bill-posting career he walked the entire distance

from Pittsburgh to New Orleans. At one time,

on the Green River, announcing the arrival of

the Water Queen, he found transportation
facilities so bad that his greatest job was to keep
ahead of the boat. He rode mules, rowed John

boats, walked* Working night and day, he lost

track of the time. At Cromwell, Kentucky, he

was pasting a bill on a privy one morning when
he heard the sweet strains of a calliope and

looking down the river saw the Water Queen

coming around the bend. Knowing. Captain

Price, he simply packed up his paste bucket and
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left town without even saying hello or goodbye,

deciding that he would rather quit than be fired.

Apparently he was less afraid of losing his

job with Ralph Emerson, another owner of a

show boat. On one trip he went ahead of Emer-

son in a small motor boat. Progress was slow,

though, for the motor boat was continually

breaking down and being laid up for repairs.

He ate and slept on the boat He tied up one

night, near Mount Vernon, his boat unable to

proceed. During the night Emerson's show boat

passed him, going down the river to another

stand. In the morning Ray cast off with a stalled

engine, thinking he could float down the river to

Captain Emerson's stand and join him there.

But just before he got there, in the slow current,

Emerson left. The next morning he tried again,

only to repeat the same performance. For a week
this weird pursuit and flight continued. When
Ray finally caught up with the boat at Paducah

he explained why the towns hadn't been billed,

and tried to soften the blow with a compliment.
"I can tell you one thing, though, Ralph," he

said to Captain Emerson, "the folks along those

towns certainly liked your show, I talked to all

of 'em right after you had showed."

"That's fine" Emerson answered, "but I never
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knew of any show boat before who payed an

advance agent to trail along behind and find out

how they liked the show."

Captain Price was a friendly and paternal

man, easily excitable, but always kind, and the

spirit of good fellowship which he felt per-

meated the entire boat He never minded too

much when the joke was on him and there

were several which became famous. One of them
which I remember came about as the result of

a storm which carried us out into the river with-

out our power boat

We were tied up at Friar's Point when wind
and rain swept down on us with a fury which
the lines could not withstand. They parted and

we were cast helplessly adrift One of the men
was working furiously at the anchor, getting it

ready to drop, when the captain saw him and

yelled from the roof.

"Throw the anchor overboard. Quick! What
are you waiting for?"

"There's no line tied to it, Cap," the man

answered, still trying to get the rope attached.

But Captain Price was by that time quite be-

side himself as the boat, drifting farther and

farther from shore, seemed in imminent dan-
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get. In a frenzy of excitement his right hand

scratched furiously at his sideburns while his

left kept digging at his leg.

"Throw it over anyway!" he shouted, and the

deckhand, questioning no further, obeyed, thus

dropping a perfectly good anchor onto the bed

of the Mississippi River, from which it was

never recovered. The story is still told along the

river.

After we had been out a few weeks the cap-

tain asked me whether I would like to earn a

little extra money by washing dishes. I thought
of the lack of dignity in an actor who worked

as a scullion, but I wanted the extra money and,

thinking that Georgie Cohan need never know,
I accepted gratefully. Before long I was helping
the cook, too. We used canned milk diluted with

river water. It never occurred to us that anyone

might be ignorant of the use of river water as

a beverage, let alone that one might object to it,

until the night that we were accused of it by one

of the actors, as though it were a heinous thing.

Apparently I had caught a minnow in draw-

ing up a pail of water, but it escaped my notice

even when I poured some of the water from the

pail into the milk. But that night at supper one

of the actors, in the middle of a drink of rnilk,
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stopped aghast, his lips closed over the head of

a flopping minnow. It was only a second before

he spat it out of his mouth, but in that time the

vigorous little fellow, writhing madly to rid

himself of this strange grip and get back into

any liquid at all even milk had given the

man a neat cold slap on each cheek.

Choking with canned milk and rage, the actor

sprang furiously to his feet and fixed me with a

baleful eye.

"You young devil 1 You've been putting river

water in the milk!" he shouted,

I was frightened for a moment, not because

I had done anything wrong by using river water

that was regular routine but because I didn't

want the enmity of any of the members of the

troupe, I began stammering, trying to find a

suitable answer, when Mac, the cook, appeared
in the door.

"What's all the row in here?" he asked

mildly.

"There was a fish in my milk," the outraged
actor shouted.

"Imagine that!" Mac's round face was inno-

cent of all but surprise. "Them darned cows

must've been drinking out of the creek again."

Turning, he went back to the galley, and by the
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time the laughter had subsided the wronged
actor was grinning himself.

Thus passed one of the pleasantest summers

of my life. We all loved it When Captain Price

hung up a closing sign back stage, telling us

that we would disband at New Orleans about

Christinas time, we were all heartsick. He
seemed unhappy too when he bade us goodbye,

and, as a final gesture of friendship, he paid our

fare back to Cincinnati.



IV

SHANTY-BOAT TRASH

NOW
we were "at liberty" again. Long be-

fore we reached Cincinnati we were

missing the freedom of the river and wishing

that, instead of traveling toward the poor pros-

pects of the theaters and concert halls we could

simply settle down and wait for another season

on the Water Queen. And we felt it all the more

strongly when we found that there were no en-

gagements in Cincinnati save in the concert

halls.

Mother and Dad were determined not to take

Florence and me into an environment like that

again, so they bought a span of mules, a wagon,
five gallons of gasoline, a pound of Cayenne

pepper, and proceeded to mix up a batch of lini-

ment with the intention of high-pitching their

way to Pittsburgh, Dad and Mother sat in the

front seat and Florence and I jounced around

on a bale of hay in the back. As we drove past

Fountain Square on our way out of Cincinnati,

someone started to laugh* Then everyone in the

Square looked at us and began to laugh, and I
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felt as though I couldn't make myself small

enough.
It seemed such a little while before that our

hopes had been borne high on the wings of our

success on the Water Queen and I had been

thinking that it wouldn't be long before I would

make Georgie Cohan realize what a great show-

man I was. And now, instead of a stage under

me, I had a bale of hay; instead of a spotlight

and applause, the ridicule of a street crowd. I

was a long way from showing "the Yankee

Doodle Boy" anything at that moment.

We had scarcely started when a cold snap hit

us and we couldn't high-pitch any more, so we

played the halls, schoolhouses, and churches. At

Racine, Ohio, we showed in a large room over

an undertaker's establishment. Our stage was

built over rough boxes in which coffins had been

shipped, and we pinned shrouds together for a

curtain. There was a large brick chimney right

on the middle of the hall which compelled the

audience to sway from side to side as the action

moved across the stage, in order to keep the

actors in sight.

Here Dad cured a farmer of inflammatory
rheumatism. That is, he rubbed the liniment so

vigorously on the poor fellow's afflicted knee
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that the combination of red pepper and gasolin

made the patient forget all about his rheuma

tism and he decided that he was cured. He wa
so grateful that he gave Dad five dollars.

We followed the river road nearly all the wa^

to Pittsburgh. At one point Dad decided tha

we ought to go inland, so we turned off a

Ravenswood, West Virginia, to go around bj

Ripley and Spencer, through the oil fields. Bu:

Mother deftly got us turned back. The summei
on the Water Queen had made her fall com-

pletely in love with the river and she was not to

be misled.

As the mules jogged slowly toward the river

towns again Mother became silent and her face

lit up with some inward stimulation, as though
she were having a pleasant dream. Finally she

let it out

"It would be nice if we could have a boat of

our own, Sam," she said softly.

Father looked a little startled, then became
the voluble skeptic.

"Don't know where we'd get one,'' he said

gruffly. A boat like the Water Queen costs

thousands of dollars."

"Sure, I know," Mother answered quietly,
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"We couldn't start with one like that; but maybe
we could get a little house boat at first."

Bit by bit she worked on Father in the quiet

way which always got what she wanted in the

end. By the time we had reached the river, Dad
was as enthusiastic as she. From then on, at

every river town, Mother would ask if anyone
knew where a house boat could be bought

cheap. But it seemed that everyone who had a

house boat was living on it and there were none

to be had.

At Little Hocking, Ohio, we passed a small

deserted barn with one of the Water Queen's

posters pasted on it. It was at least a year old,

but it made us so homesick that we camped right

there for the night, although it was scarcely two

o'clock in the afternoon when we found it. The

poster showed a picture of an Irish comedian,
under which, in pencil, I printed: "BILLY
BRYANT, THE GEORGE M. COHAN OF
THE RIVER." Later in the afternoon I went

to look at it and throw my chest out a bit, and

found, that Florence had changed the "B" in

Billy to "8" and the "George M. Cohan" to

"Blah Blah."

When we got to Pittsburgh it was Spring.

Here we turned up the Allegheny River to the
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little town of West Hickory, Pennsylvania,

Looking back now I could be a bit sentimental

about it and say that it was the hand of Provi-

dence which directed us to this spot at which
our river career really started, but knowing
Mother better than I do God, I suspect that she

had learned of the shipyards there and had de-

cided that her plans would be furthered by

exposing Dad to a bit of shipbuilding.
Here the principal industry was the construc-

tion of wooden barges, to be floated down the

river to Pittsburgh, loaded with coal, and towed
to New Orleans by large stern-wheel steamboats

such as the J. B. Williams, the Raymond
Horner, the Tom Dodsworth, and many others.

After the first day there, most of which
Father spent in watching the shipwrights at

work, the gleam of ambition began to grow in

his eyes. The second night at supper he suddenly
sounded off, like the safety valve on a steamboat.

"I'm going to build a boat," he exploded,

quite as though it were his own idea, looking
around a little defiantly as though he would
brain any one of us who opposed the idea or inti-

mated that he was not a good carpenter,
"That's splendid, Sam," Mother said. "Isn't

it fortunate that you've hung onto your tools?"
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There was no intimation in her words or voice

that she had steered us to this spot with that very

plan in mind, but there was a triumphant light

in her eyes which spoke more forcefully than

any words could have.

The next day Father started to work on a flat-

boat ten feet wide and thirty feet long just

large enough to hold the Four Bryants, the

mules, and the wagon. Hemlock lumber was

cheap just then, so a hemlock boat we would

have.

To our surprise and delight (and I think he

was as surprised as we) Dad found that the

work of a shipwright came easily to him. He
had only the few fundamental tools which he

had brought with him from England, but he

handled them with respect and affection and

they did their work well, as good English
tools do.

Just before the job was finished, we found

that we absolutely had to have about twenty
dollars' worth more of material and there was

not a cent in the Bryant treasury. By now, none

of us liked to mention Mother's guitar and

diamond ring. They had become the obvious last

resort on so many occasions, and each time

Father had said, "This will be the last time,
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Nell!" But as soon as Mother saw how things

were, she took them out of the trunk and started

to town with them, smiling, as she said,

"They've never gone into anything I liked

better."

Thus the personal treasures which both

Father and Mother carried with them from the

land of their birth into the land of their adop-
tion both went into the building of our first

boat

At last the great day of launching came. With
all of us, including the mules, pushing and pull-

ing and straining, we finally got the boat off its

temporary supports, skidded it into the river,

and set up a joyous shout But even as we

shouted, we all looked at each other strangely,

and our shouts petered off into a wondering
silence. It floated all right, but there was some-

thing wrong. It wasn't like any other boat we
had ever seen. Low in the water, it seemed to

be a sort of platform, with ends that sloped
down to the water. Dad stood there scratching
his head. Suddenly his face cleared.

"By golly!" he cried, "we've launched her up-
side down!"

During the process of construction the boat

had rested bottom side up on its supports, and
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it hadn't occurred to any of us to turn it over

before sliding it into the water.

JThe friendly local rivermen came to our

rescue. In no time they had the craft out into

midstream where, with our mules pulling it

against the current, they soon flipped it right

side up.

We hurriedly bailed the water out of it and

loaded the wagon on one end, leaving just room

enough for the mules to squeeze onto the other.

Using the wagon tongue for a pike pole, with

never a thought of a rope, skiff, side-sweeps,

lantern, or any other aids to navigation, we

proudly pushed our way out into the stream and

waved a fond goodbye to the natives. In a very

short time we had drifted out of sight of West

Hickory, around the bend.

From West Hickory to Pittsburgh the Alle-

gheny runs very much downhill all the way, as

we discovered when we tried to land our little

craft a few hours later, at dusk. One end of the

boat would hit the bank, and before we had time

to take hold of anything, it would swing around

in the current and the other end would take its

turn. For the first time we realized that we were

sadly in need of some means to make the boat
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go properly into shore and something with

which to tie it up after we got it there.

Soon we were all thoroughly frightened that

is, all except Mother, She never has been really

afraid of anything on the river. Through all of

our efforts she kept humming "Silent Night,"

realizing that any suggestions from her for navi-

gating the boat would have resulted in mutiny.
It seemed to get dark almost instantly, once

it began, and nothing can get any darker than a

deserted inland stream, flanked by mountains,
on a starless night. Its inky blackness is inde-

scribable. Standing at the head of the boat

(which was swinging around so fast that it be-

came the stern almost immediately), Dad lit a

candle and held it above his head in an attempt
to see the shore. A lovely yellow glow spread
about his pate and illumined his anxious face,

but as a result of its glare the shadowy glimpses
we had been able to get of the shore line were

now completely blotted out and there was just

that little circle of light in a world of darkness.

We had equipped the boat with a gasoline

cooking stove, but in our haste to get under way
had forgotten to buy any gasoline for it. That

didn't bother Mother, though. She simply went

to Dad's suitcase and took out two bottles of
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liniment, which she poured into the tank. Then
she lit the stove and put on a pot of coffee

standard first aid for Dad when he became

extremely nervous.

Now and then, during the night, we could see

a lamp-lit farmhouse in the distance, only to

glide into utter darkness again. Once we drifted

so close to the shore that we could hear the

willows dragging alongside of the boat and

catching in the spokes of the wagon wheels. We
all rushed to the side of the boat and desperately

grasped at the trees, but the weight of the flat-

boat in the swift current was too much for us.

Our reward consisted of empty, smarting hands

through which the sticky green willows had

slipped mockingly.
Later that night Dad mistook the swishing

tail of one of the mules for another clump of

willows. Grasping it, he hung on for dear life

and, when it didn't slip through his fingers, he

was ecstatic,

"I've stopped her! I've stopped her!" he cried.

"Come and help me hold her!"

But just then old Pete, wearying of the pull
at his tail, backed up, nearly pushing Father off

the boat.

It must have been nearly midnight when we
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felt a shock and realized that the boat listed a

bit before righting itself.

"We must have run up on a log or some-

thing," Father said.

After that we took turns at watching, each

getting some sleep, each standing watch against

any eventuality. All through the night I kept

hearing an occasional splashing about the boat,

but couldn't decide what it was. In the morning
we discovered that, ever since running onto a

a

log or something,'
5 we had been standing still,

stuck on a little island near Tonesta. The strange

splashing sound I had heard came from one of

the mules, who had been jarred overboard at

the impact and spent the rest of the night wan-

dering around the island, coming down to the

water occasionally to see if we were still there.

Our next stop was at Henry's Bend, where we
decided to land and obtain some feed for the

mules, since they had been braying hungrily
ever since we had left Tonesta* Here there was
a small ferry landing. As we drifted close to it

we noticed a girl in her early teens hanging out

washing on a line. As she saw us, she dropped
her clothes pins in the peach basket she carried

and called her mother.

"Say, Ma, we'd better take in this washing,
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and lock all the chickens up. Here comes some

more of them shanty-boat trash 1"

Dad knew that she was referring to us, and

laughed it off, but Mother couldn't sit there and

hear her home ridiculed, so she rose to battle.

Drawing herself up with the dignity of a Bern-

hardt, she stepped out of the wagon and onto the

whiffle-tree.

"Listen you," she cried, pointing her finger at

the frightened girl, "I want you to understand

that this is not a shanty-boat and that we are not

shanty-boat trash by any means, but the famous

Four Bryants, one of the greatest vaudeville acts

that has ever toured the Keith Circuit We have

played the Palace in New York, the Hippo-
drome in Cleveland, and have appeared before

most of the crowned heads of Europe,"
It was completely wasted on this young back-

woods girl, but Mother was mad.

"Why, you half-starved hayseed," she went

on, "we have worked on the same bill with

Josephine Sybil, Ezra Kendall, George S.

Primrose, the Four Cohans, and Harry Lauder,

and we wouldn't have lowered our dignity by

floating past your darned old clothes line if

there had been any way to float around it." Here

poor Mother flounced herself into the wagon.
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It was Florence who really finished it off.

Leaning out of the front of the wagon, she stuck

her tongue out at the girl and shouted, "Go on

home and blow your nose!"

Blankly the girl looked at us.

"What did you say, Ma'am?" she asked.

Dad made friends with her father, the ferry-

man, in a few minutes, and traded him an

electric belt for a bale of hay and a piece of line

with which to tie our boat up. What Dad
couldn't do with an electric belt!

After many hours of hazardous navigating we

finally reached Oil City, where a large gospel
boat was holding a series of evangelistic serv-

ices. They had the wharf blocked off completely,
so we had to land just above the religious aggre-

gation. The old gentleman in charge of the outfit

came out and looked us over suspiciously as we
tied up.

"What's your business here, Brother?" he

asked Father.

"We're just a vaudeville troupe taking a river

trip," Dad answered carelessly. He was so re-

lieved to have a rope to tie us up with, and to

be able to look forward to a night of peace, that

he didn't pay much attention to anything else.
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I thought he had understated the situation, so I

chimed in.

"I do a song and dance act like Georgie

Cohan's," I said to the elder. "Want me to put
it on tonight and get a lot of people down here

for you?"
If looks could eternally blast anyone, I would

have been blasted then. Fixing me with his eye,

the old man uttered his words of doom.

"What ye sow, that also shall ye reap," he

quoted. "Beware, young man, the gates of hell

yawn widel"

All that evening he kept coming to the edge
of his boat and looking straight over at ours

while he delivered one Bible quotation after

another at us, all of which were calculated to

make us see what a lot of rapscallions we were.

That night, with little warning, a tremendous

thunder storm broke over us. It had evidently

originated up the river and traveled down, for

suddenly a quick "pop" rise of the water bore

down upon us, piling driftwood at our stern in

great quantities. By morning the river had risen

seriously and our boat was tugging at its slender

line, while the driftwood kept increasing at our

stern. About noon Mother began to worry.
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"Hadn't we better get out of all these logs

and trash, Sam?" she asked tentatively.

"They're the best thing could happen to us,"

Father assured her. "They'll hold us right in

against the bank."

Just then our line parted in the middle with

a crack and we were helplessly adrift again. As

we passed the gospel boat at a rapid clip the

revivalist who had spent most of the previous

evening warning us about our doom rushed to

the edge of his boat and almost danced up and

down in his triumphant excitement.

"What did I tell you?" he cried. "You are

now on your way straight to hell!"

"All right, Grandpa, we'll see you there,"

Florence shouted, while Mother took her arm
and told her to remember her manners.

Then we all began to look to the boat. With
several large bridge piers looming up a short

distance ahead of us it looked a little as though
the revivalist had told the truth. However, con-

trary to the holy man's belief, the Lord was still

taking care of his children and fools, and we

passed safely through the narrow spans. Later,
at New Kensington, we did hit a bridge pier,

nearly upsetting the wagon, but our good ship

righted itself and we went on without damage,
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On a bright Sunday morning we passed

through Sharpsburg, and a short time later saw
the long rows of Pittsburgh's smokestacks. In

the silence of a beautiful Sabbath morning,
broken only by the ringing of church bells, we

gently glided under the old Sixth Street bridge.
Children on their way home from Sunday school

waved their pamphlets at us from the bridges.
Ahead we could see the famous point bridge
where the Monongahela and Allegheny rivers

meet to form the beautiful Ohio. The whole

world looked peaceful and contented.

The river seemed so large and roomy to us

that we thought we must be in a lake. It was not

then the busy, smoky, traffic-jammed stream that

it is today. Except for a few lazy-looking

pleasure craft we had the river practically to

ourselves. No one seemed in a hurry. Everyone
was taking his time and seemed to enjoy being
alive. Even the river was lazier. As soon as we
drifted into the Ohio we found that the current

was not nearly so swift as it had been in the

Allegheny.
With head high, Dad surveyed his surround-

ings much as Christopher Columbus must have

looked at the New World, He felt that he had

done a big thing in building, with his own
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hands, a boat which he had successfully floated

without power from the headwaters of the Alle-

gheny all the way to Pittsburgh. Mother and

Florence and I thought so too. I don't know

what the mules thought

"Well, Folks," he said, as he lit his pipe for

a comfortable smoke, "our troubles are over

now."

Just then we saw some people on the bank

waving and shouting at us. I thought, with a

swell of pride, that they had probably seen us

on the Water Queen the summer before, and

waved back at them gaily, but they only gesticu-

lated more furiously and waved the harder and

shouted more loudly. But we were listening to

what Father was saying.

"Yes sir," he went on. "This is what I call a

river. Not a ripple in her!"

"There's a ripple just ahead of us, Dad,"
Florence said suddenly. When we looked ahead

we saw that we were headed straight for a

four-foot dam and about to go over it. Then I

realized that the people on shore had been try-

ing to warn us away from it.

It was the old Davis Island dam, as we
learned later. Its purpose was to throw the

water to one side to make a navigable channel.
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If you are on the right side of the island you

go safely past, through the lock. But if you're on

the wrong side, you're where we were that Sun-

day morning.
As soon as we saw what was happening, Dad

and I began to pull frantically at the sweep, a

long oar fixed at the stern of the boat. What we

hoped to accomplish by this I don't know. What
we actually did accomplish by it was simply to

pull the boat around in circles, each of which

brought us nearer to the crest of the dam. When
we saw that we were doing no good, we stopped
and waited for the drop. Mother hurriedly

pushed Florence and me into the wagon, think-

ing we would be safer there, and we sat watch-

ing, fascinated, while the prow of the boat nosed

gently over the dam.

Just then I happened to look at the mules and

felt a tremor of guilt as I saw how completely

peaceful and innocent they looked. Before the

prospect of taking a four-foot drop with unpre-

dictable results', they were entirely composed,

munching hay with utter content in the glare of

the noonday sun. You know how peaceful mules

can look in warm sunlight!

But I hadn't long to contemplate our perfidy

in letting the mules in for this without having
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told them the facts of life, for just then Dad

shouted, "Here we go, Nell!" at Mother, and,

looking ahead, I saw the bow of the boat de-

scending in a sudden graceful dip. Sis and I

stuck our heads under the straw. Under us the

whole world was dropping away and I felt sick

in the pit of my stomach. There was a scream

from a woman on shore, and a sudden grinding

thud under us.

The next moment that moment in which I

thought I might be walking the streets of King-
dom Come we were floating peacefully down
the river.

Owing to the lightness of the craft it had

failed to turn over. To be sure it had dipped
about a foot of water, but that was the worst that

had happened. The mules, who long since had

become used to wet feet, had, by the time I

looked around, indulged in their brief expres-

sions of surprise and were munching hay again
as though nothing had happened,
As I begin bailing water out, that insane un-

reasoned resentment toward George M. Cohan,
which I felt whenever anything disastrous hap-

pened to us, swept over me again.

"Darn him/
7

1 muttered, "but for him we'd be
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playing Broadway today instead of bailing out

an old tubl"

I'm sure that Dad wasn't thinking of Cohan

just then, but his disgust with the boat and the

river was even keener than mine. In spite of the

enthusiasm with which he had begun to build

the boat, his love for the river was chiefly a re-

sponse to Mother's desire to be on it. I don't

think he had ever really believed in it, and what-

ever fondness for it he had been able to work up
had been pretty thoroughly blasted that first

night when we had drifted helplessly in its cur-

rent without any knowledge of what the next

five minutes would bring to pass. All the way
from West Hickory he had been holding his

temper. Now he let it go with a rush like that

of water through a suddenly burst dam. As a

number of skiffs, John boats, and two or three

small motor boats came out to help us, he sud-

denly exploded.
"Pack up your things!" he shouted at us.

"We're going to get off this damned thing right

now, and we're not going to get back on it I"

Although he said no word which indicated

that he blamed Mother for the misfortunes

which we had run into, the black looks which

he cast in her direction were as eloquent as if
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he had said, "I tried your darned idea, and look

where it got us."

I could not help feeling a little out of sorts

with the river myself in my youthful way after

what had just happened. If you have never gone

over a dam in a flat boat, you've missed some-

thing. If you have, you know how unattractive

water can be sometimes.

But my heart went out to Mother as she

silently obeyed Dad's sharp orders, all of which

were concentrated upon the idea of getting us,

Mother, children, and mules, off the boat. There

was not a word of protest from her, not a look

of anger or irritation. I wondered a little that

she would take it so casually, but I didn't say

anything. I simply minded.

As we got ourselves unloaded, Father decided

that we would camp right there for the night
and sell the flatboat in the morning. Mother

acquiesced without question. She was very quiet
and gentle with Florence and me. When we sug-

gested that it would be fun to cook our supper
over an open fire instead of on the gasoline stove,

she agreed and even helped us gather wood.
As the flames of the fire made a comforting

circle of light and warmth, Dad began pacing

up and down the bank, fighting against his own
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bad temper. From time to time he would stop

and look at the three of us, and then, with a

sudden impatient movement, be off again.

Some children gathered in the circle of our

fire and we told them stories about our theatri-

cal life. I sang "The Green Grass Grew All

Around" for them and they loved it. Hungry for

the companionship of other children, we sug-

gested games, and played "Run, Sheep, Run"

until, one by one, the children had all gone
home.

By then Father's anger had seeped away,

leaving only the dregs of despondency. He sat

down by the almost expired fire and gazed sadly

into the glowing embers.

Just as Florence and I were getting ready to

go to bed, the steamer Kanawha came down the

river and majestically threaded its calm way
past the island on the right side. It was a lovely,

cheerful sight, with its lights, the smoke from

its stacks, and the steam from its escapes.

"That's the side we should have come down,"
Mother said, as if to herself. Father said

nothing.

Just then the captain turned his searchlight on

and began playing it along the shore. It was like

a huge spotlight against a magnificent drop of
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trees and bluffs, a stage set by nature for the

delight of any who would look.

"Isn't that pretty, Sam?" Mother asked.

"I suppose so," Dad agreed half-heartedly.

"There's one thing about the river," Mother

went on. "It's always pretty. You won't see any

sights like that in the cities. And no matter how
hard the life is, you're independent Nothing
that could happen here could be so bad as the

concert halls."

Now Florence and I knew that Mother had

gone to work in earnest. Realizing that we
would only be in her way if we hung around, we
went to bed. Until we fell asleep we heard her

gentle voice go on, talking about her favorite

subject the river.
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next morning I was wakened by the

JL movement of the wagon under me. I sup-

posed that we were rolling down a dusty road,

headed inland, but, looking forward, I saw that

no one was in the seat. I looked out the back of

the wagon and saw that some strange men and

Mother and Father were pushing it onto the

flat again. The mules were already in place,

looking with only the mildest display of interest

at the strangely inconsistent antics of their

masters.

Mother had won, as usual, and we were off on

the river again. All morning there was a happy

gleam in her eye and she was unusually pleasant

to all of us. How she had done
it,

I don't know,

but between the time the steamer Kanawha had

passed us and she and Dad had turned in, she

had sold him the river all over again, dams,

floods, windstorms, and all.

Our next stop was Georgetown just a few

miles above East Liverpool, Ohio. It boasted a

population of three hundred. Sitting on the top
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of a hill, it could only be reached by a long

winding road. Here we came in contact with one

of the most fascinating characters we have met

on the river: Mr. Charlie Poe. He owned and

operated the hotel and livery stable, was justice

of the peace, postmaster, and owner of the

largest store in the village. He controlled the

ferry and all the land that flanked it on both

sides of the river, and was wharf master and

freight agent for all the river packets that

landed there to pick up poultry and eggs for

the Pittsburgh market. He was practically a

one-man government and chamber of commerce.

He was very fond of show people and the atmos-

phere of the stage,

Nearly every town and village has among its

population at least one person who feels that

he has missed his calling by not going on the

stage. He may be a successful banker, or miller,
or merchant, but somewhere in his early life he

touched the fringes of the show business. Per-

haps he only drove stakes for a visiting circus,

or watered the elephants, or sold balloons at a

county fair, or carried a spear in an amateur

presentation of "Hamlet," but he has cherished

his memories of this experience all his life, and

they have grown, as the years have passed, into
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a full-fledged conviction that he might have

been a great actor. It is fortunate compensation,

really, for the drabness of many lives. It is good
that some may live glamorously in their imag-
inations. Charlie Poe was one of these.

He couldn't understand why we were floating

two healthy mules and a wagon down the river,

passing up all of the inland towns, when the

mules and wagon could have taken us to them.

He was itching to add a theatrical venture to his

store, landholding, ferry, and postmastering.

Finally he insisted that we drive back to an

inland settlement called Hookstown and give a

show in their town hall. He said the town was

show-hungry and we would pack them in. Dad
knew that the mules needed exercise, so he con-

sented.

Mr. Poe attended to all the preliminary
matters such as advertising and renting the hall

on the top floor of a three-story building. On the

ground floor was a harness shop. The second

floor housed the Knights of Pythias lodge rooms.

On the third floor was the "Opere."
Mr. Poe put a table at the second-iloor land-

ing by the stairs which led up to the hall, and

set himself up as ticket seller. Father stood
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downstairs on the wooden porch-like structure

in front of the building, immaculately dressed in

his Prince Albert and top hat, his gold-headed

cane adding a brave note of elegance to the

ensemble. Father was an adept at the ancient art

of ballyhoo, and was there to pack them in.

The arrangements had all been made. We
were ready for the crowd. I took advantage of

the fifteen minutes which I knew would inter-

vene before we got the crowd in to slip out and

get myself a bite to eat from the lunch we car-

ried in the wagon. As I started down the stairs

I could hear Dad's voice doing its stuff.

"Ladies and gentlemen," he was shouting,

"gather in closely, please, so that you may hear

of the great theatrical opportunity that is knock-

ing at the door of your beautiful city. You are

now standing in the presence of one of the

greatest theatrical producers in the world, who

brings to you the famous Bryant comedy com-

pany direct from the Great White Way of New
York City!"

By the time I got to the first floor the people
were already arriving. They were coming down
the street in pairs, in trios, in quartets. Dad's

siren voice seemed, on this night, to have the

magic power of the Pied Piper's pipe,
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"Listen, Neighbors," and the very hills

seemed to be listening, "on the third floor of this

building at eight o'clock sharp we are going to

present one of the greatest, most gigantic, most

stupendous, performances ever witnessed in the

history of the American theater ! You are going
to see beautiful singing and dancing girls by
the score, and Professor Sam Bryant, myself,

will appear in person in the greatest, most

baffling, magic act ever known in the history of

science.

"There will be funny clowns and funny jokes

and a dozen other high-class vaudeville acts.

"Now we are not going to ask you to pay a

dollar for this attraction, or three-quarters of a

dollar, or a half a dollar. No, not even a quarter
of a dollar ! The price of admission for this day
and date only has been reduced to the ridicu-

lously small sum of a dime, ten cents. That takes

you all the way in and brings you all the way
back. Get your money ready, Folks! Purchase

your tickets upstairs. Step right in and get the

thrill of a lifetime. Step right up, Folks! Step

right up! Hurry! Hurry!"
I looked back as I ran to the wagon, and

paused to gaze in rapt admiration and gladness.

The people were coming by the dozen, by the
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score by the hundred! I had never imagined
there were so many people in the village. Some
of them might have come from the surrounding

country, I decided
;
but how had they heard of

us? Mr. Charlie Poe must have done a good job

of press-agenting. Standing there I wished that

Georgie Cohan could see what the mere mention

of our name could do in the way of getting the

population of a whole countryside to come to

town!

When I got back Dad was about ready to

go upstairs. He had a wild light in his eyes, the

flush of .success on his cheeks.

"I must have sent two hundred and fifty

people up there," he said breathlessly. "Now
we'll go up and wow 'em."

Together we raced up the stairs to start the

show. On the second floor we looked in vain for

Charlie Poe. We supposed that, with the hall

full, he had gone up to keep the people inter-

ested until we came. We wondered whether
there were enough seats for them all.

Dashing up the stairs, we threw open the

doors into the hall and gazed, horror-stricken

and unbelieving, upon a completely empty room.
Not a person was in it!

After a hunt we found Mr. Poe backstage,
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getting his things ready to leave, and Mother
and Florence doing the same. Nobody was say-

ing anything.

"Where are all the people?" Dad asked in-

credulously. There was a note of awe in his

voice, as if he thought Charlie might have swal-

lowed them, or, a better magician than himself,

caused them to disintegrate.

"I didn't sell a single ticket," Mr. Poe
answered wearily.

"But all those people I sent up here," Dad
shouted. "There must have been five hundred of

them! Think, man! They couldn't have disap-

peared into thin air!"

"Oh, them," Mr. Poe said, with complete dis-

gust. "They all went to the Knights of Pythias

doings on the second floor."

Our inland show career in that section ended

right there. The next morning we shoved off

again, headed for East Liverpool, Ohio.

Here we ran into what looked like a shanty-

boat heaven, where all the good little shanty
boats from the distant past had come to bask in

the peace of paradise. There were tiny craft of

every description, their weird crooked stove

pipes sticking out of their roofs and sides at all
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angles, their sides weather-beaten, or shining in

the sun with the newness of boards which had

been used for recent repairs. Many of the cabins

were made from packing-case material, and

stenciled names and addresses told of their

origin.

Hundreds of them had swarmed to the waters

of this friendly Ohio city until they were strung

out for nearly a mile, so closely tied to each

other that it was possible to take one's evening
stroll stepping from deck to deck all the way
along.

The group was known as the "mosquito fleet"

because of the diminutive size of the craft which

comprised it The owners found a wide range
for fancy in the selection of names for their

boats. Many had used small green willow

branches from the bank to twist into such

appellations as "The Farm," "Oh You Kid,"

"Skidoo," etc. But bacon and eggs fried on any
one of them smelled just as sweet, regardless of

the name or lack of one.

As we floated into the group, looking for a

place to tie, they gave us a warm welcome. The
owners were the embodiment of friendliness.

Most of them were employed in the Liverpool
potteries and had lived there for years. There
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were also carpenters, bricklayers, and common

laborers, who, with their families, floated down

the river following jobs of public works.

There was still another group of shanty-

boaters among them, the kind that idly drifted

from one town to another, not looking for work

anywhere. They formed a sort of Sons-of-Rest

organization, considering an offer of a job an

insult. It was knowledge of this type that had

caused the girl on the Allegheny River to warn

her mother of our approach. Yet even these were

a likeable crew. For one thing, they had per-

fected the art of avoiding loneliness. Each boat

was well supplied with an abundance of chil-

dren and long-eared coon dogs.

The farmers who cultivated their crops along

the river usually planted three extra rows of

corn on the river side for these arks that pass in

the night There was sort of a tacit agreement

between them and the landowners that, so long

as they limited themselves to these three rows,

they would not be molested. They liked corn.

And they liked watermelons and could snake

them out from under the nose of a farmer sitting

all night in his melon patch with a shotgun

across his knees.

It was a gay and easy life, drifting silently
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into a choice location well furnished with beans,

corn, and tomatoes, stocking up to their hearts'

content, and drifting on downstream as silently

as they came. They were skillful in the matter of

procuring chickens, too. Once in possession of a

fat Plymouth Rock, they would roll it in mud,
feathers and all, and then bake it in the ashes

of a dying fire. When the mud was dry and re-

moved, the feathers came with it, leaving a

tempting golden brown fowl ready to serve.

They seldom came into conflict with the enforce-

ment of law. They almost never stole anything
but food, and rivermen regarded them with

tolerance as just another aspect of river life.

They were a clannish lot. Although family
feuds might exist among them they would, at

the slightest indication of an invasion from out-

side, join in indissoluble union, making common

cause, and pitch in against the common enemy,
women and children fighting beside their men
like pirates, using stones, pike poles, dishpans,

anything at all which presented itself, as a

weapon.
With the advent of modern times this color-

ful fleet has nearly vanished from the inland

streams. The construction of the federal lock

and dam system, which has made a nine-foot
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pool stage from Pittsburgh to Cairo, has robbed

shanty boats of the freedom of floating undis-

turbed from one town to another. In addition to

this, some of the cities and villages have enacted

house-boat license laws which have scattered

these squatters of the river to the four winds.

This does not mean that the Ohio river and its

tributaries are today entirely deserted by shanty

boats. There are still a number of them in exist-

ence. But now they are mostly used as summer
homes or clubhouses, with bathing and fishing

offered as fancy sports, instead of parts of the

every-day routine of life. During prohibition

there were a great many speakeasies on shanty

boats, which could easily evade local laws by an-

choring in midstream, or crossing, in a short

time, from one state to another.

But the old-time, the original pioneer beauti-

fully nondescript shanty-boater of the past has

joined the ranks of vanishing Americans, and is

a shadow which stalks no more.
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FIDDLIN' JOE

IN
MANY ways we prospered at East Liver-

pool. Mother did spendidly with her can-

vassing and was soon able to get her diamond

ring and guitar out of pawn again. Dad was also

busy. He traded the mules, wagon, and a gallon
of liniment for enough lumber, nails, and roof-

ing paper to build a crude cabin on the flatboat

and we moved in with a sigh of relief. Sis and I

indirectly contributed some dishes by doing our

vaudeville skit at Thompson's party during the

noon hour and receiving a present of a bushel

basketful of plates, platters, saucers, cups, and
whatnots all seconds.

On Easter Sunday morning we were startled

by a tremendous commotion on shanty-boat row.
Loud voices were calling to each other down the

long expanse of the mosquito fleet, and a general
note of joyful surprise was in the air. Looking
up the river we saw a stranger craft than any of

them floating toward us. From a distance it

looked like a piano box sitting on top of the
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water. As a matter of fact it consisted of two

piano boxes with a small hull built under them.

We learned that the new arrival was"Fiddlin'

Joe," one of the most delightful, and in his quiet

way, mysterious, characters that has ever floated

the Mississippi basin. He was known and loved

by all who were associated with the rivers from

the headwaters of navigation to the Gulf of

Mexico. He had floated the rivers for many
years and boasted that he knew the age of every
willow and the character of every path down
which cows came to drink. No one seemed to

know his origin. Every spring he showed up
somewhere near -Pittsburgh, where he would as-

semble a miniature flatboat, always using piano
or dry-goods boxes as a cabin in which to sleep.

His meals he usually obtained from his many
friends along the way.

The reception committee had now assembled

in full force and was giving him a glorious and

noisy welcome. Dishpans were beaten, dogs

barked, babies cried lustily. There was joyous

pandemonium. Everyone seemed to know that

the coming of Fiddlin' Joe meant many happy
hours of entertainment. Joe was a one-man

vaudeville show.
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As he came abreast of our boat he tossed us a

shaggy piece of rope and smiled.

"Catch a line for me, Partner?"

We willingly took his line and swung his boat

in below ours, then the last in the fleet. Others

rushed forward to help tie his boat and greet

their idol, while Joe jumped up to his own roof

and sat there grinning and swinging his bare

legs and feet over the side* Then he took an

octarina from his pocket and played "A Hot

Time in the Old Town Tonight"
What a born showman he was! His audience

was with him from the start And what a head

of hair and whiskers he possessed! His hair fell

down over his eyes like that of an English sheep

dog, and his whiskers and full beard came up to

meet it When he brushed it away from his

twinkling eyes he looked like a mouse peering

through a bale of oakum.

Later that night, after he had made the rounds

of his old friends, he paid us a social call. He
had washed his face and attempted to comb his

hair, but his efforts had not added much to his

personal appearance. The wind and weather had

had their way with him too long for one session

over a washbasin to make much difference.

He was pleased when he heard that we were
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troupers and asked us a great many questions

about theatrical life, but failed to tell us much
about himself except that he had been born at

Hannibal, Missouri, the boyhood home of Mark
Twain.

In many ways Fiddlin' Joe resembled Tom
Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn. He lived the old

adage, "laugh and the world laughs with you."

But in spite of his happy-go-lucky manner there

were times when the twinkle of wit would fade

from his strange little eyes and they would as-

sume a far-away, unreadable expression as he

sat and gazed across the water. It made us won-

der what there had been in that obscure past of

his to which he was now looking back, and

whether, if one were able to see it,
he would not

also be able to explain Joe's tramp-life existence

and his avoidance of the ways of civilization.

He was known to be an expert in the many
details of floating a boat down the river, so,

when he announced his departure a few days

later, we cast our lot in with his. With him we
felt that our safe transportation to Cincinnati

would be assured, and it was there that we were

planning then to spend the winter. So, lashed to-

gether side by side, the famous Four Bryants
and Fiddlin' Joe swung out into the stream, to
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drift for days idly with the current, often at the

terrific speed of two miles an hour. That is, we

went with the current if the wind didn't blow in

the opposite direction; if it did, we went back

up the river again.

What a pleasant, shiftless, sort of life it was.

To be at peace with the world 1 To be away from

applause which could turn overnight to ridicule,

away from the uncertain hazards of the theater,

and, I found myself adding, the things which re-

minded me of Georgie Cohan.

We passed safely by the five dangerous dikes

known as "the clusters," just below Wellsville,

Ohio, and on through smoky Steubenville,

famous for its tin-plate mills. Below Wheeling,
near Clarington, we noticed that the air was

heavy with the fragrance of newly ploughed

land, and knew that we were entering the beauti-

ful farming section of the Ohio valley.

Now and then we would stop at a fishing or

mussel camp to visit some of Joe's old friends.

There, just as at East Liverpool, he was always
more than welcome. We could never tell whether

it was Joe himself who made everyone want him
to come, or his old banjo, his one-string fiddle,

his octarina, and his rusty baritone voice always

ready to sing "Old Dan Tucker.''
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I never tired of watching the mussel fishers.

They worked in shallow water while floating

with the current in a John boat, and caught the

mussels with a contraption known as a "grab."
It consisted of a piece of pipe perhaps six feet

long from which little pieces of wire hung down
about eight inches, dragging the bottom of the

river. To these bits of wire the mussel would

promptly clamp its shell as soon as disturbed

and, in its completely dumb way, hold on for

dear life. The catch often as much as half a

bushel at a time was placed in boiling water

to separate the meat from the shells. The pink
shells were thrown away and the white ones sold

to factories along the river where buttons were

made of them.

Fiddlin' Joe loved children and would often

stop for the sole purpose of singing and playing

strange tunes for them for hours while they
climbed on his back and sprawled on his lap,

twisting his long handlebar mustache into ques-
tion marks. Their parents would always feed

him, and after eating he would stretch out in the

shade of a tree and take a nap while the children

gathered around him with branches of willows,

brushing mosquitoes and flies away. He loved to

recite James Whitcomb Riley's "Little Orphant
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Annie" with a deep sonorous voice which echoed

horror as he got to

An' the gobble-uns 'II git you

Ef you
Don't

Watch
Out!

which would reflect itself in the clinging hands

and terror-stricken eyes of his small listeners.

He was something of a Jack-of-all-trades,
even including the show business in his reper-

toire. Often he would stop at some obscure ham-

let, when he felt in an entertaining mood, to give
a sleight-of-hand performance in the school-

house, followed by an old-fashioned square
dance for which he did the calling and furnished

the music on his one-string fiddle.

One Saturday morning we discovered that we
were completely without money and provisions,
so we landed at Sisterville, West Virginia, which
was then experiencing a bonanza oil boom.
Weber's concert hall was thriving beyond all of

the proprietor's dreams of avarice, so Mother
volunteered to work for a few days, singing

songs with illustrated slides.

But Fiddlin' Joe, bless his heart, wouldn't
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hear to it. He went up on a street corner and

played his fiddle and passed the hat while Dad
did a high-pitch with some song books. Between

them they collected enough to send us on our

way.

Joe had a friend who owned the general store

at Raven Rock. He persuaded us to stay over one

night and give a show in the schoolhouse, out

in the middle of a field. After we had carried

our wardrobe and other paraphernalia up to the

building, a steady heavy rain set in. At eight
o'clock that night there was no one there to wit-

ness our performance but Joe's friends, all of

whom had come in free.

At eight-thirty Joe, in despair, rang the

schoolhouse bell in an attempt to stir up some

customers, but all to no avail. Just as we were

about to pack up and go back to our boats two

of the drunkest and wettest men I have ever seen

staggered through the door and laid twenty cents

each (the top price) on the sugar barrel from
which Dad was selling tickets and, with an "on-

with-the-show" air, found their way to two front

seats.

We were all holding a consultation back of the

sheet which we had tacked up as a dressing-
room shield to decide whether we wanted to give
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a show for forty cents, when one of the audience

the drunkest one crawled under the sheet as

though it were a circus tent and engaged Dad in

a whispered proposal.

"I'll give you five dollars," he said, "if you'll

tell a good joke on my friend Tim Early out

there."

He was like manna sent from heaven, and we

put on the show with a will. At times it rained

so hard on the tin roof above us that no one

could hear a word anyone else said. It wouldn't

have made any difference to them, anyway, but

for the sake of our art, we put on a complete
show.

There wasn't one round of applause, or the

faintest ripple of a laugh throughout the entire

performance. It was criminal. The audience sat

stolidly out front as though waiting in a depot
for a train. When it came time to pull the joke

on Tim Early, Dad and I stepped off the stage

and shouted it into their ears in order to make
them hear it above the roar of the rain. It was
a simple sort of gag, frayed and moth-eaten.

"I saw a man in an alley the other day pour-

ing hot water down a chicken's neck trying to

make it lay a hard-boiled egg."
"That's nothing. I saw Tim Early here, right
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in front of the Raven Rock Grocery, trying the

same thing on a rooster."

The man who had paid the five dollars

laughed harder than I had ever heard anyone

laugh before. But Tim Early didn't laugh be-

cause he was snoring.

Thus we lazed along from town to town on

our journey toward the sea. We forgot the days

of the week, newspapers, and all the other unim-

portant details of civilization. We began to neg-

lect our personal appearance until Mother

started a campaign to snap us up. Her opening
shot at me one which never failed to bring re-

sults was "How would you like George M.
Cohan to see you looking like this?"

When there was no wind we floated all night

with only a lantern as a signal to keep passing

steamers at a safe distance. There was a dream-

like quality in those nights, an unreality in

everything we saw and did.

I shall never forget the night we floated from

Duck Creek government light, just above

Marietta, Ohio, to Blennerhassett Island, be-

low Parkersburg, West Virginia. Fiddlin' Joe
had predicted that it would be an unusually

beautiful and peaceful night.

"How do you know?" I asked.
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"There's signs," he answered solemnly. "There

was a flock of blackbirds on some drift back

there sharing bugs and beetles with some swal-

lows. Usually a blackbird is the most selfish bird

alive, but he goes soft and generous that way

when there's specially good weather ahead."

Although it sounded like nature-faking to me,

Joe was completely serious. And whether the

action of the blackbirds had any relation to the

weather or not, the night turned out to be golden.

As we glided softly past Marietta, we gazed

into the beautiful Muskingum River valley, past

the weird shadows cast by the little iron bridge

that spans that enchanted stream, catching it in

moon-soaked splendor. The soft, almost inaudi-

ble sound of water trickling over the dam just

above indicated that the water was low at that

point, but not too low to prevent Old Man River

from sending a welcome spray of moisture

through the air on that dry summer night. We
drifted on, until the city lights disappeared, one

by one, behind us.

The night had even cast its spell on Florence,

who had always thought that the beauties of

nature were something they served on a Pullman

dining car while she was compelled to eat an

apple in the day coach. Now she sat in the cabin,
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eagerly bent over Charles Garvice's beautiful

love story, The Duchess, reading by the light of

a smoking lantern.

Now and then we could distinguish the faint

ringing of a cowbell in the hills. Farther down
the river a midnight Romeo was crossing over

with the only girl in mind. We could hear the

rattle of his oars in their locks keeping time to

a voice which should never have tried to sing

but which was now happily murdering "Will

You Love Me in December as You Did in

May?" Mother, hearing the song, handed Joe
her guitar, for she couldn't stand the sound of

his one-string fiddle.

I have often wondered since what my mother's

thoughts were like that night. She had traveled

far from the applause of London audiences and

the luxuries she had known. But she was not one

to complain of hardships. When her course was

chosen she stuck to it, and if she ever felt un-

happy she kept that to herself.

With her fine soprano voice she began to sing

"By the Light of the Silvery Moon." We all

joined in barbershop chords, Fiddlin' Joe con-

testing the melody with his indiscriminating

baritone.

While we were singing I noticed a strange
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break in the water near our boat. Some small

animal was swimming across the stream. Joe
reached out and stunned it with his oar. As he

fished it out of the water we saw that it was a

beautiful grey squirrel. I wrapped it in my
corduroy jacket and held it close to me while I

sang on. Later, fully recovered and overcome
with gratitude, he scratched my face and bit my
hand before jumping into the water again to

continue his interrupted journey.
Below James Island we flanked into a small

eddy. I was lying face down on the deck with
both hands dangling in the water. Suddenly they
came in contact with a small floating jug, which
I promptly lifted onto the boat, to find that it

was attached to a trout line and acted as a buoy
for a fisherman's net. Joe and I quickly hauled
it on deck, much against Mother's protests, and

helped ourselves to a choice mess of channel

cats, green bass, and Ohio River perch. It wasn't

quite an approved river custom, but it was done
because we had just done it. After all I had
found the fish in the river and they hadn't been
branded !

We shaped out the channel of the river at

Neil's Island and passed the Little (Muddy)
Kanawha where it comes out at Parkersburg.
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There, just at dawn, Joe threw a line around a

protruding willow and checked us in below

Amme's Ripple on Blennerhassett Island, where

Aaron Burr met with Harman Blennerhassett

to discuss the formation of an empire that never

materialized.

On the beach, in the glare of the rising sun, I

wrote the words "Treasure Island" in the sand

as Mother prepared a delicious breakfast of hot

coffee, German fried potatoes, buttered toast,

and, of course, fish. Later, as a bold pirate, I ex-

plored the island and was broken-hearted to

learn that it was inhabited by the white man and

well cultivated, with an abundance of corn and

potatoes.

A few days later we passed Point Pleasant,

West Virginia. We didn't know, then, what an

important part it was to play later in our lives.

When we reached Gallipolis, Ohio, the boy-

hood home of the famous columnist, O. O. Mc-

Intyre, the river front was so crowded that we
had to land just above the wharf boat.

In those days there were three large freight

and passenger boats, commonly called "packets,"

plying between Pittsburgh and Cincinnati : The

Keystone State, The Virginia, and The Queen

City.
in
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The Keystone State was on its up-river trip

and had just landed at Gallipolis, which placed

Joe's boat alongside the big boat's wheel. The
colored roustabouts were toting freight across

the gang plank and a crowd was gathered on the

levee, when Joe, in a spirit of fun, called up to

the captain who was standing on the roof of the

boat.

"Hey, Captain, there's a couple of muskrats

hanging on your rudders."

The crowd laughed gaily at the sally, which

intimated that the Keystone State was so slow

that muskrats could hang on without difficulty.

The captain flushed angrily, but there was no

trace of anger in his voice when he spoke.

"Thank you, Joe," he said quietly. "I'll try to

get them off before I get back."

For several days we lay there and so it was
that we were still there when the Keystone State

returned on her down trip, pulling in at mid-

night. The captain was at the wheel. At the

proper moment for his purpose, he rang the bell

for full steam ahead and drove the big Keystone
State as close as possible to the shore, swinging
the bow out into the river and the stern in on

Joe's boat, throwing plenty of wheel waves at
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him. Any riverman can tell you what kind of

results this sort of maneuvering will produce.
The first thing it did was to draw all the water

out from under Joe's boat, leaving it cocked up
on one side high and dry on the bank. Before

he could get out of bed, the water returned and

washed him fifty feet out on the shore. Then the

dead swells began to roll in on him, with white-

caps three feet high breaking over his boat,

literally washing his piano boxes off the hull.

Poor old Joe, in his ragged nightshirt, was

running up and down the shore, cursing like a

trooper. Later, when the captain had his boat

rounded to, and landed at the wharf, he called

down in a seemingly friendly voice.

"Say, Joe," he said, "I wish you would look

around at my rudders for me and see whether

those muskrats are still there."

But Joe wasn't in a mood for humor just then.

In the morning Fiddlin' Joe had disappeared.

He had gone out of our lives as suddenly as he

had come into them and we never saw or heard

of him again. His abandoned battered little boat

brought tears to our eyes. We felt alone without

him and hoped then, as we do now, that it was

through no fault of ours that our friendship

ended so abruptly.
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As we went down the river the next day we

missed him terribly, not only as a friend, but

also as a guide. Not knowing the river, we stuck

on the sandbar at the head of Racoon Island,

just a few miles below Gallipolis, where the

water, falling rapidly that night, left us high and

dry for six weeks. We had no skiff or John boat

with which to reach the mainland, and so, for a

few days, until a friendly fellow came over to us

in his boat, we had to Robinson Crusoe it.

It was here that I learned to eat turtle eggs

and the tails of crayfish, which aren't so bad if

you like turtle eggs and crayfish tails. Our boat

had settled level on the sand so we could still

cook on the stove and keep our dishes on the

table all right. But it did make me sore to have

to carry water out of the river to a boat that was

on dry land.

After we had called "good morning" to some-

one on the Ohio side of the river, and "good

night" to the West Virginia side for a week, we

finally scared up a list of friendly neighbors
who kept us supplied with butter, eggs, sweet

milk, and always a chicken or guinea hen on

Sunday. This was the only way I ever knew
what day of the week it was,

It was here that I found my first note in a
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bottle. The bottle had been washed ashore in

a little pile of drift. Breaking it, I pulled out a

scrap of wrapping paper on which had been

crudely written :

Roses are red, violets blue,

Sugar is sweet, and so are you.

It was signed with the name and address of a

girl who lived near Waverly, West Virginia, on

Bull Creek.

Later I found several more of them, some

simply with names and addresses. Sometimes

the name would be preceded with the request to

"write me a sweet letter" or "make a date."

Sometimes the message was, to say the least,

highly unconventional. I learned, as I went

along, that it was a fad on the river just then.

Many correspondences and often more than

that began with a note in a bottle.

Day by day Dad became a little more irritable

at our enforced idleness. The seemingly per-

manent engagement we were playing on the

island was beginning to tell on him, and we all

saw that he was about due for a blowup. He had

worn a beaten path of his own from the boat to

the water's edge, where he had a mark to show
whether the river was rising or falling.
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It had been an extremely dry summer. For the

first three weeks of our stay on the island the

river continued to be a little lower each day
than it had been the day before. Florence and I

were having a good time playing Indians and

Buffalo Bill. Mother went along from day to

day with the patience she always showed. But

Father was slowly going nuts.

One afternoon, when Florence and I had been

getting on each other's nerves a little, she looked

at me, with my long uncut hair hanging over my
face.

"Why don't you invite George Cohan down
for the hunting season, and let him see how
nicely your hair is coming in," she said spite-

fully. "I'm sure he'd enjoy a week-end with us!"

Father looked at both of us wildly as I told

her to shut up. Then, his eyes dark like the sky
before a thunderstorm, he stood up and dashed

out of the boat and down to the mark at the

water's edge. In a moment he came dashing

back, gesticulating frantically and bellowing
like a mad bull.

"I'm through!" he shouted. "This is a dog's
life! Look at my hands! Look at my face!"

I looked at his hands. They were dirty. But
I knew that I couldn't look at his face without
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laughing, so I didn't look. His bald head looked

like a whitewashed gourd and shone like a

billiard ball. He was barefooted and had on a

pair of trousers cut off at the knees, and wore a

mildewed Prince Albert ripped up the back.

He was, to put it briefly, a scream.

"I ask you,
57 he shouted, "do I look like Dr.

Sam Bryant, or do I look like a bank-robber?

I can make a living easier than this. If you go
to jail they at least feed you, and this place is

worse than any man's jail ever thought of being.

Just as soon as we get off of this God-forsaken

island, I'm going back to civilization and stay

there!"

With that he left us, and took out across the

island almost at a run. Until long after he was

out of sight we could hear him yelling that he

was through, absolutely through 1 If we had been

on the River Jordan instead of the Ohio he

would probably have walked out on us right

then, trusting to find the happy hunting grounds
on the other side.

He had no sooner disappeared into the thick-

est of the willows than we heard a man calling

from the West Virginia shore. The water was

eight feet two at Kanawha Falls (the head of

the Kanawha River) he said, and rising.
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Before he had finished speaking, Mother was

running across the island in hot pursuit of Dad,
loudly calling to him.

"Saml Oh Sam! Where are you? The river

is rising, Saml"

Sis and I ate our supper of black coffee, jowl

meat, and hoe cake in silence. We never at-

tempted to seek our parents when Dad was blow-

ing off, as we knew that Mother could handle

him better alone. At dusk a flock of buzzards
circled low over the foot of the island and we
watched them in their slow, narrowing flight.

"Must be something dead over there," I ven-

tured dolefully.

"Dad's hopes," Florence said.

But a few minutes later we saw Mother and
Dad walking slowly along the beach, arm in

arm. They stopped at the edge of the river

where Dad had kept a record of the water's ac-

tion. He bent down and examined his marks and
discovered that the water was already rising.

Then he put his arms about Mother and they
kissed each other.

So Florence and I went to bed.
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WE WINTER IN THE
LITTLE KANAWHA

A FLOAT once more, Mother and Dad re-

XA. considered their contemplated trip to Cin-

cinnati and had the steamer Darling tow us back

up the river to Parkersburg, where we tied up
for the winter in the mouth of Neal's Run, a

small creek which came out about half a mile

upstream in the Little Kanawha River. Here

Florence and I went to a tiny red schoolhouse

over the hill until the severest kind of poverty

again caught up with us and made us quit

school in order to do something about it.

Mother, as usual, had been for some time prac-

tically our sole support. While canvassing in the

inclement weather she had contracted a linger-

ing cold which kept her in bed for many weeks

while Dad vainly tried to sell liniment and elec-

tric belts on the ice-covered deserted street cor-

ners. So, one by one, we again pawned every-

thing pawnable, including, of course, Mother's

diamond ring and guitar.

Florence and I quit school and Dad and I
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carried firewood from the nearby mountainside

of Fort Bowman to keep Mother warm. Sis

spent her time in taking care of Mother and

taking care, too, of the house boat. It was an

exceptionally cold winter. The Little Kanawha
was frozen solid early, and the old swimming
hole at the mouth of the creek was just one big
icicle. All navigation was suspended. The ferry-

men on the upper end of the stream who had

previously furnished the only route across the

river were frantic with rage as they watched the

long lines of sheep, cattle, horses, cows, wagons,
and human pedestrians crossing safely on twenty-
inch-thick ice.

Hundreds of young people came many miles

to this perfect natural ice-skating rink. They
would sit on the guards of our little boat, and

Father, remembering his training as an English

servant, would help them with their skates, and
invite them onto the boat for coffee. There was
one charming girl whose father was a doctor.

Becoming interested in Mother, she persuaded
her father to come out and attend her. He came

daily for many days, and I have often thought
that we may owe her recovery to him.

As Mother grew stronger, things seemed to

take on a brighter aspect for us all. On Mondays
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my sister would help the neighbors with their

weekly washing in return for her dinner and

whatever else they could spare to send down to

us on the boat I had made the acquaintance of

one of the bill posters at the Auditorium Theater

and he gave me fifty cents a day to carry his

paste bucket and brush around town and help
him with the "paper."

Often the advance shipment of posters from
show companies who were coming was more
than we could put up. The left-over paper I

would carefully save and bring home with me,

regardless of the weather which often made me
wrap the posters around my body under my
coat, to keep them from being ruined, and stack

them in one corner of our already crowded

shanty boat. On them were beautifully litho-

graphed pictures of Fiske O'Hara, Porter J.

White, May Irwin, and other current stage

celebrities, in the parts in which they would ap-

pear. Finally Florence grew disgusted at my
rapidly growing pile.

"Couldn't you go in for stamps instead of

showbills, Billy?" she asked me one night.

"They'd take up lots less room!"

"I'm saving them to use on our show boat

someday," I answered indignantly." We can just
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change the top and bottom. The middle will fit

any good show. Look here," I went on enthusi-

astically, spreading one of the eight-sheet stands

out in sections until it covered most of our floor,

and pointing to the figures on it. "This could be

me, and this you, and here's Mother and Dad."

"Oh," Florence said drily, "I thought you
were going to paste them into your memory
book as a record of the most successful season

the George M. Cohan of the rivers ever played."

Disgusted, I strode out of the boat and went
for an angry walk along the river.

The next day, during a blinding snowstorm, in

a one-horse wagon we did a long country route

for a special attraction that was coming to Park-

ersburg for one night only. As my boss covered
the first barn, about a mile from town, with

gaudy colored sheets, I built a fire along the side

of the road to warm our hands and feet. Later,
as I gathered up his equipment, my eyes were

suddenly glued to the stand of paper before me.

Through the blur of falling snow I read with

misty eyes and a lump in my throat: "Coming
the one and only George M. Cohan, in his great-
est comedy success, The Governor's Son."

In my excitement and jealousy I trembled so

violently that the man I worked for asked me if
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I didn't want to stay a little longer and get my-
self really warm. But no fire would have stopped

my shaking.
I trudged on with him, silently thinking a

multitude of confused angry thoughts. Here I

was out in a snowstorm, cold and hungry, work-

ing for fifty cents a day to drum up trade for a

guy who wouldn't even give us a lift when we
needed it, who was (I told myself) no better

actor than I was, and who was pulling off one

success after another while we starved.

For days, until the show reached town, I was

silent and morose, without a decent word for

anyone. Florence thought that I was still angry
at her for the crack she had made about my pos-

ters and the "George M. Cohan of the rivers,"

and made a sisterly attempt to straighten it out.

But I had forgotten all about that. I was ob-

sessed with the idea that George Cohan was

about to cross my path again, and that somehow
I couldn't bear it. Yet what could I do about it?

The thing that I did, of course, was to go and

see his show. It was only, I told myself, so that I

could see how bad he really was and figure out

how much better I would be able to do his act.

My boss managed to slip me up into the fly loft

and, for once in my life, I sat and looked directly
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down on George M. Cohan. Of course it was a

marvelous show. Each of the Four Cohans had

a part in it,
and in place of each my envious

imagination placed one of the Four Bryants, and

the applause and laughter of the audience set

my brain into a bitter whirl.

In the first act Mr. Cohari sang his famous

song, "Then I Know that I'd be Satisfied with

Life":

All I want is ten million dollars,

A sealskin to protect me from the cold,

Vanderbilt, waiting on the table,

And living in a mansion built of gold.

If Johnny Gates would let me spend his money,

If Hetty Green would only be my wife,

If I only owned the Pennsylvania Railroad,

Then I know that I'd be satisfied with life.

At that moment I would have been satisfied

with much less just the position the Cohans

then occupied. As the show continued, I took a

quick survey of the surroundings in general and

recognized the aura of prosperity. It was notice-

able in the newness and brightness of the scenery,

the glare of the beautiful lighting effects, the

smiling faces and general good humor of the

cast, the reaction of a capacity house, and the
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sure, self-satisfied, fascinating manner of Cohan
himself. As the contrast between the Cohans'

position and ours burned into my mind it was

more than my childish eyes and brain could

endure. I felt suddenly sick and faint and wanted

to be at home,

As the laughing praising audience made the

theater thunder with applause at the end of

Cohan's celebrated eccentric dance, I silently

climbed down the ladder at the back of the stage

and, with the sickening applause still ringing in

my ears, rushed into the cold night air. In a

blind fit of raging jealousy I ran all the way to"

the bridge that crossed the Little Kanawha.

There, out of breath, I felt something burning
and smarting on my cheek. I rubbed it off it

was a drop of ice, a frozen tear, and for the first

time I realized that I was crying. Furious at

myself, I ran across the bridge, where I stumbled

and fell against the iron structure, cutting my
lip and breaking off a piece of one of my front

teeth, which is still noticeably missing.

In the glare of the light at the end of the

bridge I could see the blood from my mouth.

Now I was scared. Although I was then wearing

my first pair of long trousers, I was scared as a

kid gets scared. In a bath of nervous perspira-
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tion, I shivered as the cold biting wind swept up
the Kanawha from out in the Ohio. Then I ran

with all my might again, along the lonely river

road in the shadows of the hills of Fort Bow-
man. At last, completely exhausted, I stumbled

aboard our snow-covered boat. There, with my
head in my mother's lap, I sobbed out the story

of all that had happened to me that evening, in-

cluding all that I felt-

Suddenly I jumped to my feet and began to

pace the floor.

"Everybody in the show business seems to be

getting ahead but us," I cried. "Here we are

frozen up on a cracker box like a lot of Eskimos
and waiting for what? We ought to get out of

the show business or get into it! Oh Mother," I

cried, "why can't we have a show boat like the

Water Queen? I know we could make it go,
because I was the biggest hit Captain Price ever

had on his darned old boat I"

I shall always hold it against my father that

he did not rise up at that moment and hit me on
the top of the head with a piece of stove wood.
"The only thing that stands between the Four

Bryants and a show boat is a little work," I

shouted.

"The only thing that stands between the Four
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Dad had his chair tilted back against the wall

)f the boat, with his feet on the stove, as he sur-

veyed us all critically.

"All right!" I cried. "All right! If you folks

are satisfied to spend the rest of your lives on a

shanty boat fighting mud and mosquitoes in the

summer, and ice and starvation in the winter,

listening to ice grinding against the hull and

sitting down to a plate of muskrat soup for

Christmas dinner while Georgie Cohan "

"Oh Gawd," Florence groaned, "I knew that

was coming!" Then she poured herself a cup of

coffee and, taking up a newspaper, began to read

it.

"Ain't I right, Dad?" I asked.

"I suppose so," he agreed, dispiritedly.

"Then why don't you do something about it?"

I screamed.

At that his chair came down on all four legs

so hard that, had we not been locked in the ice,

it would have made the boat rock, and he

jumped to his feet faster than I had ever seen

him move before. He left his chair with a snap
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like the parting of a spring line in the Marmet
lock chamber on Kanawha when they open the

valve chambers too suddenly,

"Do something?" he thundered. "What in hell

do you suppose I've been going over dams for

and living in the stone age on drift-covered

islands? Why do you suppose your mother has

been ruining her health this winter by canvass:

ing from door to door for a few paltry pennies
if not to keep our heads above water until we
can better ourselves in the way you so graciously

suggest?"

"Now Sam, don't lose your temper," Mother
said.

"Don't Sam me!" he snapped back at her.

"You seem to forget, young man, that show boats

cost money real money, not stage money. You
can't run one out of a hole with a ferret!"

After that he paced the floor in dour silence.

I could hear my mother softly sobbing now,
and it made me feel utterly ashamed of myself
for having spoken as I did. Dad finally broke
the silence of an awkward pause by saying,
"Now Folks, let's hustle up and get to bed before
the fire dies down and the room gets cold."

My sister and I slept on a straw tick on the
kitchen floor, while Mother and Dad tried to
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rest in a folding iron bed with a thin pad on it,

which was just about the same as sleeping on

the floor, except that the word "bed" added

prestige to it

"I don't know," said Dad, as he put his shoes

in the oven, hoping they would still be warm in

the morning, "but I have a feeling that our luck

is just about to change."
. Just then there was a strange noise up the

river, a rumble and grinding sound which none

of us recognized.
"I guess that's our changed luck sounding off

now," Florence said, as she pulled the covers up
to her chin.

She was absolutely right, though none of us,

at that time, had enough knowledge to take from

it the warning we should have heeded. For, as

we turned in that night, we should all have been

outside working madly, as our shanty-boat

neighbors were doing, to save our home from

destruction.

It was late in February. The weather had been

cloudy and exceptionally warm for that time of

year and the heavens suddenly opened their win-

dows and poured torrents of rain upon the snow-

blanketed mountains at the head of the little

stream which housed us. Ditches, gullies, and
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ravines rapidly overflowed with a rush of snow,

ice, and rain water that came roaring madly
down over the mountain sides and poured,

funnel-like, into Neal's Run and the Little Kana-

wha, then blocked off at the mouth by the ice-

gorged Ohio. The river began to rise at the

alarming rate of a foot and a half an hour,
which is as fast as I have ever seen water come

up any man's river bank.

Although it was our first experience in an ice

break-up, we were not particularly worried, for

we had out a new three-quarter-inch manila rope
line which we considered sufficiently strong to

hold our boat under any circumstances. Besides,
we had been told that we would be perfectly
safe in the mouth of Neal's Run.

At ten o'clock that night it was still raining.

Al,l up and down the river scores of rivermen
were working with the aid of lanterns and

torches, cursing and yelling orders to one an-

other, trying to tie their gas boats, barges, sand

flats, log rafts, shanty boats, and all that floated,

safely. Many of them chopped or sawed the ice

free around their boats in an attempt to hold
their boats against the movement of the ice

which they expected at any moment. Women
carried their bedding, dishes, sewing machines,
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and other treasures to safety at the top of the

river bank, where they carefully laid them in the

mud and rain.

But we lay abed.

The water was now boiling wickedly over the

ice in attempting to free itself from the grip of

winter. One false alarm after another went the

rounds to the effect that the ice had let go at the

head of the river and was bringing everything
with it.

It seems strange, but in all my years of river

experience I have never known a flood to reach

its full crest, an ice break-up to take place, or a

terrific windstorm to go into action during the

day. They will invariably make their appear-
ance after night has fallen, to add the horror of

darkness to their own.

And, true to form, things began to happen
about twelve o'clock that night The rapidly

rising water succeeded in cracking the ice near

us. It broke with a sound like the report of a

rifle, and our boat shook and trembled like an

airplane passing through an air pocket. Neal's

Run, the quiet haven which we had sought for

, safety, suddenly decided to be a battle field, and

broke up and came out first. And don't let any-

one tell you that a tiny creek is safe just because,
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in midsummer, it makes a perfect setting for a

water-color pastoral, a calm trickle of water in

which cows can scarcely get their feet wet.

What had seemed such a safe and calm and

peaceful home for us in early Fall suddenly
turned into hell in hip boots and on skis. After

the ice broke up above and came roaring and

grinding its mad way down the swollen creek,

lashed and torn and tumbled by a fury of churn-

ing and growling water, it had no place to go

except the place where we were first, and it had

no respect for our priority. It piled up under

our boat until we were propped up like a bird

house on the end of a pole.

We scrambled, scantily clad, to the safety of

the shore, and stood there shivering while we
watched our home go to pieces. We had hardly

got clear of our boat when the Ohio River let go
at Blennerhassett Island, leaving an opening for

the Little Kanawha which, in turn, freed Neal's

Run. The water, which had been the foundations
of our home all winter, poured out as in a mill

race, joining the raging torrent of the Little

Kanawha, which bore along, in its mad career,
a shattered assortment of shanty boats, barges,
and John boats, and thousands of dollars worth
of logs, frozen solid in a great mass of ice.
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At the first squeeze of the break-up, the

frenzied heavy ice shoved our boat off its pinna-

cle and turned it over on its side, where one large

cake of ice after another quickly cut it down to

splinters and carried it to complete destruction.

With the exception of a few blankets, and

Mother's diamond ring and guitar, which were

still in pawn, we lost everything.

As I watched it go, piece by piece, I thought,

with an aching heart, of my brave collection of

posters, the beginnings of our show-boat busi-

ness. They would be dirty shapeless pulp now,
ruined and lost, turned into the most insignifi-

cant details in piles of drift along the river.

Where would I find another collection like

them?

But my mind didn't dwell on them long when

I saw the sadness of Mother's and Father's faces,

and thought how they had struggled and fought

for every piece of lumber in that grand little

boat

In the rain, and ankle deep in mud, we slowly

made our way back to Parkersburg, where the

kind hearts and hands of utter strangers fur-

nished us with food and shelter.
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WE FIND OUR TRUE HOME

DOWN on the wharf one day Dad happened

to meet a steamboat captain named Doggie

Cross, who was considered, in those parts, the

best low-water pilot that ever rubbed the bottom

of a river in the Pittsburgh and Parkersburg

trade. He was then standing a watch on the

steamer Katherine, a small stern-wheel packet

that plied between Parkersburg and Crescent on

Little Kanawha. He offered Mother and Dad
berths as cook and dish-washer at a joint salary

of thirty dollars a month, and they accepted. So

we all piled on board, glad to eat regular meals

again and to have over our heads a roof which

didn't leak. Mother had always been a good
cook. Dad made a good dish-washer and a nice

appearance too.

Doggie Cross was a great joker, and it is this

quality in him that I remember best of all the

things which happened during our life on the

Katherine. He was also well known as a man

who, like most rivermen, was fond of the ladies.

On one trip we carried six round-trip sight-
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seeing Sunday-school teachers, who spent most

of their time in the pilot house talking to the

captain.

At Wells' Ripple lived an old crony of his

with whom he had an arrangement for produc-

ing a faked echo for the edification of any pas-

sengers he might have on board. When he passed
this point he would halloo loudly and his

friend would repeat the call in a more subdued

tone. The clear and accurate "echo" thus pro-
duced never failed to impress his guests. As we

passed Wells' Ripple on this day he pulled the

pilot house sash open.
"Hello out there!" he called loudly.

"Hello out there I" the supposed echo came
back.

"What you doin' out there?" the captain pur-

sued, moved to further demonstration by the ex-

pression of awed wonder on the ladies' faces.

But his collaborator was evidently in a dour

mood, for echo answered with painful distinct-

ness :

"Rabbit hunting. Mind your own business,

you bald-headed so-and-so!"

When Captain Cross was transferred to the

steamer Ben Hur on the Ohio, we went with him
as far as Pittsburgh. Mother had saved practi-
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cally every cent of the wages she and Father had

received. Even after she had taken the guitar

and diamond ring out of pawn she had nearly a

hundred dollars left. It seemed a fortune to us 1

We went to Brownsville on the Monongahela

River, all united, at last, on a single plan. We
would get jobs any kind of jobs and pool our

earnings in a common fund with which to build

a show boat.

Florence went to work as a waitress in a

restaurant; Mother started out on a vigorous

campaign of canvassing; Dad did a bit on street

corners with liniment and electric belts; and I

went to work driving a mule in the old Diamond
coal mine.

In the evening I would hang around the stage

door of the local opera house, and this, and my
avid interest in everything which went on inside,

finally got me another job. One night, when it

was pouring cats and dogs, the property man
saw me standing there drenched to the skin and
called me inside in a gruff voice.

"Look here, Youngster," he saicl, "we don't

mind having you stand there on good nights, but

on a night like this you've either got to go home
or come inside. Which'll it be?"

There was no question in my mind and I
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grinned and took oft my cap. The next night he

gave me a job as assistant property man, to help
with the "props" and take care of the "window

work/' that is, the posters which were put up
around town much the same sort of work, this

last, as that which I had done in Parkersburg. It

kept me scurrying to do that and keep my job as

a muleteer too, but I managed.
Whenever any paper would come in for a new

show I'd hustle around and get the lithographs
and cards up in the windows, and as soon as the

show left town, I'd go around and pick them up

again not because the show wanted them, but

because I did. Soon I had a much larger stack

than that which had gone down with the shanty
boat in the mouth of Neal's Run. Fearing Flor-

ence's ridicule, I didn't take my new collection

home with me but stacked it up in the prop room
at the theater.

When the property man saw what I was doing
he began over-ordering on paper from the in-

coming shows and let me keep all the overs. He
probably thought that I was mildly insane, but

he was a genial and friendly souL Seeing the

pleasure which this mute stack of obsolete

posters gave me, he contributed to it

Often in the evening around the theater I
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would see some of the men from the mine where

I drove the mule. Whenever I saw the beginning

of a look of recognition on one of their faces, I

would turn away, no sign of recognition on my
own. And when I was asked at the mine whether

I wasn't working at the opera house, I denied it.

It was very silly, but I thought of myself as a

showman and couldn't bring myself to admit

that I was driving a mule in a mine. All of this,

even the show boat itself toward which we were

working now, seemed merely a prelude to the

day when, as a great and famous actor, I would

see my name in lights on Broadway.
Meanwhile Dad had got credit for most of the

cost of a $700 gas engine and had built our first

gas towboat, which he named the Florence,
after my sister. It had been a long, hard, uphill

pull, getting the money with which to do this.

Often nails or lumber or both would run out in

the middle of the week and all operations would
have to cease until someone had a pay day. But
at last it was finished the power end of our

show-boat outfit. There it was, like a horse with-

out a cart to hitch it to.

Seeing how much money a show boat would
cost and how hard money was to get, we all

reluctantly gave up our idea for that year, and
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bought a small house boat and a flatboat which
we equipped with a tent Hitching the Florence

to it, we started a tour of the rivers with hopeful

hearts, still looking forward to the time when we
could own a show boat

It was then that I had my moment of triumph
over Florence. For several evenings I had
worked late at the opera house, cutting off the

tops of some of the posters I had saved and

pasting strips of paper above the pictures on

them. On the fresh white space I had painted in

large letters, "BRYANT'S COMEDY COM-
PANY." Below the pictures we lettered the

place and date where we were to show. We used

them all up and down the Monongahela River,
where we would stop at each town, pitching our

tent on a vacant lot for a week's engagement
before we would move on again. We hadn't a

show boat, but we had the next best thing. And
it carried us along for several years.

Late in the autumn of 1906 we were tied up
at Middleport, Ohio, with the wheel shaft of the

Florence broken. Learning that there was
1

a

machine shop at Point Pleasant, we cast off again
and started to float down to it But a high wind
came up and blew us ashore about three miles

above town. It was in the bend of the river and
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a bad place to lay up, but we had little choice,

so we prepared to spend the night there, in spite

of high water and the fact that the willows to

which we tied were many feet from dry land.

Late that afternoon a large raft of logs, also

more or less at the mercy of the wind, came drift-

ing toward us, manned by three workmen with

pike poles and side sweeps. As the raft passed,

rubbing against the side of our boat, one of the

men hailed Dad.

"You're all right, Cap," he called, as Father

looked alongside and failed to see any damage.
"I hope he's right," Florence said, who was

eating a piece of sugared bread, as usual, "but if

the Four Bryants have missed any hard luck,

that's news!"

Mother, seeing a worried look on Dad's face,

quickly put on a pot of coffee and soon we all sat

down to supper. During a pause in the none-too-

brilliant conversation, we heard a gentle musical

sound like that of a waterfall. It had nothing to

do with the normal action of the river. At the

same moment we all became aware that the boat

was listing.

Dad jumped up then, and quickly opened a

trap in the floor that led to the hull of the boat.

When he pulled his arm up again it was wet to
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the elbow. Florence screamed and, reaching for

her canary bird, jumped off the shore side of the

boat into water up to her waist As the water

began to cover the floor, and the boat began to

sink more rapidly, Mother, with her guitar, and

Dad and I, jumped into the John boat and rowed

ashore.

Standing dismally together on the shore we
saw a little jet of steam rising as the water cov-

ered the cook stove, and then, as we watched, our

entire outfit settled to the bottom, with only the

superstructure showing above water.

Sadly and in silence, save for the audible chat-

tering of our teeth, we rowed the three miles

down the river to Point Pleasant. At the wharf

we were met by the night policeman, who hap-

pened to be there on his beat and who, seeing

our plight, took us to a famous old river hostelry,

the Klein House. It had then been closed for a

long time, but a Mrs. Park was living in a few

of its rooms with her family, and the policeman

got her to take us in. She helped us to build a

quick fire and we camped in one of the many
abandoned rooms.

Then we began to learn about the almost in-

conceivable kindness of the people of Point

Pleasant. Words fail me as I remember how
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that little town, to which we were then complete

strangers, rushed forward to lend us a helping

hand, furnishing us with food, clothing and the

other necessities of life. Coming to our aid as

they did then, they were directly responsible for

the prosperity which greeted us in later years.

Since then we have proudly proclaimed Point

Pleasant as our permanent home.

Long ago it was named by the Shawnee In-

dians "Tu Endie Wei," which means the ming-

ling of the waters, because it is at the point

where the Big Kanawha meets the Ohio. Later it

was called "Shawneetown" by white men who

found the Indian name too difficult, yet still as-

sociated it with the tribe of Indians who had

originally named it. George Washington

stopped there with a surveying party in the fall

of 1770 and renamed it "Point Pleasant," by
which name it has always been known since. Its

natives will tell you that it is the oldest town on

the Ohio river south of Pittsburgh, and that the

first battle of the revolutionary war was fought
there.

Ever since there have been steamboats and

show boats on the rivers, it has been one of the

greatest of all ports on the inland streams. It is

nationally known for its construction of marine
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equipment Because of the fine workmanship of

its plants, the United States Navy has awarded

many contracts for coast guard cruisers to the

Point Pleasant Machine Works, the Kanawha
and Enterprise Dock companies, and the Mari-

etta Manufacturing Company.
It was here that we settled down for the mo-

ment and tried to find out just what had hap-

pened to us and what we could do about it

Investigation up river showed that the raft of

700 crossties which had brushed against us had

knocked a piece of the rake off our shanty boat,

and that the shanty boat, in sinking, had pulled
the Florence and flatboat down until the water

had poured in through dry, and therefore open,
seams.

We sued the Ironton Crosstie Company, but

the men who manned the logs testified that Dad
had told them that everything was all right Dad
testified that since he had not had time to in-

vestigate, he had made no complaint at the time

of the collision, and, by a technicality of the law,
this released them from responsibility, so we lost

the case.

Then came an especially touching evidence of

the hospitality of Point Pleasant people. A firm

of lawyers named Summerville & Summerville
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had defended the crosstie company and won the

verdict in their favor. After the trial was over,

the Summervilles, seeing our predicament,

offered, of their own volition, to lend us money
with which to get on our feet again. They had

done their duty to their clients. Now they were

playing the human role of being friends to man.

But the man whom we shall always remember

with the greatest gratitude was a banker the

late Captain C. C. Bowyer. He was a great

riverman, a true lover of steamboats. If you
went to him for a loan there was one question

he would always ask.

"What security have you got?" he would say.

"Does it float?"

If you were unfortunate enough to have only

a valuable farm or building somewhere, the loan

would turn out to be just a routine matter of

business. But if you had, or wanted to buy, any
kind of a steamboat or river craft, his eyes would

light up and he would immediately want to

know all the details of construction the size of

the machinery, the age of the boilers, how much
steam she was allowed, where she was built, and

a thousand other details. This was not simply
because he wanted to determine her value as

security for a loan, but because he wanted to hear
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everything he could in connection with the river.

And then he would take a personal interest and

help you in more ways than in arranging a loan.

He was like a fond mother of six talking to

another mother with a new baby.

Any number of prominent rivermen of today,

including show-boat owners other than our-

selves, are directly indebted to him for their

present success. He was the ideal type of man
for a bank on the river, known and loved by

every steamboat owner from the Allegheny to

the sea. A steadfast friend and valiant opponent,

he was never known to ring a backing bell on

friend or foe.

He was one of the first to offer his help whett

he learned of our destitute condition. He went

out of his way to do it, too, not waiting for us

to come to him, but sending for us. Alive with

excitement and hope, Mother and Dad made
their way to his crowded little office in the Mer-

chants' National Bank (the first bank on which

either of my parents had ever called on business

of their own), of which he was then president,

and haltingly poured out the story of their am-

bition to own a show boat, hastening to explain
that they hadn't a thing save a diamond ring
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and guitar in the way of means with which to

build one.

"Build a show boat is a big proposition," he

said slowly, and Mother doubtless felt like say-

ing, "You're telling us!" How well she knew it!

How far off that promised land had seemed to

her for years ! How often had its shores seemed

almost in sight when some cataclysm had driven

us farther than ever away from them. But we
were nearer to them just then than any of us

dreamed. Mother and Dad sat in silence while

Captain Bowyer thought the matter out. Finally
he spoke again.

"Suppose you just stay in town for a week or

so and see the sights," he said, "while I see what
I can do about it Have you got enough to eat?"

They assured him that they had and came
back to our room in the practically abandoned
Klein House, their faces alight with hope.
A week later the captain called Mother and

Dad to his office again. He had found a con-

demned government dump scow then lying idle

at one of the docks in the Kanawha River which
could be bought for twenty-five dollars. It was
sixteen feet wide and ninety feet long. Did they

suppose it would do?

Without even looking at it, Mother and Dad
146
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agreed that it would be ideal. Captain Bowyer

gave them the money with which to buy it, out

of his personal account, and got the steamer

Cricket to give us a hand in towing the scow

across the river and raising our sunken gas boat

for us.

I don't know whether you have ever seen an

old-fashioned wooden dump scow or not, but I
'

can tell you this, that it is about as unengaging
a sight as anything you are likely to see. At least

ours was that It was humped up in the middle

like an Arkansas razor-back hog. You couldn't

tell which end was which. But to us it seemed

the most beautiful vessel in the world. We
scrambled over it, not missing any detail, and

already we could see a stage on
it, footlights, a

seat-filled auditorium, and a throng of people

gayly coming up the stage plank eager to see our

show. That mud scow was a show boat the min-

ute we laid eyes on her.

Florence began mucking around the deck,

kicking at the thick incrustation of dried mud.
. "Get a little of this off," she remarked, "and

it'll be a good place to paint a picture of the

George M. Cohan of the river. Good advertis-

ing!"

But I was much too happy then to resent her
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attacks, and we all set to with a will to clean up
the scow and get ready to build.

"Boy, O boy!" I cried. "Sixteen by ninety 1

That's a big boat!"

"This boat will seat a hundred people when I

get through with her," Dad promised, as he got
his precious set of tools out and began to sharpen
them.

"Well paint her white and trim her green,"
Florence suggested.

"And cook our food with gasoline," I rhymed,
ad-libbing.

"Gasoline nothing! You mean liniment!"

That night we didn't sleep a wink until nearly

daylight. All night long we sat around a table

by the light of a coal-oil lamp laying plans for

our show boat. Finally we all went to bed. Just
as we were about to turn in Mother laid her

hand on Dad's arm.

"Name her Princess, Sam," she said softly,

"after me. Because that's the way I'll feel when
she's finally built"
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DAD ACTUALLY BUILDS A
SHOW BOAT

WHEN
I look back on the winter that fol-

lowed I wonder about the accuracy of

my own memory. It seems a miracle to me now.

We were engaged in a battle against circum-

stance, determined to build a show boat with

nothing that anyone in the world could possible

believe would produce any kind of a boat at all.

The one thing we really had to work with was

the determination in all of us to have a show

boat by spring.

Only the god of the river knows where the

lumber came from. We picked it up from here

and there first some waste slabs from the saw-

mill with which to build a shanty on one end of

the hull. As soon as this was up, we moved in.

Then we started on the long task of collecting

enough for the show boat proper. We bought a

little very little. When we needed a piece of

quarter-round or moulding, Dad would set to

work with his tools. I have seen him spend as
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much as a day whittling a piece of quarter-

round out of a two-by-two.

At times there were many loose logs on the

river, most of them branded with the owners'

names. The custom of the river was for those

who lived along the shores to pick up such strays

and hold them for the owners, who would come

along, claim them by the brands, and pay the

finders from fifty cents to a dollar apiece. But

we had gone too far, now, to be bothered by an

old river custom like that.

During a rise in the river, Dad and I would

row out in the swift current in a rickety John

boat and search the mad rushing drift for odd

bits of timber. Some of the miscellaneous flot-

sam that we caught was much too large and

heavy for us to get into the boat, so we would

rest one end of our prize on the stern seat, letting

the rest of it drag in the water, while we would

pull like mad for the shore, often drifting a

mile or more downstream before being able to

land. But wherever we touched shore, there were

Mother and Florence waiting to help us snake

our prey out onto the mud bank. When we were

fortunate enough to catch a pine or poplar log,

we would land it near the sawmill and, if it had
been branded by its owner, we would hurriedly
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"deer-horn" it (that is, chop out the brand) and

have it sawed into thin lumber for the roof of

our boat

By now we had many friends among the car-

penters and calkers in the drydocks. These kept
us as well supplied as they could with nails,

scrap oakum, and discarded paint buckets which

often contained enough paint to make salvage

worth while. Yet even with the aid of these, and

the river which floated so much of our lumber to

us, we were constantly in need of money and

borrowed from everyone in Point Pleasant, from

a B. & O. track-walker to the head bartender at

the Last Chance Saloon, before we were able to

complete the naked four walls of our show boat.

There was a tinker in Henderson who helped
us with some of the iron work, such as hog
chains. His name was Ernest King, but everyone
called him "Duckfoot," because he seemed more
at home in the river than out of it. His friendli-

ness and cheeriness were almost as great a help
as his tinkering. It could never find expression
in a mild voice. When he talked to you, he

shouted, as though you were five miles away.
He owned an old-fashioned cylinder talking

machine and had only one record for it, "Red-

wing," which he played over and over again. At
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almost any time of the day or night, when you

came near Duckfoot's shack, you would hear,

"Oh, the moon shines tonight on pretty Red-

wing. . .

"
It was Duckfoot's theme song.

Finally, early next spring, just as we had

planned, we were ready for our opening. To be

sure, there was no paint on the auditorium, there

were no seats, no glass in the windows, and no

lights but there was an auditorium, a stage, with

a roof over all, and we feverishly got ready for

our first show.

The town was feverish about it, too. They had

taken a family interest in the project from the

start. We were their foster children, left on their

front porch on a night of chance. We had prom-
ised them a show in the spring, and they were
not going to release us from our promise simply
because we had no paint, lights, or window
glass!

We hastily began to gather boxes of all sorts

for people to sit on, tacked sheets and burlap
over the empty eyes of the windows, and added
to each handbill announcing the event the re-

quest that everyone bring a lantern and, if he
wished to sit comfortably, his own chair.

What a first night it was ! The Theater Guild's

premieres are impressive and quite the thing
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intellectually; the Ziegfeld Follies, in their

balmiest days, were magnificent; the glamorous

opening of the opera season at the Metropolitan
in New York may be exhibit A for the Four

Hundred, and for their sables and ermines I

know all these things. But not one of them could

compare with the friendliness and joyous ex-

hilaration shown at the grand opening of our

palatial, mud-scow, floating theater, "The Prin-

cess."

It's a truism that when any rural community
decides to have a general turnout in order to

put something across, you can bet your last four-

and-a-quarter government bond that it will be a

success. They will spend money like drunken

sailors for the cause. At a church supper they

will pay for the privilege of finishing up a left-

over platter of wings, gizzard, and neck of the

toughest old Dominic rooster who ever hopped
a perch, all for the sake of the Epworth League
or Ladies' Aid Society. They will swing their

partners and grand right and left at a platform

square dance, paying ten cents a dance, until the

last fiddler is carried off the floor. They will

take an ice-cream, strawberry festival the way a

Jack salmon takes a three-inch chub.

And that's the way those beautiful people of
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Point Pleasant and Henderson took the opening
of the showboat which we had built in their

front yard.

Long before dark, the people from out on

Crab Creek Road, Red Mud, and Upper Five

Mile had begun to swarm into that little village

as if they were going to the New Orleans Mardi
Gras. At show time they came rushing over the

river bank like the four horsemen of Notre
Dame. I never saw so many lanterns, rocking

chairs, milking stools, and nail kegs before in all

my life.

As fast as they came aboard Dad took their

lanterns away from them and rushed them in to

me, where I was driving nails in the wall with a

hammer to hang them on. These were to furnish

our sole means of lighting the auditorium. (I
don't know to this day how they identified their

lanterns again after the show was over.) We
didn't attempt to usher them to any particular
locations in the auditorium. It would have been
useless to try. They picked their own places and
considered the chairs, kegs, or boxes they had
brought with them two good seats on the aisle.

They literally packed and jammed that sixteen-

by-ninety boat to the point of suffocation.

Less than a third of them ever got as far as
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the little box office on the front deck. They were

lined from the end of the gang plank all the way
up over a winding path and halfway back

through a cornfield that led to the main road.

And still they came! As I think back to the

crowd my youthful eyes saw with wonder that

night it seems to me that we turned away enough

people to fill Radio City Music Hall. Any num-
ber of them just left their quarters at the ticket

window, wished us good luck, and went home.

People were everywhere. In every nook and cor-

ner there was a smiling face. They even lined the

upper and lower outside guards, where they had

ripped off our shutter sheets and pillow cases

and had their heads stuck in the windows, wait-

ing for the show to start

The boat became so crowded that Dad pulled

up the front curtain and stacked them, three

rows deep on the stage, just leaving room enough
for us to perform. Everyone kept seeing someone

else that he knew, and waved and shouted across

the auditorium. Hat Stanley, mate on the Robert

P. Gilham, told me that he hadn't seen such

excitement since the night when the Tom Dods-

worth ran into the aft end of the Val P. Collins

at the head of New Richmond Shoot, knocking
the Collins's wheel shaft right up into its recess
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and bringing all the crew of the afterwatch out

of their bunks for a nightshirt parade.

Just as we began to wonder whether the old

scow could take it, the ferryman arrived with a

flatboat loaded with delegates from Point Pleas-

ant on the other side of the river, bearing the

key to the city, a four-piece string orchestra, and

three jugs of hard cider. There simply wasn't

room for them on the show boat, so they tied the

flat up to us and tried to watch the show through
the windows.

When it came time for the show to start we
couldn't seem to find each other. Mother had

gone into the box office when we first opened our

doors, and we never saw her again until the

show was over. She just kept selling tickets and
wouldn't leave her job so long as there was a

prospect of another quarter.
I don't remember what we gave them that

night in the way of entertainment from the stage,

but you can imagine. It didn't seem to me to be

an evening at the theater at all, but more like a

house-warming.
About the middle of the last act, a large

heavy-set lady sitting down about where the

third row ought to have been, who had been

frantically fanning herself throughout the entire
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evening, suddenly collapsed in the stifling heat

and rolled off her garden bench in a dead faint.

It looked for a moment as if the audience would

push out the sides of the boat as they all tried to

step back and make it possible for her to get

some fresh air. Dad quickly suggested a glass of

water and a wet towel for the lady's head, but

her husband thought that something stronger

would be better.

Immediately a valiant collection of bottles of

all sizes and shapes, filled with apple-jack, peach

brandy, and elderberry wine, were brought out.

Even the delegation out on the ferry flat gal-

lantly sacrificed one of their jugs of hard cider,

passing it through the window to the husband of

the lady. It wasn't very long before it was almost

impossible to distinguish which one of the fam-

ily seemed to need stimulation most

Everyone was now sampling everyone else's

special brand and seemed to have forgotten all

about the show. Dad tried to make an announce-

ment explaining that the show was not quite over

yet, but he was too late. The apple-jack and

peach brandy had already begun to take effect

and members of the audience were clearing

away the chairs and boxes, preparing to go into

their dance, an old-time country hoe-down.
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They put the string band from Point Pleasant

up on the stage and mustered out a big six-footer

from Salt Creek, with a voice that shook the

rafters, to do the calling. As he sprang up on the

stage, he faced the audience and yelled at the top

of his voice.

"I'm a Salt Creek roarer, I can out-dance, out-

run, out-jump, throw down, drag out, and lick

any man twice my size. I love my licker an'

women an
5

I'm chockfull of fight Let's go!"

With one whoop the dance was on and I never

saw such shin-digging before in all my life.

When they would "do-ce-do-forward-and-back"

across the boat that poor old mud-scow would

weave up and down in the middle like a jellyfish

shaking with the palsy.

It was impossible for us to continue with the

show, so we just mixed with them and had a

good time, hoping and praying that they
wouldn't succeed in shaking off the bottom of

the boat.

Many of the men were rivermen employed on

the steamboats that operated in and out of that

port. We began to think that they were going to

dance all night when the steamers J. T. Hatfield,
E. R. Andrews, Florence Marmet, and others

that were getting ready to go down river with
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tows of coal, interceded for us by blowing their

whistles, calling the crews back to the boats.

As the last laughing patron went ashore, wish-

ing us a Merry Christmas and bon voyage, we
heaved a sigh of relief and all hurried eagerly

into the little office to count up the night's re-

ceipts. They amounted to the grand total of

forty-eight dollars and fifty cents, two rows of

donated boxes and egg crates and four unclaimed

lanterns.

With unbelieving eyes we sat and gazed at

the small fortune before us.

"At last we are in the big money/' I whispered

hoarsely. "Forty-eight dollars and fifty cents! I

wonder what George M. Cohan would think of

that?"

"It sounds like a circus advertisement," my
sister said.

And Dad, in a semi-conscious condition,

stacked the coins in separate piles with trem-

bling hands as he swallowed hard at his Adam's

apple and moistened his dry lips with his tongue.

Mother sat silently thinking, without any out-

ward show of enthusiasm. She was not one to

wave her emotions on a flagpole, but there was a

grateful light in her eyes which seemed to be

thanking all of us, though we all knew that she
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was really responsible for the success of that

night.

I sat constructing air castles much more rap-

idly than Dad had constructed the show boat.

"Gee," I cried. "A 'few nights like this and

we'll have enough money to take the boat up the

Hudson River."

From the point of view of navigation alone

that would have been impossible, of course, for

the boat could never have withstood a sea voy-

age, but I was seeing things : our ballyhoo band

playing a concert in Times Square, myself hand-

ing out showbills in front of the George M.
Cohan Theater, perhaps even loosening up with

a few "Annie Oakleys," that is, professional

courtesy tickets, for the great Georgie himself

and making him come to our show to see how
good we were and how successful. Florence cut

in on my beautiful dreams.

"Better try London and Paris first," she sug-

gested drily. "We'll have less competition from
the Four Cohans. As for me, Old Red House on

Kanawha River looks pretty good."
It was nearly morning when we finally went

to bed, planning to leave bright and early to go

up the river. But nature in the raw, seldom mild,

changed our plans before daybreak. We woke in
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a torrent of rain and wind on a river already

rising in the disastrous flood of 1907.

A few days later we watched in fascination:

while the river surged over its banks and

through the streets of Henderson and Point

Pleasant. All day long a frantic populace rushed

about the streets of its town in John boats, small

flats, little gas boats whatever would float, seek-

ing higher ground for its families and posses-

sions.

It suddenly occurred to one of the helpless

victims that our seatless show-boat auditorium

offered an excellent dry storage warehouse.

Loading his piano and overstuffed davenport on

a small flatboat, he worked his way over to us

and asked if we would take care of them for

him. Others followed his example, and before

nightfall our entire auditorium was packed from

wall to wall with the oddest assortment of house-

hold belongings anyone ever saw.

All day long we watched the water spreading
farther and farther over the surrounding coun-

try, lashing and tearing its way through all ob-

stacles, always rising. From our vantage point

we could see harried farmers driving their live

stock to the hills, women and children being
taken out of second-story windows onto boats,
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and of course the ever-increasing drift of wreck-

age from up the river uprooted trees, barns,

silos, the stored stock in trade of whole lumber

yards, empty barrels, boxes, household furniture,

domestic and wild animals, many dead, some

still living and fighting their way, madly bellow-

ing or squealing their terror, the roofs of houses,
and whole houses anything which could float

went racing by us on a furious tide which swept
all before it.

One house, floating by on its side, exhibited a

rightly painted sign which read: "THIS
VALUABLE PROPERTY FOR SALE." I

wondered whether anyone had been contemplat-

ing buying it when the river, standing suddenly
on its feet, had swept away all prospects of sale.

In the poor section of Point Pleasant, a

woman bore a child while the water was creep-

ing slowly to the second floor of her house in

which she lay. Fortunately the delivery was a

simple one and child and mother were doing
well when she discovered that she could not

nurse her baby daughter. What to do, with the

river rising rapidly and cows either dead or

driven to the hills? A neighbor solved the prob-
lem by getting a cow onto a flatboat and bring-

ing it right up to the window of the lying-in
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room, out of which the child's father leaned to

milk the beast

Just as they decided that they would have to

find some way to move mother and child before

the water swept over the bed, the house broke

loose from its foundations and started off to-

wards the river. With some little difficulty the

woman's husband got her and the baby onto the

roof, where they lay on a mattress. Finally the

roof of the house lodged against a telegraph pole

and, a few hours later, its passengers were

rescued and taken back to town, all doing well.

The woman named the child, who was a girl,

Norah, because she had been born in a flood.

Simple soul that she was, she had taken as a

feminine name the mispronunciation of the name
"Noah" in the old negro spiritual :

Norah built hisself an ark,

Made is out of hickory bark,

Animals came in two by two,

Elephant and the kangaroo. . . .

Liquor, as well as river water, was plentiful in

town that day* Knowing the efficacy of good

whiskey in the prevention of colds, flood-

harrassed peoples protect themselves against

colds and low spirits at the same time. During
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the day a group of young boys equipped them-

selves with small-caliber rifles and rowed around
town shooting rats which were trying frantically
to climb anything which presented itself in their

course, including the plate glass windows of par-

tially submerged stores, in their attempts to es-

cape the water. One flood sufferer under the

influence of liquor backed his boat clear through
a plate glass window and fell out into the store

nine feet of water. When the police, cruising
the town in a Red Cross boat, ordered him

ashore, he swam to a telephone pole which,

standing in deeper water, was almost covered,

and, sitting on a cross bar, declared solemnly
that he was now on dry land and they couldn't

do anything about it.

A woman who ran a small grocery store sat in

her rooms above it, terrified for fear the build-

ing which housed both her and the store would
be swept away. Seeing an oak tree before the

house swaying in the wind, she thought it was
the house itself which was toppling, and sure

that her hour had come, she fell in a dead faint

from which she was revived only long after,

when she had been taken, by boat, to the home
of a neighbor.
We had tied up all winter to two cottonwood
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trees which were about seventy feet tall. Then
their bases were high and dry on the bank. But

in two days the shore had receded and they, like

us, were in the river. By then we had learned

enough of river lore to know how to proceed.

Leaving our original tie at the base of the tree,

we played out more lines as our boats rose on the

flood, and took a new tie farther up, with an-

other line. Every day, for days, we had to move
the new hitch farther up and let out more rope
for the one tied at the base. Thus, no matter how

high we went even though the tops of the trees

were finally submerged we would not be cast

utterly adrift because of the tie we still had at

the base.

Before we had shifted our second lines for the

last time, they were practically at the tops of the

trees, as the river made a fifty-five-foot rise in

that flood before it finally began to recede. At
its height, when the cottonwood trees would

wave back and forth in the wind and current, we
would be snapped from one place to another like

the cracker on a whip.
The second night, with our auditorium

blocked by our friends' furniture, and no sign

that the river intended to do anything but go on

up, we were all pretty lonesome and discour-
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aged. We still felt that we knew too little about

the river to come through a flood safely with our

boats. We sat huddled about the stove, speculat-

ing on what might happen to our precious Prin-

cess before the water receded. After the hearty
friendliness of our first audience we felt terribly

helpless and isolated. None of us felt like sleep-

ing.

About two o'clock one morning we suddenly
heard a familiar sound close by. Wheezing
crazily, a cylinder phonograph was grinding
out the strains of "Redwing."

"It's Duckfoot!" I cried, as I jumped up and

started for the door with a lantern.

"And does he need those webbed toes tonight!"
Florence added as we all rushed out and looked

in the direction of the sound. There, just a short

distance away, was a little shanty boat tied to the

top of a tree. From its interior came the faint

yellow gleam of a coal-oil hanging lamp and the

crazy strains of the song. As we looked Duckfoot
saw us and, shutting off his phonograph, poked
his head out of his tiny cabin and discussed the

march of time with us.

"Well, we're going to get plenty of driftwood

for our fires this time," he bellowed cheerfully.
As near as I could make out he was not at all
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depressed by the flood, but quite the contrary. It

was some excitement to vary the monontony of

his days. Never did anything cheer me quite so

much as the presence of Duckfoot King that

night
After we had talked to him awhile or rather

bellowed at him and listened to him bellowing

back, we all went back inside and went to bed.

Our fear of the flood itself was over now. Some-

how Duckfoot's jovial cheeriness had taken care

of that. There was only one thing which still

worried us the fact that we had almost no food

left on board and there were no stores in which

more could be bought just then.

The next morning, at daybreak, we were

awakened by the sweet notes of a crowing
rooster. I rushed out on deck and there, lodged

against the rake of the show boat, was a tre-

mendous haystack, floating intact. Perched on

the top of it, where they had climbed for safety,

were nine chickens, two turkeys, a guinea hen, a

kitten, and a small pig practically a complete

barnyard. But they seemed so forlorn, and were

taken aboard so willingly and seemingly so

grateful, that we hadn't the heart to do anything
but put them in with the furniture and try to

find a way to feed them as well as ourselves.
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The river kept rising, forcing householders

farther and farther from its normal shores to

abandon their homes. To more than one of them

our show boat suddenly loomed up as an excel-

lent haven for their possessions, including their

live stock. Before the flood reached its crest we
had acquired, in addition to the animals who
came floating down to us, the custody of six pigs,

a cow, and a hundred or more chickens, who im-

mediately took over the ceiling rafters and the

top of the piano for roosting and other purposes.

They never once tried to fly out of the auditor-

ium, but remained perfectly still, day in and day

out, as if they realized their helpless predica-
ment. They were gracious enough to furnish us

with an abundance of fresh eggs every morning,
and the cow was a friendly guest too. She gave
us plenty of milk twice a day.
There is one nice thing about a show boat

during a flood. Its owner is never compelled to

sing, "River, Stay 'Way From My Door." He is

just as much at home really with sixty feet of

water under him as he is when the river is at a

normal nine-foot-pool stage.

He learns a lot about human nature, too. It's

amazing to learn how friendly some of our

uppish river neighbors can become when they
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find our gang plank resting on their front porch

just about the time the rising waters are threat-

ening to enter their homes to ruin the precious

hollyhock wall paper and down-payment grand

piano. It is then that persons who have called us

river rats become very sweet and democratic as

they move all of their possessions aboard our

boat for safety. Often they repay us for our hos-

pitality by leaving their own brands of bedbugs
and cockroaches. But that's all a part of owning
a show boat

It's an old story to us now too old. We would
like the river just as well if it would stay within

its banks. During the great flood of the spring of

1936 (just past as I write this), when the rising
Ohio exceeded all previous records, we were, by

chance, tied up at Henderson to the same two

cottonwood trees which held us all through the

1907 flood. Fortunately they had grown con-

siderably in twenty-nine years, but even so,

when the flood reached its crest, all of our lines

were under water.

Duckfoot King was there near us too, tied up
to the top of a sycamore tree with an abandoned
bird's nest for his only companion. But he didn't

seem lonesome. During the winter he had
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swapped his "Pretty Redwing" record for a new

one, so we listened to "Pony Boy" all during the

1936 flood.

It was quite a relief.
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S the river crept back into its banks again

and life returned once more to its normal

state, we began to make great preparations for

our trip up the Kanawha. In spite of the fact

that the river banks were a welter of mud left

as the aftermath of the flood, we were still in

high spirits, overjoyed at our successful opening
at Henderson, and proud as peacocks of the

show boat we had built ourselves at the cost of

such infinite struggle. Early one morning, just

at daybreak, we hauled in our lines and headed

for Ambrosia, five miles away, where we in-

tended to show that night.

It has been said that anticipation is always

greater than realization, but when it comes to

navigating a show boat up and down the river,

anticipation doesn't picture the half of it We
had no sooner backed our boat out in the stream

and come ahead with the Florence than we dis-

covered that navigation was going to be half

and the most difficult half of our river show

business. A show boat acts on the water very
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much as a large wooden packing case would. It

is high in structure and light in draft Once out

in the river, in any kind of a wind at all, it will

skim over the water like a hydroplane and seems

bent on going in any direction except the one

you want it to. Although the Princess was not a

large boat, it was as full of tricks as a six-weeks-

old kitten. After turning around three times out

in the middle of the stream, and hitting the bank

on both sides of the river as many more, we

finally arrived at Ambrosia that night about

show time exhausted and covered with mud from

head to foot Again we were greeted with a

packed house.

Here we hired a young farmer lad to act as

deckhand. He was even more ignorant (if pos-

sible) than we as to the navigation of river craft.

He insisted on calling the wheel shaft of the

Florence an axle and the wheel arms, spokes. He
came very near drowning at Leon. It was a

bright moonlight night with many tricky

shadows upon the waters. During the show, a

young girl accidently dropped her feather boa

into the river and he gallantly volunteered to

save it. Rushing madly aft he looked over the

side and, seeing the shadow of the skiff that was
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tied alongside of the Florence, he thought it was

the boat itself and jumped in*

As he came to the surface, he grabbed hold of

the outside of the skiff where, choking with

water, he yelled, "Hey, Cap, come back here

quick and help me out. Some darned fool has

knocked the bottom out of this boatl" However,
he didn't stay with us long. He complained that

there weren't enough girls with the troupe, and

besides, he got tired of watching the same show

every night.

We kept getting up earlier each morning try-

ing to make our daily trip before the coming
of the wind that usually rose with the sun. But

we traveled so slowly that the wind would

always overtake us before we reached our desti-

nation. One morning we were driven against

the lock wall at Dam No. 9 with such force that

it knocked Mother out of bed and upset all the

cooking utensils on the stove.

Although it rained at Buffalo, West Virginia,
as it has on every show-boat night for the past

twenty years, we had a very nice turnout. In

spite of our usual request for the patrons to

bring lanterns, there were only three that night,

and they all belonged to one family a girl, her

father, and her husband. The old man became
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offended when we pulled the hot water and

hard-boiled egg gag on him, and marched out

with all three lanterns before the show was over,

leaving us in total darkness. There was nothing
that we could do except call off the show and

refund the money.
We never let that particular misfortune occur

again, however, for we immediately reduced the

grocery allowance and bought several large

Rochester coal-oil lamps.
At Winfield we encountered the famous Red

House Shoot, lying in wait to undo us on our

next jump up the river. It is one of the swiftest

spots on the inland waters. With a current like

that of a mill-race, it is almost impossible to

navigate with as scant power as the Florence

gave us. Dad looked at it with a countenance

which seemed to say that All Was Ended, and^

began to talk about abandoning the rest of our

trip.

When it was time for supper I missed my
sister. I looked about for her and at last dis-

covered her aboard the steamer Evergreen, a

small stern-wheel packet which was lying over

at Winfield that night and was tied up just

above us. She was in tow of the woman cook

and chambermaid, and both were surrounded
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by the crew, who were urging her to stay to

supper.

She stayed, and, as I learned afterward, came

away with the entire life story of practically

everyone on the boat. The woman told her all

about the difficulties of cooking and cleaning

up for a lot of men, how she had been driven

to this pass by the faithlessness of a worthless

lover, and how she still hoped to meet, some-

where along the river, the man who would take

her to a vine-covered cottage. The captain

showed her a picture of his late mother-in-law

who had been accidentally drowned on his

honeymoon, and the youngest of the deckhands,

on his first trip, talked to her about his mother.

After we had eaten our supper and it was get-

ting near to show time, I began to worry for

fear she would not be back in time for the cur-

tain and went outside to look for her. I could

see her standing at the cookhouse door on the

steamboat, still listening to the troubles of the

chambermaid hostess. Every few minutes the

conversation would be punctuated by Florence's

strident exclamation, "For God sake!" It was a

habit of hers, when listening sympathetically to

others, to inject this critical comment at the top
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of her voice, after which her tones would drop
to normal again.

Show time came and I saw Florence leave the

Evergreen with its entire personnel following
her. In single file they trooped up the stage

plank of the Princess chambermaid, captain,

fireman, night watchman, dishwasher, deck-

hands and all. "What a good press agent she

turned out to be," I thought, as I hastily counted

them and got ready to sell them eleven tickets.

But when she marched past the ticket office, her

head in the air, explaining that they were her

friends, and seated them without the formality
of tickets, it was I who, in her own tone of voice,

said, "For God sakel"

The next morning, however, I felt somewhat
friendlier about the whole affair. We were

about ready to go, but none of us seemed to have

any idea how we were going to get through that

formidable mill-race ahead of us, when Flor-

ence quietly left the boat. In a moment she was
on the Evergreen explaining our difficulty to

her woman friend there, and soon the captain
was listening in. Still feeling friendly over "the

elegant show," as he called it, that he had seen

the night before, he brought the Evergreen over

and gave us a shove. With OUT own towboat, the
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Florence, and the Evergreen, steam up, shoving

as hard as they could against the swift current,

the front of the Princess started to go under

water, whereupon the passengers and spare

members of the Evergreen's crew all piled onto

the Princess and stood with our actors on the

back end, pushing her nose up, and we went

merrily up Red House Shoot

This was the beginning of Florence's wide

circle of friends on the rivers. More and more,
as she approached womanhood, she developed
into a neighborly person who wanted to get ac-

quainted with people wherever we stopped. At

every village she would go ashore and make
friends. Today, wherever we stop, the first thing
Florence does is to go uptown to greet her

friends there, and often they are at the wharf

to greet her.

A few days later we passed Charleston, the

capital of West Virginia, and soon were in the

mining country. Here we discovered that we
had a new type of audience to deal with in the

miners. They demanded a good show from every

show boat which came their way, and had very
fixed ideas of what constituted entertainment.

They preferred old-fashioned melodramas with

plenty of hokum comedy to any other kind of
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show. They insisted on vaudeville between the

acts. They would not tolerate intermissions, and

if the whole show lasted less than two hours they
felt cheated.

Contrary to the legend that has sprung up,
the river audiences do not, as a rule, cheer the

hero and hiss the villain. They take their shows

seriously. And the miners, those hardy and

vigorous patrons of all show boats along the

river, were perhaps the most serious of all.

When thoroughly enthused they would whistle

and stamp their feet. Otherwise they were pretty

stingy with applause and other demonstrations

of approval.

They had a more definite way of their own
of telling us whether they liked the show or not.

If they were satisfied they would go their way
in peace and friendliness when the show was
over. If they were not, they would get out on the

bank and bombard the side of the boat with

rocks. They usually aimed at the pilot house,
which was 90 per cent window. Many a pilot

house has been turned into a shambles of broken

glass by a dissatisfied show-boat audience. But
we were lucky. We hadn't bought any glass yet

and all they could knock out of our pilot house

windows was a lot of cardboard.





Violet Bryant.
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At Crown Hill they went so far as to pile up
their rocks in advance, which, in its way, was a

kindness, since after the show we didn't have to

wait for them to collect the rocks before we
knew that they hadn't approved of our enter-

tainment.

At Boomer we became acquainted with

another of their outdoor sports. During the

afternoon I had slapped the face of a young
ruffian who had indulged in the spirit of pure
fun to the extent of breaking the glass in the

ticket office windows in an attempt to get the

money and tickets out of the cash drawer, and

who had later carved his initials in the piano.

That night we all went to bed as usual after the

show and slept soundly. The next morning we
were all awakened by a frantic ferryman at

Smithers, a mile or so down the river, who

pointed out that we were about to go over Dam
No. 2, then in sight, where we all, no doubt,

would be drowned. The friends of the young
hoodlum at Boomer had come back with him,

long after we were all asleep, untied our lines,

and set us adrift. It was just a variation of the

rock-throwing habit and, like that, was an old

river custom.

When we got to Mt. Carbon, Dad went up to
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Montgomery and bought a small wildcat whistle

from an old dismantled ice plant. He mounted

it on the air tank of our gas boat, intending to

use it instead of a calliope to let people know
we were in town. He got it all fixed up late that

afternoon and, like a child wanting to try a new

toy, blew it that night just as the show started.

As its musical notes penetrated the air with un-

earthly sound, falling and rising like the voice

of a mountain cat, there was a riot in the audi-

torium. The next thing we knew everyone on

board was jumping from the windows, crowd-

ing out the front door, scrambling up the bank,

and rushing madly over the hill. There wasn't

a soul left to whom we could play the rest of the

show.

We were dumbfounded; but when, a few

minutes later, we learned that the town had a

fire siren that sounded almost exactly like our

new whistle, we knew that Father's blast had

made everyone there think that his home was

on fire. We didn't wait for them to come back

and express their feelings about the trick they
must have thought we played on them. We just

untied and left.

At Kenova, so named because Kentucky,

Ohio, and West Virginia all meet at that point,
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we turned up the Big Sandy as far as Louisa,

Kentucky, for a show that night. But I scarcely

remember the show for the battle we had with

willow-bugs, two-winged insects which look like

mosquitoes, except that they are much larger.

They don't sting or bite, but they don't have to.

They arrive in such numbers that, while they

are there about all you can do is try to fight your

way through them for air. They are attracted

by a light and the only defense against them on

the river is a torch hung over the water. They
swarm around it, burn their wings, and fall into

the water. But even with a torch out they were

literally four inches deep on the stage.

Just as we were wondering how we were go-

ing to put on a show, Dad came back from the

front of the boat where he had been scooping
them off with a shovel. Out front there was a big
crowd waiting to be entertained. Like us, they

were fighting the bugs with waving hands and

fans, taking the visitation, which they had

learned to face once each year, with good-
natured tolerance. Dad gave one look at them

and started for the stage with his shovel.

"Dad-burned plague of Egypt!" he grunted,

looking at our expensive oil lamps, the lights of

which were noticeably dimmed by the swarming
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cloud of willow bugs around them. Florence

tried to jolly him out of his rage.

"How'd you like to have a quarter admission

from every one of them, Dad?" she asked

brightly.

Just then a bug got in Father's eye, and with

a roar of rage he swung his shovel at the swarm
which was buzzing around the nearest lamp,
smashed the lamp with a jangling crash, nearly

setting the boat on fire. At that point Mother led

him away for a cup of coffee and we just went

on from there the best way we could.

The next morning the willow bugs were all

dead and the only signs left of them were their

carcasses, which cluttered the boat, and the un-

usual display of early morning fish coming to

the surface to get them. Willow-bug day (for

they live only twenty-four hours) is apparently
the high spot in the life of any fish on the Big

Sandy.
Back on the Ohio, we headed downstream to

Carrolton, where we turned off up the Kentucky
River. We passed the famous twin chimneys,
two giant pillars of rock standing side by side

on such slender foundations that one might think

the slightest push would topple them over. But

they have not toppled through the centuries
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during which they have stood there. The old

covered bridge at Brooklyn was plastered with

old-fashioned posters advertising Old Virginia

Cheroots, Sweet Caporal ,Cigarettes, and a

county fair. The fair had been held a year be-

fore and the poster was faded and tattered, but

its gaiety still clung to it.

After a tiresome all night run from Gilbert's

Creek we decided to stop for supplies in the

restful cove made by the Dix River where it

puts out at High Bridge. As the boys ran a head-

line up the shore I rested my weary arms on the

pilot wheel and gazed spellbound at the mag-
nificent spectacle before me.

Small streaks of gray could be seen forming
on the eastern horizon as a bright full moon

fought a losing battle with daybreak. The
crickets and katydids had ceased their midnight
serenades and the liquid throated mockingbird,
the songsmith of the south, along with the brown
thrasher with his alarm notes of a rich and loud

melody, were singing their praises to another

dawn. In its peaceful slumber, this heavenly
stream was clear as crystal and its glassy surface

was disturbed only by the rolling of dead swells

from the now quiet wheel of the Florence and
the splashing of many frightened frogs that
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were plunging to safety at the bottom of the

river as croppies, mountain bass, and blue gills

come to the surface in search of smaller fish for

their breakfast. The small fields at the foot of

the ridge were strewn with white daisies and

yellow buttercups that stood up in startling

vividness, and hogs could be seen rooting holes

in the hillside in a meadow above a nearby
orchard of maidenblush apple trees in full

bloom.

A heavy morning dew was fast disappearing
before the glare of a rising sun as wild honey
bees and butterflies gathered on the sticky mud
shores for their morning capers. A sleepy-eyed

turtle with great effort crawled out upon a

water-soaked log for a nap in the sun; a herd

of Holstein cattle came down to drink from the

refreshing stream on the opposite shore. At that

moment I felt a complete sense of ownership.
The river was mine !

I love all the inland streams, but the Kentucky
seems to me to be the American Rhine, the most

beautiful of them all, and I have boated on

nearly every navigable stream in the Middle

West and South. In midsummer, when its

waters turn to a moss green and the high moun-
tain tops and perpendicular overhanging rock
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cliffs are strewn with many strange green,

brown, and yellow foliages, its beauty surpasses

any sight that I know.

Only one thing marred my enjoyment of the

perfect beauty before me that day the thought
of Broadway, and the success which George M.
Cohan had achieved there while I had been

fighting for recognition and a bare financial

security among river audiences. What would
New York audiences be like? I kept asking my-
self. Deep at my vitals gnawed the worm of

ambition. Some day I would get off of the river.

Some day I would play the big time match my
ability against that of Georgie Cohan's in the

setting of the bright lights of Times Square.

Kentucky has long been noted for its famous

blue grass sections. On its almost vertical moun-

tain sides that come down to the water's edge
can be seen many energetic farmers cultivating

small crops of corn and tobacco where it is so

steep that they tell you how the mules, when

plowing, often wear the hair off their sides from

rubbing against the mountain. One day near

Palsgrove Landing, a farmer, covered with

burrs and Spanish needles, came tumbling down
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over a hill and landed at the foot of our stage

plank where, while brushing himself off, he

discouraging announced, "That's the third time

I've fallen out of that darned cornfield today."

At an isolated landing just over the border of

"Bloody Breathitt" county, near Beattyville, we
encountered our first shooting scrape. Just as the

show began, a young raw-boned intoxicated

mountaineer came aboard the boat looking for

his sweetheart, Annie. He was a rough-and-

ready type of lad and so tough he wore rawhide

shoe strings. We could see that he had been

drinking and would make trouble before the

night was over so we told him Annie wasn't in

the boat But he refused to go, insisting that

she was attending our show with a rival suitor.

Finally he made such a disturbance that it inter-

fered with the performance and we decided to

throw him out on the bank. We had to call on

the assistance of the entire crew, but we finally

got rid of him.

Swearing revenge on the whole shebang for

this sort of humiliation, he mounted his mule

and rode away. Just as the audience was filing

out after the show, he returned with a double-

barreled shotgun. Firing point-blank at his
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sweetheart and her escort, he rushed madly
aboard the boat to take his revenge on us.

The girl escaped with slight injuries, but the

lad fell back on our stage plank bleeding and

seriously wounded. As his friends rushed him
to medical aid, the crazed fellow with the gun
dashed inside the show boat, blazing away at us

actors. We jumped behind set-rocks, trees, prop

trunks, and floor lamps to safety like a lot of

Texas jack-rabbits. The way he chased us

around the show boat would have done credit to

the "Ben Hur" chariot race. We were all run-

ning in so many different directions that, with-

out any plan to do so, we surrounded him. Since

he had run out of ammunition by then, we im-

mediately proceeded to throw him out on the

bank again.

We were unable to learn whether the injured

youth ever fully recovered or not, as we were so

scared that we never stopped running with our

outfit until we reached the Ohio River and ran

our show boat halfway out on the Indiana shore

opposite Carrollton, Kentucky.
Thus we journeyed on, gradually becoming

more enlightened in the ways of river life. Busi-

ness was tremendous. Practically every town we
had played since our opening in the spring had
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been a sell-out By the time we arrived at Cin-

cinnati, I had become nigger rich and couldn't

buy a hat big enough to fit my head. I had also

made many enemies along the way by reason

of the overbearing sarcastic attitude I had

assumed.

We had shipped up another deckhand at

Rabbit Hash, a small settlement across the river

from Rising Sun, Indiana, who was so tall that

I nicknamed him "Centerpole." And did I boss

him around? I had a white cap with a flour-mill

advertisement on it that I covered with the word

"captain" and insisted that he address me thus

at all times. Some time later, when I got my
license as pilot and captain, I gained the right

to that title, but at that time I had no more right

to it than he had.

I bought a three-carat, canary-yellow dia-

mond stud with a two-carat flaw, that succeeded

in making me more vain than ever. I wore spats

and carried a cane (which was strictly against

all river traditions) and walked with a Broad-

way swing. I had a hundred-dollar bill that I

would ostentatiously flip out on the counter of

every little grocery store that I entered to make
a five-cent purchase, and I would loudly de-
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nand, "What's the matter with this burg?"
vhen they were unable to change it for me.

Mother and Dad had cautioned me several

imes about my actions, but they couldn't kid

.ne. I was following the same course that

Georgie Cohan had pursued when he first dis-

covered that his income was too large to keep
under the mattress any longer and would stand

on the corner of Forty-second Street and Broad-

way and say to the gang, "Mention my name,

boys, mention my name."

However, Mr. Cohan was quick to realize his

mistake, and soon turned his gaudy neckties,

yellow-top suede shoes, and other conspicuous

wearing apparel into comedy wardrobe and

considered the incident closed.

But I was not so fortunate as he in master-

ing or breaking the spell. What I needed was

just what I got a nice baseball bat draped over

my head. The ideal location was near Utica,

just a short distance above Louisville on the

Indiana side where the populace was considered

so tough that all the steamboat pilots ran by
there on a slow bell.

It was on Sunday and a friend had driven me
out in the country to see a ball game. Somewhere

during the game a dispute arose over the urn-
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pire's decision on a certain play. Just as the

argument was about to develop into a free-for-

all, I stepped down and out of the grand stand

and strolled out on the diamond, with a straw

hat tilted over on one side of my head, and con-

temptuously twirling a bamboo cane through
my fingers, with all the stupid assurance of an

Emperor Penguin.
"You're all wrong, boys," I said as I edged

my way into the center of the group and pro-
ceeded to take sides with the visiting team.

Poking some big gorilla in his hairy chest with
the head of my cane, I shouted, "I'll bet you a

hundred dollars that you never touched second

base," and with that I drew the bill from my
pocket and waved it on high so the spectators
in the grand stand could obtain a good clear

view of it.

I don't know just how long the discussion

continued, but the last thing I remember saying
was, "It's a foul, and you can't make anything
else out of it."

It must have been nearing sundown when
my friend finally delivered me back to the show
boat again. Both my eyes were blackened and

my clothes were in rags. The ball players had
also relieved me of my diamond stud and
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precious hundred-dollar bill. It was most hu-

miliating for me at the time, but I realize now
that the experience was a cheap buy, for out of

it grew a new point of view toward myself and

my place in the world.



XI

THE PLAY'S THE THING

IT
was late autumn. Fall blossoms were being

nipped by early white frosts and already

leaves of many beautiful colors were dotting the

green surface of the waters. The nights were

chilly and we had no way to heat our audi-

torium. We had succeeded in saving enough

money to pay off all our debts in Point Pleasant

and carry us through the winter. Mentally and

physically tired, we decided to close for the sea-

son and shoved back up into the Kentucky River

again, where we wintered just above the ferry

at the little lumber town of Ford, Kentucky.

There, throughout the long winter months, we
listened to the hoot owls and lonesome winds

whistling through the heavily timbered moun-

tain sides as we enthusiastically made our plans

for another season.

We all agreed that it was high time for us to

branch out with a larger company so we would

be in a position to replace our former "variety"

type of show with high-class drama that would

touch the hearts of all. The principal of the
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high school in that vicinity, with whom we had

become acquainted, suggested that Shakespeare's

Hamlet might make an interesting play for the

river. He told us that such prominent actors as

Walter Hampden, Fritz Lieber, Ben Greet, and

others were then appearing with great success in

the part of the Melancholy Dane, so naturally

we thought if it was good enough for actors of

their caliber it should certainly be good enough
for our ham opera, and we immediately began

preparation for bringing the immortal bard to

the lowland dwellers along the inland streams.

We obtained a volume containing the com-

plete works of Shakespeare, but it all seemed

pretty foreign to us and we went about it with

a great many misgivings. As I read it,
I began

to wonder how we were going to stage it with

our one set of scenery that represented a corn-

field. However, after the schoolmaster had sep-

arated Hamlet from King Lear and Richard the

Third for us, we finally succeeded in reducing
it to the size of our cast by omitting the king
and queen, and you may not believe it but we
never missed them.

I doubled four parts: Polonius, Grave-

Digger No. i, Bernardo, and the Ghost. Dad
played Laertes, and he and I got the only laugh
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in the show. That was when I, as his father

Polonius, attired in Santa Claus whiskers, took

his hand and affectionately said, "Goodbye my
son, my blessings season this in thee," at which
time he would drop his eyes in deep meditation,
his shiny bald head turned toward the audience.

The chap we had in the part of Hamlet was an

east side New Yorker who took strange liberties

with the English language. Shakespeare would
never have recognized his own lines when our

Hamlet declared solemnly, "All de woild's a

stage."

It's an awful thing to have to stand out on

the platform and talk for two hours and not

know the true meaning of one blessed thing you
have said.

My sister Florence played a lady in waiting
and spent most of the evening waiting for

proper cues which she never received. Mother
did Ophelia. In the burial scene, we had no

room to carry her in on a slab, so we brought
her on sitting up dead in a wheel chair. In

Shakespeare's version (he had a good one too),
he just buried Ophelia in the grave, but in our

version, we buried the whole cast in the same

grave, as that was the only way we had of letting

the audience know when the show was over.
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It was pitiful to watch the confused expres-

sions on the faces out front They tried so hard

to follow the story of the play and to figure out

what it was all about We couldn't blame the

audience for not being able to, as we didn't

know what it was all about ourselves. It was the

biggest mess we ever got into in all our lives.

Just before the last act I donned a bathrobe

to obstruct the view of my union-suit tights and

stepped before the curtain to thank them for

coming down to see our little offering. I empha-
sized the fact that we were the first showboat

people to bring Shakespeare to the rivers and

they looked at me as if they would have been

overjoyed had we drowned him on his arrival.

When they left the boat that night, the line re-

sembled a funeral procession. The audience

seemed to be in a stupor, as if they had been

gassed or something.
The next morning as we were preparing to

leave, Dad asked the ferryman how he had liked

the show the night before. "Say, Cap," he

answered, seeming to ignore the question, "we

got a fellow up here in our town you ought to

have on the stage. He'd make you a Jim-dandy.
He ain't got a lick o' sense."

It has been said by many Shakespearean
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societies that a man by the name of Bacon wrote

Hamlet and Shakespeare lifted his stuff. But I'll

wager that Bacon would have been more than

willing to give Shakespeare full credit for our

river production of his famous play.

Hamlet, to my way of thinking, is like the

measles. You have to go through with it some

time in life, either as a study in school, or in

amateur theatricals, or as we did. But I'll say

this: that anyone who has been unfortunate

enough to sit through our performance of this

Shakespearean classic will admit to the world

that he was so thoroughly vaccinated before the

fall of the final curtain that he will never catch

it again.

By the time we had arrived at Madison, In-

diana, out in the Ohio River, we were all on

the verge of nervous breakdown. The actors had

begun to take their parts seriously and became

temperamental and high strung over mere
trifles. Hamlet himself absolutely refused to eat

margarine any longer and, in a fit of anger,

deliberately threw a can of condensed milk
overboard and demanded that he have pure
cream for his coffee. He had let his hair grow
until it hung about his ears. He walked with a

stride and admitted to us all that he was the
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greatest Shakespearean tragedian that the river

had ever known. One night when he insisted

that we hold a first act curtain for fifteen

minutes until he could get into the proper atmos-

phere for the Melancholy Dane, Dad flew into

a rage and threw the grave effect into the river,

burnt up the spears and swords, and told the

whole shebang to pack their suitcases and go
over the top meaning the river bank. Hamlet's

"To be or not to be" was not to be for us any
more.

Ten days later, with a new cast, we again

opened our show. This time we presented the

grand old English drama East Lynne, which
was going from bad to worse as far as securing
a play that would meet with the river audience's

liking was concerned. Mother played Lady
Isobel, and I, shaving from my upper lip the

fuzz that had been conspicuously accumulating
for the past few months, lay in a cot with my
legs folded under me covered up with a sheet,

and died as her little son Willie. That scene

alone should have discouraged the idea.

Anyone familiar with the original story of

East Lynne is aware that several deaths and

murders take place throughout the perform-
ance. It is strictly a suffering and dying enter-
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tainment. In the short cast version that we had

adopted, the characters died and were murdered
so fast that there wasn't anyone left to finish the

show. In order to tell a complete story and not

contradict the book from which the play was

dramatized, just as soon as one of us passed to

the great beyond he or she would immediately
don a black mustache or another dress and rush

back on the stage again as another character.

At Tobacco Landing, below the Louisville

falls, we were thoroughly convinced for all time

to come that EastLynne would never be accepted

by the river people. It came about in an amusing
way. It looked like rain just before show time,
so all the natives brought along their umbrellas,
as they had learned from past experience that

show-boat roofs always leak somewhere.

Everything went smoothly until the third act

when it started to rain in torrents. I was lying
in the cot as little Willie getting ready to die,
and Mother, as Lady Isobel, was kneeling at my
side ranting and raving as if her heart would
break. Everyone out front had his umbrella up
by this time and was seriously watching the

play.

All of a sudden the show-boat roof sprang a

new leak right over the cot where I was dying.
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I tried to move over and dodge the stream of

water without attracting any attention, but I

couldn't make it. An old colored lady, who had

been sitting down in the first row on the side

under an umbrella, became so interested in the

play that without any thought of strangeness she

walked up in the box and onto the stage saying,

"Yo' pore chile, ole' Aunt Emma ain't goin' to

let little Willie die in no puddle o' water like

dat." And she held her umbrella over me until

I had finished dying.

As she left the boat that night, Dad met her at

the front door.

"How did you like the show tonight, Auntie?"

he asked.

She looked up at him through great tears.

"It was all right, Cap'n, I guess," she sobbed,
"but it sho' was an ol' folks' show,"

What she meant was that that type of play
was much too sad for the people of that com-

munity. We were forced to agree with her, so

East Lynne was immediately shelved and a

round-table discussion was held back in the

kitchen to ascertain just what type of play would
be the best for our next offering.

One of the performers in the group suggested
that he had a sure-fire script in his trunk, a play
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called "Jesse James, the Missouri Outlaw." He
told us that it contained plenty of good comedy
and exciting situations and would be a wow on

the river. All he needed to produce it was two

thirty-eight revolvers, a gross of blanks, and a

set-rock.

It sounded good, so we started rehearsals and

put it on the following night. Much to our sur-

prise and delight, it was a sensation a knock-

out! It was full of knock-down and drag-out
stuff and the audience ate it up. I loved it be-

cause every time I forgot my lines, all I had to

do was to pull out my gun and keep shooting
until I could think of them again. However, to

the discouragement of us all, we were again

compelled to change our show as the incessant

shooting throughout the play awakened the

mothers 7

sleeping babies and their crying inter-

fered with the performance. They often yelled
so loudly that we had to call the show off for

the night.

The character man with our troupe then sug-

gested that we try out Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.
All his life he had had a secret ambition to ap-

pear in that particular role. Naturally he loved

the thought of playing the part and volunteered
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to work for nothing as he considered that it

would be the event of his theatrical career.

In due time we rang up the curtain on Dr.

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. How that poor actor

worked throughout the show. He fought it from

beginning to end. His hideous death-bed scene

in the last act, where, with a green spotlight on

him, he blew (bromo-seltzer) froth through the

tusks (he had cut out from a celluloid collar)

that he held in his mouth while (carmine)
blood trickled down his head and onto his white-

bosom shirt front, was the most atrocious piece
of acting that has ever been seen since the days
of Coarse Payton.

My one hope was that George Cohan would
never drop in on us at that embarrassing
moment. During that terrific scene Hyde would

jump up and down like a monkey and scream

like a hyena as he smashed bottles, mirrors, and
tore up a Sears Roebuck catalogue that we sub-

stituted for a Bible. Finally, out of breath and

exhausted, he would roll on the floor in blood-

curdling agony and die covered with a sheet

under which his trembling form could be

plainly seen. At the final curtain we would all

rush out on the stage and pick him up from
the floor where he had fallen into a strange
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coma, and carry him to the back deck where we
would revive him. That is, we did this until we

played Caseyville, Kentucky, where a large sec-

tion of the high clay bank caved in with a

sickening thud creating a miniature avalanche

just at the time of Hyde's death. It frightened
him so that he jumped up and ran off the stage
without any assistance. After that he did his

own reviving.

He became so enthused over the part that dur-

ing the day he would dress up as Dr. Jekyll in

a long black fur-collared coat, plug hat, and
cane and then stroll mysteriously through the

village gazing hollow-eyed at the frightened
natives who would draw back from him and

hoarsely whisper, "That's the man who plays
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde!

9 And did he love to

hear those remarks? He invariably frightened,
the Negroes so that they were afraid to go home
after the show was over. They fully expected
Hyde to spring viciously upon them from be-

hind every bale of cotton that they cautiously
passed.

Mandy White, at a cowpath landing below

Florence, Alabama, on the Tennessee River,
who had always done the show people's washing
every year was so scared after Hyde's terrific
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death that she ran home screaming. Early the

next morning she gave birth to a bouncing baby

boy. To this day, when asked how old her son is,

she will date his birth from "show-boat time."

As a last resort, we presented good old Ten

Nights in a Bar Room which was a howling suc-

cess and has been our masterpiece ever since.

During the two years that we had been out

with the Princess, our greatest drawback had

been music. Although we had had a piano
aboard nearly all that time, we could never

seem to get anyone to play it for any length of

time at the salary we offered. The salaries

pianists often asked were outrageous, but we

firmly held out that six dollars a week with

board and room was enough for any actor or

musician. Although my sister Florence could

pick out "A Hot Time in the Old Town To-

night" with one finger, it didn't seem to fit in

very well with a wedding or death-bed scene.

I had often said that if ever I married the

girl would have to meet with two requirements :

First, she must live along the river, and second,

she must be able to play piano. Strange to say,

she did both. I came to know her in the most

unusual manner. It all came about on Dog
Island at "Old Maid" crossing just above the
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mouth of the Cumberland River where we were

blown in early one morning. On the head of the

island, near Smithland, Kentucky, stranded high
and dry, was a large drift pile. Now to the river-

men of our type there is nothing that affords

such keen delight as the process of forging

through a pile of drift because one can expect

to find anything from a corpse to a ten-dollar

bill wrapped neatly around a dry willow

branch. After an hour or so of poking around

in this one I had salvaged a gallon of black

walnuts, a cork life preserver stenciled "Str.

Helen White," a baby's high chair, and, away
down at the bottom of the drift a bottle with a

note in it which read :

Into the shallow waters of the Wabash blue,

I cast this note as a message to you,
It comes from a lonesome girl yet in her teens,

Who has been cast aside by the man of her dreams.

If it should drift unobserved from here to the sea,

What difference would it make to you and to me?

LONESOME
1228 Wright Street

Logansport, Indiana

I carefully unfolded the damp piece of paper
and slowly read its contents again. I checked the
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course it had taken. "Lonesome" had set the

bottle adrift at the head waters of the Wabash
River and it had drifted to Warehouse Landing,
and out into the Ohio where the two rivers meet,

a few miles below Uniontown, Kentucky.
I had been too busy all my life keeping mud

off the forw'd end of the boat and stores on the

aft end to entertain many love affairs. Just the

same, I was interested in the lonesome little girl

who, at a. low ebb, had written the note, and I

began to wonder what she was like and particu-

larly whether she played the piano.

The next day at Cave-In Rock, Illinois, I had

a tintype taken of myself as I sucked a milk

shake through a straw and enclosed the picture

with a note written on pink paper highly
scented with sachet powder. This is what I

wrote :

/ am the pirate that discovered your note,

On the head of Dog Island and that's no joke,

But you can save your stamps for other beaus,

If you can't play a piano, read, fake and transpose.

In spite of the impudence of my letter and

the idiotic picture I had enclosed, a correspond-
ence sprang up between us that lasted for several
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months during which time she never once dis-

closed her true identity.

That fall we went out on docks with our boats

and I was so busy scrubbing and painting that I

neglected to write and completely forgot her for

the time being, so I heard from her no more.

Spring came along with the usual hustle and

bustle and on our opening day, still minus a

piano player, we received a telegram from an

ad we had inserted in the Billboard which read,

"At Liberty Experienced Pianist Salary your

limit Can join at once without ticket. Address

Joe Costello, Grass Creek, Indiana."

"An Italian," Dad said, a note of doubt in

his voice as he again read the message aloud.

"Oh, you can't tell, Sam," Mother replied.

"He may not be an Italian at all."

"Don't kid yourself," I interrupted. "With a

name like that what else could he be?"

"Well, suppose he is?" Mother said. "You see

what his message says. Salary your limit Can

join without ticket Lots of good musicians are

Italians, and we do need a piano player."

"You're right, Mother," Dad said. "Run up
and send him a wire to join at once," he told me.

"Yes" my sister added as I went out the door,
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"and bring back some garlic and a bale of

spaghetti."

The next day I met all the incoming trains

and stopped each man that alighted with a grip,

but none of them answered to the name of Cos-

tello. Tired and disgusted, I returned to the

boat, where Mother came running to meet me.

"The piano player is here and she's a dear,"

she exclaimed.

"She?" I cried in surprise.

"Yes, the he's a she. Her name's Josephine,"
she went on with a twinkling eye, "and not an

Italian either but as Irish as Paddy's pig. And
she's beautiful, Son," she whispered.

Later, when I was introduced to her she

looked at me in a peculiar way, as if she were

inspecting a marked-down garment on a bargain

counter, and I agreed that Mother was right.

She was as pretty as a picture and there was an

air of refinement about her which made me
wonder whether she would ever be able to adapt
herself to the crude life of the river.

She was energetic and talented and good-

humored, and she soon set my doubts at rest on

that point. After each meal, she would roll up
her sleeves and never leave the kitchen until

the last dish was dried. She scrubbed and re-
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decorated her room all by herself as if she had
settled down for the rest of her life. She was a

wizard at the piano, and her marvelous playing
and feminine charm often created more interest

than the show. As the people left the boat each

night, she would entertain them with a medley
of Irish songs which she played and sang in her

own delightful way. When my sister took sick,

she jumped into the leading role on short notice

and with complete success and also played the

piano before and after the show and between
the acts. The entire crew, including myself, fell

madly in love with her, but she gave us all a

wide berth and attended strictly to her own
business.

She was an expert swimmer. One day at

Vevay, Indiana, as she finished a swim, she

asked me to hand her her bathrobe from under
the shelf back of the door in her room. In doing
so, I accidentally upset her scrapbook, which
came tumbling to the floor and lay open before
me. There I saw a familiar sheet of pink writing
paper and I read :

I am the pirate that discovered your note,
On the head of Dog Island and that's no joke.
But you can save your stamps for other beaus,
If you can't play a piano, read, fake and transpose.
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With my cheeks flaming with embarrassment

and pleasure, I dashed out to her, the open

scrapbook in my hand. A few minutes later, with

my arms about her wet bathing suit and all

she told me that she had read the ad while visit-

ing friends at Grass Creek, and, piqued because

I had not written to her, had wired us from

their address.

Three weeks later I proposed to her and we
were married at Christmas time in Cincinnati.

Since she had been born and raised on the

bank of the Wabash and was an accomplished

pianist, I had fulfilled my early vows about my
marriage.
The Famous Four Bryants now were five and,

as time proved, were later to become six all

the additions the strange result of a note in a

bottle!
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WHEN DREAMS COME
TRUE

*E carried on with the Princess with con-

tinued success until 1917. At this time

some of the larger boats were beginning to stop

at the smaller towns along the route of our once

virgin territory, furnishing competition which

we found it increasingly difficult to meet.

Although show boats have frequently been

spoken of as just one big happy family, in the

days when such towns as Augusta, Kentucky,

Vevay, Indiana, Rose Clare, Illinois, and Cape
Girardeau, Missouri, were in their prime, that

old river tradition was only a sweet thought.
The rule was "every show-boat captain for him-

self." Our competitors often went so far as to

play day and date with us, and, of course, in-

variably stole our audiences with their big boats,

calliopes, brass bands, and orchestras. As a last

humiliating taunt to the rest of us smaller out-

fits, the Goldenrod, then the largest showboat
on the river, headed all its gaudy advertising
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WHEN DREAMS COME TRUE

posters with the belittling words, "After the

Minnows, then comes the Whale."

The first time we clashed with the Cotton

Blossom, Florence took up the cudgels in her

own way and nearly ruined us both. The bigger
boat had rounded to at the local wharf early

that morning and the captain selfishly rammed
the head of his big boat up against our little

craft, making us look like a gnat on an ele-

phant's back. All day long the actors and

musicians took a keen delight in baiting my
sister by asking her such questions as, "Where
did you get that double-deck cigar box?" (re-

ferring to our show boat) . "Do you expect a big
turnout tonight?" "Are you the leading lady on

the boat or the night watchman in the kitchen?"

That afternoon she took her revenge. She was

on shore with one of her many village friends.

This one happened to be the daughter of the

constable.

"I hear the Cotton Blossom played last night
in a town where there's smallpox," Florence

whispered.
Her companion's eyes widened with excite-

ment and fear.

"Honest?" she asked. "Do you think they

brought any with them?"
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c

Well, you never can tell," Florence answered

sagely. "I hear one of their actors is in bed on

the boat right now and they say he's got small-

pox 1"

That was enough for any constable's daugh-
ter. Rushing off to her father she told him the

whole tale and the village was instantly in a

furore. The constable, backed by a crowd of

frightened citizens, their fear transformed into

enmity, marched on us. None of them would
come on either boat, but shouting from the bank
in no uncertain terms they told us that neither

of us would be allowed to show that night and

that we were both under quarantine. For ten

days we lay there idly, unable to leave the boat

or to receive anyone on it. Now and then the

captain of the Cotton Blossom would glare at

us, muttering under his breath. I think he sus-

pected the source of the constable's false infor-

mation. When they finally let us go we had to

jump a hundred miles to get ahead of the propa-

ganda which had preceded us down the river.

But wherever we went the bigger boats had

just been or were billed to be there soon. We
were caught in the trap which at some time or

other catches every small enterprise. We were

learning that, in the show boat business as well
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as any other, the little fellow has small chance

against the competition of the larger ones. The

public is queer that way.
For years we had dreamed that we would own

one of the greatest show boats on the river, or

at least one equal to those of our competitors
who seemed determined to put us out of busi-

ness. Now it looked as if we had to have a bigger
boat or quit. So we sold the little Princess and

the Florence to a showman at Parkersburg for

a pitifully small amount and began figuring the

cost of a new boat. But the amount we had re-

ceived for our old outfit was scarcely a be-

ginning.
I have never yet got far enough in the science

of mathematics to figure what happens to a

boat's value as soon as its bottom gets wet. You

may build any type of water craft you want and

invest any amount of money in it, but if you try

to sell it ten minutes after it has been launched

you will find that it has decreased in value from

25 to 50 per cent.

We added up the amount we had saved and

the pittance we had received for our first outfit,

and looked at the total in dismay. Then Mother
and Dad went to see Mr. Bowyer again. Before

they could talk about money he had to hear of
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all that had happened to the converted mud-

scow he had bought for us the Princess and

all the plans we had made for a new boat. As

they talked he would suggest details of con-

struction for the new boat, his eyes alight with

interest. Without any difficulty Mother and Dad

negotiated a loan of several thousand dollars

and our grand project was under way.
In a fever of excitement we laid our plans,

and soon lumber, nails, roofing paper, doors,

windows, paint, scenery, opera chairs, etc., came

rolling in C.O.D. from all points. In no time,
the pounding of hammers and clinking of steel

calking irons could be heard all over town. The
army of carpenters and laborers, all personal
friends of ours, worked with as much energy
and pride as if it had been their own boat they
were building. Every night after quitting time,
Mother and Dad would take a lantern, go
through the boat, and lay out their plans for

another day.

We spent borrowed money as though we were
the New Deal and wondered whether we were
ever going to be able to pay it all back again.

Then, after weeks of laborious efforts during
which Dad sawed off another inch of his already
crippled finger, and I nearly drowned when I
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fell overboard with a keg of nails, the boat was

finally completed. And what a boat it was!

The auditorium was the fulfillment of all our

beautiful dreams. It was painted white and

trimmed in gold, with red plush curtains and

black tassels draped over the boxes and around

the orchestra pit. It had a balcony, and seated

nearly seven hundred people. Steam pipes and

electric fans were installed along the walls to

make it comfortable in early spring and mid-

summer, and down each aisle was a strip of

green-striped coconut matting. The stage had

only an eighteen-foot opening, but to me it

looked like the New York Hippodrome. There
was a spotlight in the balcony, in the rays of

which I planned to sing "The Green Grass

Grew All Around" and do my sand jig.

The boat was so large that we had to find a

steamboat to handle it properly. So we put an
ad in that riverman's Bible, the Waterways
Journal of St. Louis, where you will find every-

thing from the design of the latest steel barges
to news of where the best fishing is, and obtained

the steamer E. F. Jackson from Pittsburgh.
Later we found the Jackson insufficient, and
about that time we met John F. Klein, known
as "the little giant broker," the most prolific and
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versatile trader of water craft on the inland

streams.

When, in telling this story, I think of a man
like "the little giant broker," I wish that books

could be four times as long as they are and that

I had at my command as many words as Hervey
Allen put into Anthony Adverse. It would take

that many to describe adequately all of the river

characters we have encountered.

"The little giant broker" is one who deserves

a long discourse. Constantly roving up and down
the rivers, a friend of every man, he will buy
and sell anything which has any connection with

the inland streams, and he is always cheerful.

If you are downhearted, all you have to do to

get over it is to spend half an hour with John
F. Klein. I wrote and told him that I was men-

tioning his name in my book, and asked him if

he wanted to send me a sketch of his life. Here
it is in his own words :

"Have been rich forty-nine times; broke fifty.

Now on top. Making more dollars than Carter

is pills. Am selling everything. Sincerely yours,

John Finance Klein." He's always like that.

Through him we sold the E. F. Jackson and

bought the Valley Belle, a fine dependable old
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lady, our family river horse which furnishes us

with power to this day.

Years ago, when the Valley Belle was a

packet, running between Marietta and Middle-

port, she was so fast and handled so much

freight, that the roustabouts had little or no time

to sleep between landings. She would leave

Middleport, Ohio, at five in the evening, make
the seventy-mile run to Marietta by the next

day, load up, and come right back again. Con-

sequently she was considered a hard boat to

work on, and the rousters made a song about it.

As they loaded potatoes and other cargo they
would sing, letting their voices drop to a

mumble when they came to the line about the

captain and the mate:

However, we had no intention of crowding
our crew, thus having the traditional song of the
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Valley Belle turned against us, so we started

out with her joyfully and all of us soon made

her a member of the family, to be cared for,

loved, sworn at, and depended upon.

On the first of April, with flags flying and

banners waving, we nosed the head of our new

show boat into the Point Pleasant wharf, where

we had landed in 1906 homeless and destitute,

our entire earthly belongings piled in a leaky

John boat. But how different everything was

now! High-powered searchlights playing on the

heavens created the effect of a Hollywood pic-

ture premiere. My wife Josephine, back on the

steamboat at the calliope, made a musical proc-

lamation of our joy, and a brass band on the

head of the show boat played snappy tunes at

intervals while hundreds of patrons gaily

swarmed up the gang plank at twenty-five and

fifty cents a head to help us open our season in a

blaze of glory.

Dad, attired in a Prince Albert, and Mother

in a black spangled gown with a rhinestone

necklace, stood at the front door and greeted
their many friends, who had once fed and

clothed us, as they came aboard bringing flowers

and other beautiful presents as tokens of their

wishes for our success. Their kindness was ex-
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tremely touching to Mother and Dad, who, with

tears of gratitude filling their eyes, could only

mumble the word "thanks" as the audience

passed through the door and on into the crowded

auditorium.

Dear old Henderson, across the river from the

place where we had built the boat, also came

through with a bang. Its townsmen had bought
out half the boat in advance, and the first one

to come aboard with the large fat lady who had

fainted at the opening of the Princess. I imme-

diately seated her near one of the new electric

fans and surreptitiously tried it out to see that

it would play directly on her if necessary so that

she wouldn't throw any more fits like the one

that had broken up our first opening.
Mr. Bowyer and a group of Point Pleasant's

leading citizens attended with opera glasses and

in full evening dress. The sight of them thus

accoutered made Dad so nervous that he tore

off the wrong end of their reserved seat tickets,

and later, when they weren't sure which their

seats were since there were no numbers on their

stubs, he blamed it on the ushers who, he said,

were working an audition.

As I flew around that night I felt more im-

portant than I had ever felt before in all my
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life. I nodded and smiled at everyone at the

slightest indication of recognition until my face

and neck hurt. Later as I stood in the balcony
and watched the ushers on the floor below,
dressed in blue sailor suits, rushing up and down
the aisles, seating the hundreds of people as the

boat rapidly filled to its capacity, I wanted to

weep with joy, for I realized that all our efforts

were now bearing fruit and that our dreams had
come true.

The orchestra, that doubled as band, came out

for the opening overture dressed in white duck

trousers, black sateen shirts, and white bow ties.

And did they cut their stuff that night! They
played part of the "Poet and Peasant" waltz,
and then went into "A Hot Time in the Old
Town Tonight," and not one blew an extra note

at the ending. They all finished together!
As a play, we presented Over the Hill to the

Poorhouse. Mother, in the famous mother role,
had them crying from the start Even Max, our
hard-hearted orchestra leader, was crying. But
after the show he told us that his tears had been

brought on by the odor of turpentine from the

freshly painted auditorium. After my specialty,

which, I later acknowledged to the entire com-

pany, was the hit of the show, the mayor came
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up onto the stage and introduced me to the

audience as one of the greatest show-boat

comedians that the river had ever known and

then he presented me with a key to the city with

a bow of pink ribbon on one end. As I acknowl-

edged the thundering ovation, I thought to

myself, "My God, if George M. Cohan would

only step in the front door nowl"
At the close of the performance we all rushed

out on the stage and forced a curtain call with

Mother standing in the center of the group,

waving and throwing kisses to that grand audi-

ence. And so our gala opening night, that had
been a sensational success, came to an end.

After the lights were extinguished and things

again simmered down to normal, we all eagerly

gathered at the front of the boat to count up the

night's receipts, just as we had done on that

other night, years before, when we opened the

Princess. Spellbound with joy, we found that we
had taken in nearly three hundred dollars!

We went up Kanawha River for two weeks,
where at every landing our loyal friends from
the Princess days gave us a glorious welcome
and heartily congratulated us on our new boat.

On our return to Point Pleasant, we paid off one
of the many thousand-dollar notes that the bank
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was holding against us. Then we headed for

Pittsburgh, still packing and jamming them at

every stand. At Marietta we purchased January,

a bucking mule, from Jerry Mugivan, of the

American Circus Corporation, as an added

attraction. We offered a ten-dollar reward for

anyone who would come up on the stage and

ride him. The country boys always landed in

the third or fourth row as soon as they attempted
to get on his back. But up on the Monongahela
River, in the coal fields, we had to omit the

reward, for those black-eyed miners who knew
their mules would stick on old January's back

like porous plasters; and often when he would
be making a special effort to free himself from

some conquering hero, he would get too far off-

stage and kick all the bulkheading off the side

of the boat

One afternoon at Warsaw, Ky., we were in

rehearsal and I was trying to get a little feeling
into the scene. All the actors seemed to be filled

with lead.

"All right, boys," I said impatiently, "we'll

do that scene over again. Think of your art,

think of your public, think of lunch think of

anything! I want that scene done with finesse,

boys. It's the Belasco in me!"
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There was a snicker behind me and I looked

back to see one of the town boys who had come

aboard laughing at us from the doorway.
That night we staged, without intending to, a

thrilling rescue scene. We had arranged quar-
ters for January, the mule, on the steamboat,

and had taught him to go unaided from the

show boat to his quarters, stepping with ease

from one boat to the other. He knew his way all

over the place and would always take his time

in getting to bed, usually stopping to scratch his

rump against one of the hog-chain braces as he

passed it.

On this night he started back all right and we
left him to his own devices. Suddenly we heard

a terrific splashing in the river and, rushing

back, we saw January plunging and leaping
about in the water like a suddenly awkward and

frightened porpoise, looking up at us with

terrified eyes. There was nothing to do but go
to his rescue, so I plunged in. This seemed to

frighten January more than ever, and he headed

for the middle of the stream, with me after him.

When I called to him he hesitated and then

turned around and headed straight for me.

Now I was frightened, for his front hoofs were

working ahead of him like a pair of flails and I
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knew that one blow from them would make me
the one who had to be rescued, so I turned and

used the most furious dog paddling I have ever

known to get out of his way. Just then I heard

the voice of the boy who had snickered at re-

hearsal that afternoon.

"Better keep that Belasco inside of you, Cap,"
he called, "or it's going to get wet."

Meanwhile a large crowd had gathered on

the bank. Someone called out the fire depart-

ment, which arrived and swelled the audience,
until January and I were playing to the largest

crowd we had ever faced.

I'll never know how far I swam that night or

how far January swam. We chased each other

over half an acre of water. First I would chase

January and then January would chase me.

Finally we compromised by swimming in a

circle so that it was impossible to say which was

pursuing and which pursued.
At last, exhausted, I abandoned the argument

and made for shore, whereupon January de-

cided to take control of the show without

assistance and tried to climb aboard the boat.

He chose the paddle wheel for his attempted

ascent, and in half a minute it was a tangle of

legs and hoofs and splintering wood. If the
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engineer had rolled the wheel ahead at that

moment he would have thrown old January up
onto the roof of the steamboat. It was a sight to

make strong women weep.
At last we got him ashore and, with coaxing

and pushing, tried to get him up the stage plank.

But it was not until Florence, remembering how
she had taken Dad aboard the Water Queen,
arrived with a large handkerchief to tie over his

eyes, that we succeeded.

After that he could not be made to go along
the boat on the river side. He would always
choose the side nearest the shore and nothing
could change his determination. Even on that

side he stuck so close to the cabin that he wore

a streak of hair off his ribs and rump.
There are two very awkward things that I

know of. One is to carry an intoxicated woman

up a flight of stairs. The other is to get a

frightened mule onto a boat out of ten feet of

water.
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XIII

THE SHOW BOAT GOES
'ROUND AND 'ROUND

npHE river was high when we reached Louis-

JL ville, which enabled us to go over the falls

there and down to West Point along one of the

most beautiful stretches of water I have ever

seen. Sometimes, as I stood in the pilot house

with little to do save keep my hand on the wheel,

I would watch the magnificent spectacle slip-

ping gently past us on both banks and wonder

whether we were in business or taking a

pleasure cruise.

Bit by bit we were gathering the traditions of

the river and learning to recognize its spots of

interest. There is the bluff where a steamboat

captain is buried, in accordance with his dying

request, standing up and facing the river, so that

from his tomb he can curse all of his river

enemies as they float past him. For the first time

we picked the place out on this trip.

At Paducah we turned off up the Tennessee

River and found, to our delight, that with our

new outfit we could climb without difficulty the
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THE SHOW BOAT GOES 'ROUND AND 'ROUND

famous Duck River Sucks, one of the most

dreaded stretches of swift water in the south for

those with low-powered boats.

At a crossroad landing near Savannah, a spot

at which General Grant was lodged for a time

during the Civil War, my wife bought "the

bed that General Grant slept in." She was all

a-dither with excitement and I, eyeing sus-

piciously the rickety thing, which was held to-

gether with haywire and string, saved myself
from an argument by agreeing that it was a

priceless find. Later, in the village, I happened
to go into a second-hand furniture store where

I found prowling around, half drunk with corn

liquor, the antique dealer from whom she had

bought the bed. He was pawing over several old

beds and he grinned drunkenly at me.

"Got to get another General Grant bed," he

said. "Sold my last one this morning. Fast as I

sell 'em I buy more. They all look the same to

the women when I tell 'em Grant slept in 'em!"

It was August and too early to go South not

because of the climate, but because of the crops.

A show boat usually plays the North in the

spring because of road conditions. In the mining

country, on the Kanawha and Monongahela
rivers, the miners live in little rows of houses
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which are always collectively known as "the

patch" and are always just a short distance from

the river, so bad roads or inclement weather does

not hinder them from attending the show boat,

particularly if it arrives around pay day. A coal

miner is a great spender and will demand the

best of everything as long as his cash holds out.

The boats go south in October and November to

be on time for the cotton and cane harvest, since

the most prosperous territory is on the sugar

coast between Baton Rouge and New Orleans.

Lent, which usually comes in February or

March, sends the boats farther North, as that

section of Louisiana is a strong Catholic center

and its population does not go to shows during
that period.

For this reason we decided to put in some time

on the Illinois River, which puts out at Grafton

on the upper Mississippi, Early one morning

just at daybreak we swung around the famous

Cairo point at Cairo, Illinois, out of the peaceful

emerald-green Ohio and into the roaring, muddy
Mississippi with its terrific current nearly roll-

ing over the front deck of our show boat, while

the old Valley Belle, with every ounce of steam

that it was allowed, trembled from stem to stern.

Its faithful old slide-valve machinery with Cali-
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fornia cut-offs made the paddle wheel literally

fan the air in an effort to keep up with the mad
rush of water.

It finally succeeded in shoving us past Byrd's

Point at the pace of two miles an hour, landing

us in Thebes, Illinois, at ten o'clock that night,

two hours behind our regular show-time sched-

ule. It was a distance of only forty-odd miles,

but the slipperiest forty I ever traveled. Since

then, we always figure when starting up the

upper Mississippi from Cairo to St. Louis (a

distance of some two hundred miles) that we
will average three or four miles an hour going

upstream, and ninety-nine miles an hour coming
down.

It seemed as if we burned up at least three

coal mines on that trip. We took on fuel at every

possible landing. We finally made it into St.

Louis and on past Alton slough and the Missouri

River, after which the current eased a bit. A
short time later we were safely anchored in the

dead mucky waters of the Illinois.

The Illinois River has long been conceded to

be the greatest showboat river of them all. Such

towns as Kampesville, Pearl, Browning, Pekin,

Henry, and others have never been equalled for

their persistently show-going people. They nat-
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urally love all types of entertainment and have

been known to follow a show boat for miles in

order to see the same performance over and over

again.

When we stopped at Browning the river was

up and it was impossible for us, owing to trees

and other obstructions, to get our show boat any
closer than seventy feet from shore. We thought
we would have to give up our plan to show that

night, but the natives wouldn't have it. Jumping
in to solve the problem themselves, they helped
us build a freakish pontoon walk by turning

shanty-boats, John boats, rafts, and floating gun-
nels end to end until they finally reached from
the shore to our boat. Over this shaky impro-
vished bridge eager amusement seekers rapidly
filed one by one, often stepping ankle deep into

the muck and mire. One young mother tossed her

baby from one pair of outstretched arms to an-

other, as if it had been a watermelon they were

loading into a cart.

This section of the state, especially around

Beardstown, is known as a great duck and fish

country and is famous for its fish fries. Mack
Franks, our leading man, who loved to fish and

always had a throw line cast out from the steam-

boat somewhere, was in paradise here. At
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Montezuma, during the last act of the show, he

was late for his entrance cue and no one could

find him, so we kept on ad-libbing until he

finally came rushing onto the stage out of breath.

When I had a chance I whispered to him, "What

was the matter? Where were you?"
Still trembling from excitement, he hoarsely

mumbled, "I just caught the biggest damn cat-

fish you ever saw!"

Late that fall, on our way down the lower

Mississippi, we had our first experience with a

hysterical, panicked audience. We were tied up
to "dead men" (that is, buried logs) at Bayou

Sara, Louisiana. At about nine o'clock, in the

middle of our show, we were suddenly struck

by a typical southern tornado, which parted the

lines holding the showboat, but not those of the

Valley Belle, As we swung out into the river,

driven by the terrific wind, our light connections

with the Valley Belle were also severed, and in

total darkness, unable to control the boat, we
drifted helplessly to what we did not know. In

the auditorium a screaming, pushing audience

fought for the exits, determined to jump over-

board. Fortunately there were some river-wise

men among them who immediately joined us in

our attempt to calm them.
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But that which we couldn't do, Nature sud-

denly did for us. The screaming of the women
and children was suddenly hushed by a terrific

clap of thunder and an instantaneous torrent of

rain through which forked lightning furnished

intermittent illumination. The water came down
in sheets, in rivers. The thunder roared and the

lightning flashed all about us. It was the most

dramatic spectacle I have ever seen and it suc-

ceeded in cowing the members of the audience

so thoroughly that they were robbed of the

power of action and simply waited, their faces

ghastly white in the blue light of the recurring

lightning flashes, for whatever might happen.
Then the crash came! All of us, audience and

actors, were thrown onto the floor in a heap, and

again the screaming began. I took a lantern and,

jumping onto the stage, pleaded with them to be

calm while I found out what had happened, as-

suring them that everything was all right.

Going to a window I waited for a flash of

lightning, wondering why I could feel no mo-
tion. As soon as the lightning came I saw to

my delight that we had been blown clear across

the Mississippi River and had skidded several

feet out onto shore, where we were stuck se-

curely in the mud. Then we all settled down, by
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the light of a lantern, and told stories and jokes

until daylight, when the Valley Belle, which

had been looking for us all night, found us,

pulled us off, and took us in tow again.

It was on this trip also that we had an ad-

venture which had nothing to do with the show-

boat business. We were at the junction of the

Mississippi and the Red River of the North,
where the current is swift and the river several

miles wide. On one bank of the river is the

famous Angola prison farm. We were traveling

along one night when suddenly I saw forms

swimming in the river toward the boat. In the

eerie half-light of the stars and a sickle moon

they looked big enough to be cows. Rushing to

the side of the deck, I soon discovered that they
were men fully clothed in working garments and

fighting hard against the current I called one

of the boys and we quickly gave them a hand

aboard, where they sank exhausted to the deck.

They obviously didn't want to talk much. One
of them told us a rambling story about having

capsized in a John boat in midstream. I offered

to land them on shore, but they told us not to

bother. After resting five or ten minutes, they

suddenly got up and, without another word,

plunged into the river again and continued their
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swim, A few days later we learned that two

prisoners had escaped from Angola by swim-

ming across the river. Everyone commented on

the feat of endurance which it represented and

we held our own counsel, knowing that, through

making it possible by giving them a rest half-

way across, we had unwittingly aided and

abetted their escape.

Turning off the Mississippi we followed the

Red River of the North to the Achafalaya, down
which we headed at a lively clip, passing

through one of the most weird and isolated

stretches of wilderness I have ever encountered.

From Mellville, Louisiana, to Grand Lake we
traveled for miles between brush-tangled shores

and under the overhanging branches of dead

trees without seeing a human being or any sign
of one. Alligators, ugly-looking water moccasins,

long-billed sea gulls, and barred owls were there

by the hundred. And I think to this day that we
could have scared up a few monkeys in those

trees if we had tried. The name "Achafalaya"
means "lost river," and I, for one, am quite con-

tent now to have it remain lost It looked to me
on that trip as though nothing had changed since

the first Indian found it there.

In the evening, when mttskrats boldly swam in
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the open and swallows darted crazily over the

surface of the stream in pursuit of insects, when
we heard the distant monotonous rumble of

frogs, and the occasional high-pitched and un-

pleasant voice of an awakening bat in some red

or white cypress tree, or the mournful call of

wild geese overhead, the night seemed to stretch

ahead of us like a horrible dream from which we
could not escape, and we longed for the more

populous northern waters.

Yet the natives themselves, whenever we found

any, were intelligent and friendly people who

gave us a hearty welcome. They seemed content

in their hideout, isolated from the rest of the

world. But when, among them, we would meet

one wearing a full beard halfway down to his

knees, yet who spoke with a cultured accent and

showed that he had good manners, I always
wondered what bank he had robbed in the East.

Certainly if I were ever fleeing from the law
there is no place where I would feel safer from

pursuit than along the shores of the Achafalaya.
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rolled on with the river and the

JL Famous Four Bryants, who had fought

public indifference, hunger, and floods, were at

last well beyond the fears which poverty breeds,

And there were now two new Bryants my wife,

Jo, and our daughter, Betty. Year after year

Bryant's Show Boat continued to grow in popu-

larity. Season after season we packed the river

audiences into our new boat. When a town heard

our calliope it was the signal for a holiday like

that which we had witnessed the day we joined

the Water Queen in that far-off time when we

had been living from hand to mouth.

We were all happy, yet there were times when

I found myself restless and ill at ease, overcome

by nameless regrets like a child who goes to

bed worrying over the lie he told his mother

during the day.

One night, when we had played opposite a

sugar plantation, I took stock of myself. It was

cotton-picking time
;
there had been a good har-

vest and money was plentiful. Though the show
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had long since been over and we were all in bed,

a number of the Negroes from the balcony

audience still hung about the levee front talking,

singing, and dancing. One of them had a banjo

which furnished the music. From time to time

he would strike up a spiritual and the Negroes
would sing.

I lay in my bunk with wide-open eyes, unable

to find that moment of pleasant relaxation, that

point of conscious letting go of awareness, which

tells the tired person he is about to sleep. As I

lay there a rising golden moon found my win-

dow and suddenly illuminated my stateroom

with bright magic. Naturally it only added to

my restlessness. It seemed so near that I thought,

by leaning out of the window, I could thrust my
arm into its liquid gold.

The Negroes were singing.

Yo' say yo' headed fo' de skies,

Yo' mus' be a lovin' at God's command!

Why don' yo' stop yo' tellin' lies .

Yo' mus 9
be a lovin' at God's command!

Unable to sleep I went out on deck and looked

down the path of gold the moon made on the

river. As I watched, the steamer Boaz, with a

tremendous tow of loaded coal barges, passed
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by on its way to New Orleans, leaving a long

foamy wake in the path of its mammoth paddle
wheel. In daylight it would have seemed noth-

ing unusual just .another boat passing on the

river. Now, with its blinking side lights and red

and green signals, the foam of its wake turning
to gold in the moonlight, the harsh lines of its

coal barges merged into the soft shadows of the

night, it seemed a beautiful thing from another

world, and its crew, whose thoughts were doubt-

less on the stores, newspapers, and mail from
home which they would receive at the next port,
took on in my mind the aspects of a race of

supermen.
From the shore side the strong voice of a

Negress was beginning another song.

Let us break bread togetherf

On our knees, yes on our knees;
Let us break bread together^
On our knees, yes on our knees.

When I fall on my knees

With my face to the rising sun,

Lord, have mercy on me!

I strode about the deck, turning my face away
from the Boaz, my heart filled with a nameless
ache. The night was bewitched. There was some-
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thing that I wanted and couldn't name, some-

thing which I had missed, and I didn't even

know what it was. I felt a strange sense of

brotherhood with all the world, yet at the same

time I wanted to be alone.

I suddenly felt small and mean, as though I

had been involved in some unworthy affair

which I should have left alone. I found myself

thinking of a time when I had gathered dyna-
mited fish that had come, stunned, to the surface

at Manchester Island. I remembered a cheap
trick we had played to get an audience by tell-

ing them that moving pictures would be taken

of them, and how we.had used a phony camera

made of a cracker box; but remembering these

things and regretting them didn't seem to do

any good.
Down the river an all-night fisherman sud-

denly began to whistle "Yankee-Doodle-Doo,"
and then I thought of George M. Cohan of

my childish resentment of him, of the bitter

thoughts I had had of him, the bitter words I

had spoken of him, the senseless blame I had
cast upon him simply because he had refused to

write a sketch for us once and had gone on from
one success to another while we were tasting the

bitter dregs of failure,
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Suddenly I saw clearly, in the spell of this

revealing night, how insane it had been, how

my bitter jealousy for a better actor and show-

man than myself had corroded my soul and cast

a shadow over my life for all these years. Obvi-

ously it hadn't hurt Cohan any I had simply

been hurting myself.

And I realized then that this feeling of shame,

which had come to me so strongly on this magic

night, had begun long before when I had read

of the death of Cohan's sister Josephine, and

then of his father and mother. And suddenly I

felt the compensating hand of fortune in the

thought that the Four Bryants, who had suffered

so many hardships together, were still together.

With other four-person vaudeville teams we had

weathered the old-time concert-hall days, but

unlike the Four Mortons, the Ford Family, the

Four Huntings, and the Four Cohans, all of

whom were now broken up, we were still a

happy family.

I stepped off the boat and sat on a log, brood-

ing and watching the lights of the big Boaz dis-

appear around the bend of the river. Behind me
the Negroes were singing another song which

seemed a direct suggestion.
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Gain' to lay down my burdens,
Down by the riverside,

Down by the riverside,

Down by the riverside,

Lay down my burdens,

Down by the riverside,

An' study war no more!

For years I had been at war not with George

>)han, for he knew nothing about it and could

lot possibly be worried if he did but with my-

elf, with my littleness and conceit and lack of

anderstanding. This was behind me now, for I

had known for a long time what base nonsense

it had been and had felt ashamed of it, but I

had never done anything about it. Now, with the

magnetism of that great southern moon upon

me, the softness and silence of the night about

me, the murmur of the swift current as it passed
under the rake of our boat and the sound of the

Negroes' voices in my ears, I felt a sense of kin-

ship with and sympathy for George M. Cohan.

I wondered what he was doing at that moment
in the great city of New York and how his

Broadway would compare scenically with my
river. I wondered what he was like as a man and

I wanted to meet him and shake his hand. And
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above all I wanted. to unload the burden of my
silly conflict about him.

Would he read a letter if I were to write it to

him, or would it only find its way unopened to

the nearest waste basket? But what did that mat-

ter if, by writing, I could unload through con-

fession the terrific pressure of jealousy I had

felt?

Going back on the boat and seizing a lantern

from between the legs of the night watchman

who was sprawled on a tarpaulin fast asleep, I

went up to the kitchen and sat down to write.

The Negroes had deserted the levee now and the

shore was haunted with silence. But here on the

boat a multitude of little sounds violated the

night the snores of the tired crew, the thump-

ing of the boat's rudder stocks in the swift

current, the creaking of timbers.

Taking my lantern and writing materials I

went out onto the levee where, seated on a bale

of cotton with a pencil, a paper, and a dingy

lantern, I rapidly wrote a long letter to the man
who had been torturing my mind. I told him the

whole story of my bitterness without missing any

details, from his refusal to write an act for us in

Buffalo to the night in Parkersburg when I had
watched from the fly loft of the Parkersburg
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Auditorium and would gladly have dropped a

sand bag on his head while he went through his

magnificent performance of The Governor's

Son. And I told him how, in my thoughts, I had

wronged him and that I needed to offer him this

apology in order to free my own mind.

When I had finished I felt a sense of release

and peace which I had not known for years.

It was nearly five o'clock in the morning. As I

approached the boat I could see that Father was

hauling in the stern lines getting ready to move.

As I went aboard he was stamping through the

dawn-lit passageway above deck, pounding at

the doors of the crew's quarters.

"Gol damn!" he grumbled, as I passed him,

"They're sleepin' their lives away!"
Poor Dad! He never could believe that any-

one but a wastrel would lie abed after four in

the morning. While the crew arose noisily there

were groans from the actors on the other side

of the boat who were still trying to sleep. There
is a constant feud between actors and crew on a

show boat. At night, when the members of the

crew are trying to sleep, the actors keep them

awake; in the morning the crew, arising early,

disturbs the actors who are trying to catch up on

sleep.
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Father was splitting kindling for the kitchen

stove now, and getting the fire started for the

early morning coffee, stopping only long enough
to make another trip above to the room of a

member of the crew who always had to be called

several times.

"Goin' to sleep your head off?" he shouted,
while the actors, who could hear his irate voice

as well as the man for whom it was intended,

groaned and turned over again. There was no

point in going to bed now, so I stayed in the

kitchen with Dad and Harry, the cook, and in a

few moments sat down to a smoking breakfast

of bacon and flap-jacks.

At our next stand up the river I walked five

miles in the country to the forks of the road

where I waited several hours for the arrival of

the rural route postman, to whom I gave my
letter. I don't think I expected an answer. The
letter had served its purpose as soon as I had
written it and told Cohan what a silly fool I

had been about him. I turned and walked back

to the boat whistling, my mind and heart re-

lieved.

Several weeks later, though, the answer came
in one of the most gracious and kindly letters

ever written written in Cohan's own hand
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i shaggy scrawl and telling me to forget it.

."t was an unusually gracious thing for a man as

Dusy as he was to do, and it completed the re-

.ease which that night of moonlight had begun.

I was filled with gratitude and admiration and

ilmost immediately my mind conceived a daring
and enthusiastic plan to pay a tribute along the

rivers to this great showman. I would bring a

Cohan play to my entertainment-starved, play-

loving audiences of the inland streams! We had

been prosperous. We could afford at last to pay
for our shows, and our river friends deserved a

good Cohan comedy as much as any Broadway
audience did.

I talked it over with Mother and Father and

good old Dad said simply, as he has said so

many times since, "Whatever you think, Billy,"

So when we tied up at Pittsburgh that fall I put
some banknotes in my bag and started for New
York, determined to bring a Cohan play back

with me.

I'll never forget my delight at my first view

of Broadway and the confusion which I felt as

I tried to find my way about New York. Day by

day I felt more out of place. A feeling of

strangeness gradually gave way to one of fright.

I felt ridiculously small and out of place in the
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bustle and hurry, and I found myself speaking
in an apologetic tone of voice, as though I had

something to conceal. But I swallowed my desire

to run back to the rivers and set out to find the

proper person to talk to about buying a George
M. Cohan play.

Then came a series of shocks. Wherever I

went I met curt rebuffs, outright refusals, and

even sneers and scornful laughter. Secretaries

stopped me in outer offices and told me that they
were quite sure that Mr. Cohan would never

consider such a ridiculous idea as to have his

plays butchered on a show boat down along the

rivers. I then tried the play brokers, who told

me the same story. I went to see Dennis O'Brien,
Mr. Cohan's attorney and personal adviser, who
roared like a Monongahela River steamboat

whistle when I suggested that I buy Forty-Five
Minutes from Broadway. As he backed me
around his mammoth office I thought what a

great traffic cop he would make with just a few
brass buttons.

Then, as a last resort, I made my final appeal
to the late Eddie Dunn, Cohan's veteran repre-
sentative and one of the grandest men in the

theatrical world. I was nervous and the palms
of my hands were wet with perspiration as I
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twisted my hat into a pulp. My lips and tongue
were ash dry as I recited my story, fearing the

almost certain result.

Gradually Mr. Dunn's interest fanned a

smouldering spark of hope in my heart and the

details came from my tightened throat more

easily.

"And here I am," I concluded.

"Great God, what a history you've had!" he

exclaimed. "Meet me tonight at eleven o'clock

in front of the Erlanger Theater and I'll take

you to see Cohan himself."

At first I wanted to crumble right down on

the floor, then I wanted to run to the window
and scream the news to the world. It was only
a step, only a promise of a hearing, but it was
the climax of twenty long years of mental stress.

The audience was just leaving the theater

where Mr. Cohan was starring in The Merry
Maiones, when I walked into the lobby. I saw
Mr. Dunn standing at the box office and, fright-

ened, I ran out into the street toward Eighth
Avenue. I was pale and trembling when he

finally caught up with me.

"What's happened to you, Son?" he asked.

"I can't do it, Mister," I said. "I just can't

face him after all these years. Let's drop it."
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But he succeeded in dragging me back stage

where I came face to face with the famous

George M. Cohan for the first time. As I was

presented to him, he put an arm about my shoul-

ders and led me into his dressing room where
he introduced me to a host of friends who had

been waiting for him. Then Mike, his Japanese

servant, served coffee.

During the next hour or so I had a splendid

opportunity to study this famous figure. He had

aged considerably since I had last seen him, but

he was still as energetic and high-strung as one

of the whirligig beetles which throng the rivers

by the hundreds, darting frantically here and
there and tracing graceful curves on the surface

of the stream. He had the most piercing eyes I

have ever seen and he thought so fast that I was
afraid to speak for fear he would say just what
I had been about to say. He offered me a cup of

coffee. Although I needed it just then, I de-

clined because as nervous as I was at that mo-

ment, I knew I would never be able to get it

safely to my mouth. Bill Bryant, the big shot of

the rivers, the guy who bad been criticizing and

belittling this marvelous man for years, was so

flushed with shame that he felt like ten cents a
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dance as he attempted to act at ease among that

group of notables.

Mr. Cohan finally turned to me and opened
our real conversation. "I understand that I've

been on your mind for twenty years, Billy, Is

that right?" His voice was friendly and he never

once referred to our correspondence.

"Why uh yes something like that," I

stammered.

"Well, now that we're real friends and pals,

what can I do for you?" he asked. The hum of

voices ceased and all eyes were turned upon me
as I sat helplessly staring at him.

"Take your time now, Bill, and tell me

slowly," he said. "No one is going to shoot you."

"Well, you see, Mr. Cohan," I began, "I mean
that is I'd like to Oh hell, you wouldn't

understand," I said, and turned to go.

"Out with it, showman," he cried. "Out with

it. What's on your mind?"

"Well, I came to New York to see if you
would lease us one of your plays to do on our

boat," I began stoutly. "I can pay any price you
ask. I want to give those river folks a classic

piece. Your kind of piece. And weVe got a big
boat now, you know. I wouldn't think of asking
for your newest ones, but I thought maybe one
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of your old ones, you know. The ones the public

has forgotten here."

He stared at me a moment, then beamed with

enthusiasm.

"It's a great idea. Take your pick out of that

script trunk. I have written twenty-nine plays,"

he went on. "I'm going to give you the whole

twenty-nine and they won't cost you a dime, now
or ever. Play them any way you want to, with

any kind of a cast. Cut and piece them to suit

yourself. They're yours to play with and there

are no strings on them. Help yourself, kid, and

God bless you !"

I was speechless. Great tears of gratitude

rolled down my cheeks. I could only whisper one

little word "Thanks." Only the fact that I was

a grown man and in the presence of that group
of celebrities kept me from breaking down and

crying like a child.

"Cut it, kid, we're all show folks here,"

Cohan said softly. "I remember your act; it was

grand. You're my kind of guy. Get the scripts

and forget it. And say," he added, as a thought
struck him, "here's something else. Send me your
route list for next August so I'll know where

you are and maybe I'll come down on that old
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show boat of yours and play "Broadway Jones

for you for a couple of weeks. How's that?"

It was unbelievable unthinkable yet there

it was direct from the lips of the great com-

poser, producer, and actor himself. So I selected

Broadway Jones and streaked for Pittsburgh,

walking on air.

In the spring we took that Cohan piece,

divided it into half, threw in a half-dozen song

numbers, taught a chorus of six to dance to the

melodies, and surged down the rivers with

Broadway Jones transformed into a musical

comedy.
Other things intervened for Cohan and he

never got around to fulfilling his suggestion that

he play the part of Jones on our show boat, but

there is another sequel to the story which is al-

most as good as that would have been.

Broadway Jones is, as everyone knows, a

straight play. Cohan never intended that it

should be played as a musical comedy. That was

our idea for the river audiences, and we made
the play over, as he had told me we might do,

for that purpose. One day during the next sum-

mer Cohan happened to pick up, in his office in

New York, one of our handbills that I had

mailed him, and read, "Through the kindness of
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George M. Cohan, Bryant's Show Boat presents

Broadway Jones with Music and Girls. . . .

This is the Boat that Spreads Happiness to

Thousands. ... the Hen that Lays a Good Egg
Has a Perfect Right to Cackle."

That afternoon Mr. Cohan sat down and com-

posed a song which he called "Happy." He
handed it to an assistant who played it while

Cohan listened. Then he suddenly said, "I'm

going to cackle! Send out a call for girls and

cast me Broadway Jones as a musical comedy."
Rehearsals proceeded, and the show was ready

for an out-of-town tryout. But it had no title.

One day Cohan, searching for a title, thought
of the embarrassed river showman who had

wept upon receipt of such a magnificent gift

and then had done, in a small way, that which
had suggested what Cohan himself was now
doing in a big way.

"We'll call it 'Billy,'
" he said. "No, the girl

is the star of this version. Feminize it and let it

ride. The title of the show is 'Billie.
1 "

And thus it was given to the world and ran for

many months as a smash hit on Broadway.
And thus George M. Cohan cast a play upon

the waters to have it come back to him as a

musical comedy.
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"TO BE A HAM AND

ADMIT IT"

THE
summer of 1929 started off very poorly

for us. There seemed to be plenty of money
in the country but we didn't find much of it

scattered down along the river, so we decided

to find out, at last, what a city audience was

like. Cincinnati was our first big city adventure.

For years we had run by this port considering it

much too large for our kind of entertainment

We had been afraid even to stop there for our

mail or to have a suit pressed; so naturally,

when we landed there with our show boat for a

three-day engagement, we were nervous and

made great preparations to make our opening

night a huge success.

We had the piano tuned and bought new por-
tieres for our parlor-door scenery. The actors

all got fresh haircuts and purchased new ward-

robes and make-up for the special occasion*

Then, to give the show a citified atmosphere, we

presented a smart Cohan comedy with no vaude-

ville so there would be long tiresome waits be-
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tween the acts, just as there are in the first-ch

opera houses. But all our efforts seemed usele

In that splendid city we rang up the curtain

our opening night with exactly three people
the audience, and the next night we didn't ev<

ring the curtain up.

Completely discouraged, we decided to forg
the city idea and mailed some "coming" bi]

down the river intending to continue with 01

regular course.

The following day, our last in the city, we a

voted to forget about the possibility of an ev<

ning's performance and go uptown and take ac

vantage of the city lights for one day at leas

But just at dusk a large, magnificent, disable

yacht, with a jolly party aboard, drifted helf

lessly in against our show boat and tied up ther

for repairs. When its captain and owner foun
out what we were he offered us twenty-five doi

lars to play Ten Nights in a Bar Room tha

night for his out-of-town guests who had neve

seen a show boat before.

Disgusted and discouraged as we were, fo

twenty-eight dollars we would have playe<

Strange Interlude.

You may not believe it, but old Ten Nights it

a Ear Room was an instant hit, a sensation
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They applauded our cotton-stocking heroine and

stood up in a body and cheered Joe Morgan's
denunciation of the demon rum. They laughed
at our stale river jokes and thought our villain

Harvey Green, with his handlebar mustache,
was the funniest human being they had ever seen

on any stage, and hissed and booed him to their

hearts' content.

It was all new and confusing to us to see our

earnest river classic go so completely haywire
in such a strange manner. We didn't know what

it was all about, but we knew that our audience

was having a good time. After the show they

took our entire company aboard their gorgeous

yacht and entertained us in royal fashion. There

we learned that they had not been kidding us as

inferior actors, but on the contrary, considered

us finished comedians. They had taken the play
as a satire or something like that, and thought
we were smart showmen to present it in that way.
And we didn't argue with them. They had been

our guests, in a manner of speaking, so we re-

membered our manners as hosts and let it go
at that.

Mr. Moses Strauss, managing editor of the

Times Star, was a member of the party and in-
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sisted that we stay over for another night or two

and see what happened,
"I have a hunch you're going to go over big,"

he told me. "Take a look at the paper tomorrow

morning."
The next morning I was up before the paper

boys had put on their pants, and when the

papers finally arrived I stared straight at a four-

column headline about Bryant's Show Boat and

a story which gave us the works. You would

have thought, reading it, that we were the great-

est and funniest show in the world.

That night we repeated Ten Nights in a Bar
Room and played to standing room only. Night
after night the Queen City amusement lovers

had the time of their lives on our boat. Our
down-river engagements were forgotten. Busi-

ness came so fast that we had to instal a tele-

phone on board the boat and were selling seats

to out-of-town people three weeks in advance.

Families came from near and far to examine

Cincinnati's new toy. Rolls Royces rubbed noses

with Fords trying to find parking space on the

waterfront. Requests for favorite old-time melo-

dramas began coming by mail, and we changed
from Ten Nights to Nellie the Beautiful Cloak

Model and from Nellie to Bertha the Sewing
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Machine Girl so fast that we wore out half of

our scripts. Characters who had been buried for

generations were dragged out of their graves to

moan and groan and curse and pray their ways

through their sob-wrenching stories.

Of course I reveled in it. It wasn't Broadway,
but still it was a first class city. We were headed

at last in the direction I wanted to go. Often as

I looked at the capacity audience out front I

would think of New York, If Cincinnati liked

our show as much as this, Broadway would eat

it up!
While we were in Cincinnati we gave several

charity performances in appreciation of the

city's splendid hospitality. The saddest of these

was one which we gave for the population of an

institution for the blind. When we stood on the

stage and saw the patient men and women, to

whom the priceless gift of light had been denied,

laughing, and apparently having a good time as

the attendants tried to explain the action of the

play to them, it was some times a little hard to

go through with our lines correctly.

But even our blind audience packed into its

composite person less drama and pathos than

did three hundred crippled children who came
to us on another day. All of them were seeing an
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old-fashioned show boat for the first time. Many
of them had never before even feasted their eyes

on the beautiful olive-green waters of the river.

The Cincinnati Rotary Club furnished spe-

cial buses which brought them to the river.

From the buses those who could hobble along
on crutches came aboard under their own power.
The rest were carried or brought up the stage

plank in wheel chairs. Many of them were kept
on carefully restricted diets, but for this day all

prohibitions were removed and they were given

peanuts, pop corn, and red lemonade as much
as they could hold! I watched them cramming
peanuts down their throats and gulping their

lemonade with faces as solemn as that of a

preacher lining out hymns. Their poor hungry
hearts had been silent so long, their twisted little

bodies had known so much pain, they had
learned to expect so little from life, that they
didn't know how to be gay.
When the curtain went up on the first act I

faced them with a greater longing for happiness
than I had ever known yet it was not my happi-
ness I was thinking about, but theirs. I wanted

terribly to see them relax, to see them show some
of the gaiety which is the birthright of every
child. I found myself uttering an incoherent
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prayer that I could find a way to bring them that

gaiety, if only for an hour. I wanted terribly to

be a better comedian than I had ever before con-

ceived the kind of comedian that could make

crippled children forget, for awhile, that they

were cripples. For the moment, my desire for a

big-time success on Broadway, for the kind of

success George M. Cohan knew, faded before

my desire to make those children happy.
But as the action began I saw that they were

taking it just as they had the pop corn and

peanuts and lemonade with solemn faces and

big, burning eyes. They were being so terribly

goodl They seemed afraid that if one of them

were to giggle they would all be put out.

Finally I could stand it no longer. I stopped

right in the middle of my own lines and held up
my hand to the other actors, stopping the show.

Then I stepped to the front of the stage and

addressed the children themselves.

"Listen, Kids," I pleaded. "Can't you laugh?
This is your day on the show boat, you know.

The whole works is yours as long as you're here.

Do anything you want to! Laugh if you think

we're funny. That's what we're trying to be!

Tell us we're punk if you think we are. But

please have some fun! We like the sound of
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your voices. We'd love to hear you all laughing

.together. You don't have to be afraid of making
too much noise. The fish in the river won't mind,
and we'll like it. Isn't there just one little giggle

in the lot of you?"

Just then a little girl with golden hair hanging
to her shoulders, but so feeble that she had been

carried onto the boat, let out a gay titter in a

high-pitched, half-frightened voice, and I began
to laugh with her half because I wanted to en-

courage her and half because I had to do some-

thing to keep from crying.

"That's the ticket!" I shouted. "Any more

giggles anywhere to give away?"
In a moment the whole crowd was laughing,

not because I had said anything funny, but be-

cause they suddenly discovered that it was fun

to laugh and no one was going to tell them that

they shouldn't. After they had laughed awhile

we went on with the show, and from then on it

was a riot. Often we had to stop and wait for

them to laugh themselves out so that they could

hear the lines.

The little girl who had started it, apparently

feeling like a pioneer, outlaughed and out-

shouted all the rest of them until, completely ex-

hausted, she fell off her chair in a dead faint
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and we had to carry her to the front of the boat

where the cool river breeze revived her.

As a result of our success with all types of

audiences in Cincinnati, our original three-day

engagement in the Queen City has been extended

to seven years, and I hope will continue for at

least seven more. During one of those happy
summers we played for thirty-eight continuous

weeks tied up at the foot of Lawrence Street,

until we were afraid that the rest of our river

audience would never welcome us again after so

long a desertion.

It was toward the end of the 1931 season that

the unexpected happened and brought the mat-

ter of the big-time cities so close to us that

something had to be done about it. Charles

Collins, the Chicago dramatic critic, hearing
that we were in Cincinnati with our boat, wrote

a piece for the Chicago Tribune about it, asking

plaintively, "Why can't Chicago have a show-

boat season?"

After all, Chicago was a river town too, even

though the engineers had turned the river on its

head, thinking that they knew better than God
which way it ought to flow, and made a canal

out of it.

George Wintz, the producer, read the story
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and immediately phoned us at Cincinnati. I re-

member that when I answered the phone I had

the impression that he thought he was talking

to a taxi driver.

"Bring your show boat up the Chicago

River," he said. "I'll meet you at the foot of

Madison Street." It was plain that Mr. Wintz
had never navigated a show boat, and I in-

structed him as gently as possible over the long-

distance phone (at his expense) in the ways of

river craft, explaining patiently that it would be

quite impossible unless he wanted to send a crew

of house movers down to bring it up by land.

"All right," he said cheerfully, "wait a minute

while I talk to somebody never mind, I'll call

you back."

A few hours later he was on the phone again.

"All right," he said, "it's all fixed up. Bring

your troupe up. You're going to play in the

Studebaker Theater."

I think I just let the phone receiver hang in

the air that day; I was so scared. I talked it

over with Mother and Dad and Florence and Jo
and gradually we all got enthusiastic about it

except Dad, who hesitated.

"I've had enough of big cities," he said. "I'll

bet there isn't a restaurant in the place where
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I could get a good slice of brown bread and

butter."

By this time the season was over, so, with the

Chicago venture still undecided, we took the

boat to Point Pleasant, where we tied up for the

winter and began to consider what we would do

with ourselves until spring. Meanwhile we kept

getting letters, wires, and phone calls from

Wintz urging us to come at once. Finally we all

ganged up on Dad and told him we were going.

"All right," he said. "You go on. I'll stay and

take care of the boat while you go and sleep your
lives away in that place!"

Florence and Jo packed some baskets of sand-

wiches and made rolls of our bedding and we all

got on a bus and headed north. (Later we
learned that we had loaded ourselves down use-

lessly with blankets
;
hotels charged just as much

whether you brought your own bedding or not.)

Inwardly I was a strange mixture of elation

and nervousness. Cincinnati had been, as I had

believed there, only the start. I was on my way
at last to the big time, the metropolitan audi-

ences and critics who would recognize the abil-

ity which would give me my place in the sun.

Mr. Wintz met us and took us at once to the

Studebaker. As I walked in and saw its size, my
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knees began knocking together. The first half-

dozen rows would seat as many people as our

entire show boat, and they were only the begin-

ning. The seats stretched back and back and up
and up into seeming infinity.

"This isn't a theater,
5 '

I said in awe, "it's a

cathedral. Nobody will be able to hear us in

here!"

Next to it, in the same building, was the little

Playhouse, which had been used in turn for

small theatrical productions and high-class mo-

tion pictures, and I pleaded with Wintz to let

us play there instead. It seemed much more

nearly the right size for a scared troupe of river

actors, and more like a show boat. But he only

laughed and said that the Studebaker wouldn't

be half big enough once we began to jam them
in.

There were financial arrangements to be made
and I had to wire Dad to ask what to do about

them, and he, who had been opposed to the trip

from the first, left us to figure it out for our-

selves.

"Whatever you think best, Billy," he wired.

"The city is yours. I'll keep the river."

But behind his brusqueness was the affection-

ate assurance that he would back us in whatever
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we decided to do. And he was there for the open-

ing, taking his old parts in the cast and his bows

with the rest of us.

I'll never forget the excitement of that open-

ing night. Amy Leslie was there in the front

row, the late Anton Cermak, then mayor of

Chicago, Edith Rockefeller McCormick, Com-
mander Eugene McDowell (who later enter-

tained us all aboard his yacht, the Mizpah),

Sport Herman, Ted Lewis, Fanny Brice and

they led in the loud and full-hearted welcome

the windy city gave us.

I didn't sleep much that night for happiness.

For hours I lay awake, gazing into a future to

which I had looked forward so long! I was in

the big time at last, headed for the recognition

I had wanted so long. And there seemed little

point in sleeping just then when in a few hours

I would be able to read what the Chicago critics

had to say about us.

When the papers arrived in the morning I

had long been waiting impatiently, with no

thought of breakfast. I seized them with all the

avidity of a young man reaching for a letter

from his sweetheart, and turned the pages fever-

ishly until I came to what I was seeking. And
when I found it I sat for a long time, gazing
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into space, confused, hurt, let down. I couldn't

understand what it meant. Only one of them said

anything about my ability as an actor, and what
he said was like a knife thrust into my heart

I was a clown, a monologist, a Raymond Hitch-

cock, a Will Rogers, a Fred Allen, an Al Jolson

(and I never sang a Mammy song in my life!)

a philosopher, a connoisseur of garlic; but, in

the minds of these mighty ones, apparently I was
not an actor!

I could have comprehended this simple denial

of my ability, and set it down to lack of discern-

ment on the part of the critics, if it had not been

mixed with praise of their own sort But they
had obviously liked me in all of these ways I did

not understand. All of the things that I was not,

that I had never tried to be, that I could not

comprehend, they said I was, and praised me
for it

"Billy Bryant is great a Will Rogers of the

river," Ashton Stevens wrote in the Herald
Examiner. "There's only one Captain Billy a

Raymond Hitchcock in the making," Claudius

Cassidy said in the Journal of Commerce. Al-

ready I was two persons, and neither of them
had ever played the kinds of parts I had always

played so successfully! Charley Collins became
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equivocal in the Tribune. "What a play! What
a troupe!" he wrote. "A night worth remember-

ing." And it occurred to me that one would

remember the Johnstown flood, too, if he had

been there. Lloyd Lewis was more enthusiastic.

"Nothing better in the loop," he wrote in the

News. Gail Borden, to my infinite amazement,

picked out what I thought was the least im-

portant part of the whole thing the little piece

I spoke in front of the curtain to our new audi-

ence. "Billy Bryant's curtain speech is the best

I ever heard," he wrote. "He knows his garlic."

And Fritzi Blocki followed in the American

by calling me "a genuine backwoods philos-

opher."
But the crowning blow came from C. J,

Bulliet in the Post. "Billy Bryant is the worst

actor that Chicago has seen since David War-
field attempted to play Shylock, but as a mono-

logist he is in a class with Will Rogers, Fred

Allen, and Al Jolson."
Now I was four other fellows but only as

a monologist. I didn't know what their acts were

like and probably they had never heard of me.

I wasn't a philosopher, I protested angrily, but

a great comedian who had played star comedy
roles. I had made audiences howl along the river
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from Pittsburgh to New Orleans, and could do

the same in Chicago if they would give me a

chance. Was I going to have to sing "The Green

Grass Grew All Around" for them to prove that

I was not what they were saying I was?

Bulliet's crack about my acting ability was, of

course, the hardest blow of all. I'd never read as

frankly uncomplimentary words about myself in

a newspaper. All the write-ups in the river news-

papers praised me and the whole troupe to the

skies, since I wrote most of them myself. I didn't

get the real flattery in the notices simply because

the thing I was looking for, the thing I wanted

recognition of my ability as an actor was
not there.

And so, as week followed week and we packed
the Studebaker every night with an enthusiastic

throng, I became more and more puzzled.
There was no question that we were a hit. Yet
no one would praise me as an actor! That fact

smarted and hurt, and I wondered how I could

convince them.

After six weeks at the Studebaker, Elizabeth

the Queen, which had arranged previously for

the use of the theater, squeezed us out, and we
moved to the Cort. The first night at our new
location I went down to the theater a little late,
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with barely enough time to dress before the cur-

tain. When I got near the front door I saw a

small crowd standing outside, looking up with

rapt attention at the sign over the entrance. As
I came closer I saw that the group was made up
entirely of members of our own cast, staring in a

daze at their names in lights for the first time.

Someone had heard of our river version of

Hamlet, and the critics had been clamoring for

it. Remembering what an unseemly mess it had

been on the river, we put it off as long as possi-

ble, but at last gave way. I went over it again
and tried to get it straightened out a bit before

putting it on before the sophisticated audience

we expected at the Cort. But we didn't have any-

one in the cast who seemed up to the role of the

melancholy Dane himself, so I went hunting.
I found the man one day at the corner of

Randolph and Dearborn streets, right there in

Chicago. He was leaning against a mail box

when I first saw him, and he looked so hungry
and sad that I decided he would be perfect.

And there was that far-off look in his eye, and

that remaining touch of elegance under the

shabby exterior of his clothes, which marks, the

world over, the old trouper who has been "at

liberty" too long.
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I spoke to him, and the way he accepted my
invitation to lunch reminded me of all the

tragedies I have seen on the stage. When I found

that he was not only an actor, but had played
Hamlet before, I was overjoyed and hired him
on the spot for ten dollars a week, with board

and room thrown in. We were both very happy
that night.

We meant well when we started out on that

Hamlet performance the next night. But we for-

got our lines as thoroughly as we had on the

river, and everyone but Hamlet himself began

ad-libbing two minutes after the curtain went

up. But the new member of the troupe, the man
I had picked up on the street corner to play the

title role, staring scornfully at the rest of us,

played the part of Hamlet straight and with a

definite ability. It was very confusing to all of

us to have such a finished actor on the stage

with us in our river Shakespeare. In ten minutes

we had all given up, except him, and were say-

ing anything which came into our heads when-
ever he stopped speaking. The play would have

gone completely to pieces had he not kept

strictly to his lines and held it together.
In my curtain speech that night I tried to

make an especial apology for our acting. "To be
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a ham and not know it is pitiful," I said, "but

you'll have to confess that to be a ham and admit

it is something beautiful."

The next morning I picked up the papers with

fear and trembling. What would they say about

the way we played Shakespeare? But, to my sur-

prise, the attention of the critics had been drawn,
not to our terrible butchery of Shakespeare's

masterpiece, but to the acting of the man I had

picked up on a street corner. They called our

Hamlet a star in no uncertain terms.

And that spoiled everything. That day I was

greeted by a very superior and greatly wronged
actor. He was the best Hamlet Chicago had seen

for years. The critics said so. Did I think he

was going to work for ten bucks a week and

cakes? He wanted seventy-five, and a contract,

and no compromise would do. He wanted the

star's dressing room. He wanted his name in

lights out in front. There was no reasoning with

the man.

I mollified him as well as I could, but when I

got to the theater that evening I found him so

drunk that it was impossible for him to go on

the stage. We tried everything we could to sober

him up, but it was no use. At one point I asked

one of the boys to give me a hand so that we
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could throw him out of the window, thinking a

good ducking in the river would straighten him

out, but I remembered just in time that we were

not on the boat and that it wouldn't do anybody

any good to break his neck by throwing him into

an alley off Dearborn Street.

Finally, ten miuutes after curtain time, I went

out in front of the curtain to make my apologies,

and there, way down in front, I saw Lloyd Lewis

and Charles Collins and Ashton Stevens, whose

panegyrics had made our Hamlet's hat too small

for him. At that point I could cheerfully have

wrung their necks. But I couldn't get to them

without jumping over the footlights, so I just

pointed my finger at them and accused them.

"You ruined a perfectly good actor," I

shouted, "by telling him how good he was. Now
you've got to watch The Bird in the Gilded

Gage because your beloved Hamlet is lying in

the alley drunk as a result of your flattery."

Then I tossed them a couple of newspapers.
"Since it's raining outside," I went on, "and you
won't be able to leave as usual after the first act,

you can read the latest editions. That will give

you something to do while the rest of us put on

a show."
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After we had played our regular river reper-
toire for a few nights we all unwittingly had a

visitor who was to change our course once more.

John Golden, the New York producer, having
read of our Chicago performances, wired a

friend of his to see our show and report on it

When the friend wired back that it would be a

riot in New York, Golden got in touch with

Wintz and Wintz flew to New York to make

arrangements for that Times Square appearance
about which I had been dreaming for so many
years. A few days later Florence and Jo and

Betty packed our lunches and we all headed east,

leaving Chicago still willing to pack the house

for our performances.
In spite of our success in Chicago, in spite of

the enthusiasm of the critics, I left gladly. We
had been a hit, to be sure, but I was still con-

fused about the way they had taken us. They had

praised us to the skies, had been the utmost in

hospitality and appreciation, but they took us as

clowns. No one would take our acting seriously.

Now we were going to the theatrical hub of the

world, the island which has made and broken

more actors than any other whole continent,

Manhattan. We were going to Broadway, home
of the biggest critics in America. We would
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show them, and through them the world, what
we were like !

Needless to say, the night we opened at the

Golden Theater in New York I was more nearly

incapacitated for facing any audience than I

had ever been before in my life. I don't know
yet how we got through the first act. But just as

the curtain was falling and I was getting ready
to step out for the curtain speech I always gave
after the act, I was handed a wire from Ashton

Stevens, the Chicago critic. It read: "Just be

yourself in your curtain speech tonight and New
York is yours." I wanted to rush to the phone
and call Chicago to thank him, I felt so grateful
for that one encouraging word.

But the real thrill of friendship came as I

finished my curtain speech. As usual, I ended
it with an invitation to all and sundry to come
up on the stage and meet the troupe. The first

one who bounded over the footlights was O. <3.

Mclntyre, the famous columnist, and one of the

grandest fellows who ever trod the earth. He is

probably the most widely read columnist in

America. His rural back-home style of writing
is read and loved by millions, and the reason is,

it seems to me, that he is always for the under-

dog. His happiest moments seem to be when he
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can tell the world the name of some small-town

boy who has made good in the big city. And, in

his private life, he practices what he preaches
in his column. If any proof were needed he

furnished it that night in the Golden Theater.

Taking me by the hand, as though it were the

proudest moment in his life, he led me through
a group consisting of a host of his famous

friends. It was one of the most distinguished

groups of men and women I have ever seen col-

lected in one spot at one time. Such a group was

old stuff to him, but to me it was as confusing

as a September river fog. It seemed to make him

very happy as he introduced me to Fanny Hurst,

Roy Howard, Rube Goldberg, James Mont-

gomery Flagg, David Warfield, Bruce Barton,

Howard Chandler Christy, Gene Tunney, Al

Smith, Charles Francis Coe, Irvin S. Cobb,
Charles Dana Gibson, and dozens of others as

I tried in vain to assume the air of a Broadway

sophisticate and carefully avoided bringing up
such subjects as trout lines and fish.

He soon realized that the whole thing was

about to be too much for me and that I was

then on the verge of a very bad case of knee

tremors, so he offered consolation in a voice full

of friendliness.
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"Brace up, Kid," he said. "Don't worry abou

this layout, because we're all just a bunch o:

brush-apes in dinner coats."

Our kind of tall-grass show-boat acting hac

awakened memories of the past in him and he

never stopped to consider what the rest mighi
think of him as he sprang over the footlights
He only knew that he was one of us from the

same river bottomland, and he was answering
the call of "All hands on deck" which my nerv-

ousness had transmitted to him. What a river-

man's friend!

Back in the audience that night (as I learned

the next day when he gave them to me) he

handed his friends pages from a little loose-leaf

notebook and on these pages each of them wrote
a message for me. The little book which contains

them is now one of my greatest prizes.
Here are some of the things that are in it:

"To a lot of earnest actors, with my admira-
tion. Irvin S. Cobb."

"Swell! Rube Goldberg."

"Begin with the speech. It's grand. Charles
Dana Gibson."

"The best of its kind in the country. Grover
A. Whalen."

"Great! James J. Bush."
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"With you on the stage, why have a curtain?

Bob Davis."

"Great stuff! Jesse L. Lasky."

"Billy Bryant is a big hit in the city as well

as on the river. Arthur William Brown."

"Ten Nights in a Bar Room and one grand

night in John Golden's Theater. Fanny Hurst"

"A long long run on Broadway! Bruce

Barton."

"Simply delightful. David Warfield."

"With thanks for the best curtain speech I

ever heard. Rupert Hughes."
"A great show! O. O. Mclntyre."

"Terribly amusing. Gene Tunney."
"Perfect. F. P. Adams."

"Wish the Theater Guild were as good.

Maurice Wertheim."

"Well, Billy, beer we are! Charles Francis

Coe."

"Unique. Julius Miller,"

"Swell. Fine. Russell Patterson."

All are written in pencil and signed. And
there are other pages, too, with great shaggy

signatures scrawled on them: Alfred E. Smith,

Judge Dike, James Montgomery Flagg, and

others, all enthusiastic guests of ours that first

night in New York.
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Again, as in Chicago, I waited for the papers
the next morning, my lips dry with nervousness.

This was to be the real test. What the New York
critics said would really tell whether I was to be

recognized as an actor or not

The first one was Percy Hammond in the

Herald Tribune, and again I had the same con-

fused feeling I had known in Chicago. "In Billy

Bryant, New York has found a clean, refreshing

clown," he wrote.

The afternoon papers were no better. John
Mason Brown, in the Post, sympathized with

the audience before giving praise. "It must be

hard to sit through Billy Bryant's Ten Nights
in a Bar Room, he wrote, obviously not having
sat through it himself. "But his curtain speech
is not to be missed."

"More fun than a barrel of Barrymores,"
Robert Garland said in the World Telegram.

"Bryant is headed for the Palace of some ex-

clusive night club," said Lee Mortimer in the

Mirror.

"A likable bad actor with a lucky personality"
was the description of me by Arthur Pollock in

the Brooklyn Eagle.

"Bryant is an American Balieff," the Ameri-
can decided.
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"It's worth dropping in at the Golden to hear

Bryant's speech and the song, "She's More to

be Pitied than Censured,'
" Burns Mantle con-

ceded.

I was still too dumb to get the point, still too

disappointed to appreciate the praise I was get-

ting. We were being unusually well received, as

a matter of fact, but all I could see was that not

one of them had said that I was a great actor.

I didn't want to be "an American Balieff,"

whoever he was. I didn't want to be headed for

the Palace or a night club. I wanted to be recog-
nized as a fine actor, like Ezra Kendall, Francis

Wilson, Henry E. Dixie, or George M. Cohan.

They were all crazy, these critics, I told my-
self. I had played Fagan in Oliver Twist better

than Nat C. Goodwin ever had, and here they
were praising me as a clown !

Day after day I went on with this sting in

my heart, and night after night we kept packing
the theater with enthusiastic audiences. It was

plain that, whether they liked us for acting or

clowning, we could get, and hold, New York
audiences. If we wanted to play it their way, we
could go on from one success to another here.

But did we want to? Was I willing to let them

get away with this "clowning" legend?
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And so, when I received word that John
Golden wanted to see me in his office, I went
with mixed feelings. What would the great

Golden say?

When I reached the door of his first private
office (and there were three of them) I was
met by his private secretary, Miss Jean Dalryple
who looked at me (as only a Dalryple can) and

then looked at me again to be sure she had seen

something. She always gave me the impression
that her job was the worst on earth, and al-

though a very attractive woman, she looked

more like a foreign missionary bound for China
than the smart theatrical woman she really was.

As she thumbed me aft to the next private office,

I murmured to myself, "My God, what a type
for Desdemona in our Hamlet!"
When I finally reached Mr. Golden's office

he introduced me to Mr. Frank Craven who was

just leaving. As I lifted up his arm and shook
his hand vigorously, I knew from the expression
on his face, he never again would recall the in-

cident. Standing in front of the great producer,
John Golden, as he sat behind a mammoth
mahogany desk chasing a pencil up and down
his fingers, I was scared stiff.

"Billy," he finally said as he came around and
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placed his hand on my shoulder, "I'm leaving
for Florida in the morning and I wanted to say

goodbye to you. As far as your New York en-

gagement is concerned, I feel sure that you will

have a good season on the river next year."

He then took from his desk a book entitled
"
Stage-struck" (his own work dealing with his

early struggles in the show business) and auto-

graphed it for me.

"I want you to have this book of mine because

I like you," he said. "You're a good loser. That
makes you a good showman. I sat through your

performance the other night for the first and last

time. So did Percy Hammond, Lee Mortimer,

Stephen Rathburn, John Mason Brown, Burns

Mantel, Arthur Pollack, Brooks Atkinson,
Robert Garland, and all the rest of the twelve

apostles, and we all agreed that you looked good
from out front and have a marvelous personality.

You have a splendid voice and speak lines

nicely. Your wardrobe is lovely; you make up
nicely, and can dress a stage beautifully. But

YOU CAN'T ACT!"
Then he quickly added, "But you are in a

class by yourself alone in front of a curtain, and

some day George White or Earl Carroll will be

after you, unless the sheriff gets there first."
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That's John Golden. One minute he will stab

you to the heart with his cruel frank criticisms,

and the next, sweep you off your feet with the

most beautiful sort of flattery. Later, in my dress-

ing room, with tears of defeat rolling down my
cheeks, I silently fought it out alone, finally ad-

mitting the painful truth. The New York and

Chicago critics had been right in their judgment
of my acting ability, and from that moment I

knew that the funny, red-nosed, big-mouthed,

baggy-panted Bill Bryant of the river would

never be the George M. Cohan of the cities.

And while I was trying to swallow this bitter

truth the show continued to pull and our engage-
ment kept on successfully for ten weeks. It

looked as though Lee Mortimer had been right.

If I wanted success in clowning parts it was ap-

parently there for me. But could I take that as

a substitute for the kind of success I had sought
in the cities? My mind went over it again and

again, and meanwhile the show went on. I don't

know how long a run we would have had if it

hadn't been for some of the boys and my little

daughter Betty.

One of the things we had looked forward to in

Chicago and New York was the taste of metro-

politan food. On the boat we ate the same prod-
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ucts of family cooking over and over again. Now
we were in the center of fancy restaurants and

could order almost anything we wanted from

their bills of fare. But I began to notice, as

winter wore away, that one after another of our

troupe would pore over the menu card when we
went to lunch together, scowl for a while, then

sigh and say sadly to the waiter, "Bring me some

beans and some prunes for dessert.
5 '

Things couldn't go on that way for long. I

knew something was about to happen. It hap-

pened one afternoon when we had a matinee.

Curtain time came and Mac Franks wasn't any-

where around. We held the curtain for fifteen

minutes for him and then put on the show with-

out him. He came in just before the last act was

over, with a far-away look in his eyes and seem-

ingly no consciousness of the fact that he had

missed the show. As I came offstage, ready to

bawl the daylights out of him, he completely dis-

armed me by putting his hand on my arm and

looking up at me with an appealing home-dog
look.

"Gee Cap," he said longingly, "I was down at

the Battery and they got some of the damndest

fish in tanks down there you ever saw. You could
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catch 'em with your hands, only the guards won't

let you."

I could have stood even that. But the next day
was one of those days in early Spring when it

seems as though you'd jumped right into sum-

mer. The trees in Central Park were all covered

with little bright green leaves that looked like

a lacy veil, and the ground just asked you to lie

on it and go to sleep in the sun. Betty and her

mother went for a walk in it. When they came

back I could see in Betty's face that the cause

was lost She held something tight in one of her

fists and when I asked her what it was she didn't

want to tell me at first. Finally she opened up.

"Aw, gee, Dad, it's just an old fish worm came

crawling out of the grass in the park," she said,

and looked a little sheepish. Then she looked up
at me hopefully. "Bet they're bitin' at the mouth
of Bull Creek above Waverley," she said, and

grinned.

Then I gave in.

"I'll bet they are too, Honey," I said. "Let's

go!"
Two weeks later we closed and headed south.

I left New York behind with a sense of relief

and peace. We had done it at last, met the big
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town, taken it in our stride, and found out what
it was like. Now we were going home, to the

river.

We wouldn't have to come again.
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ALL RIVERS LEAD HOME
A LL the way back to Pittsburgh and down
x\ along the Ohio River I kept seeing and

feeling the warm anticipation of spring, and I

found myself saying over in my mind, just be-

cause they sounded so good to me, the names of

a lot of little creeks, and sand bars, and landings
that I knew; places like Little Yellow Creek,

Whiskey Run, Sun Fish Bar, Petticoat Ripple,
Cow Creek, Grand Hog Landing, Funk's Bar,
Fish Gut Creek, Owl Hollow Run, Forty Winks

Creek, Lonesome Hollow Creek, Pumpkin
Patch Landing, Haunted Hollow Landing,
Little Blue River their very names were music
in my ears.

As we approached the river and our boats at

Henderson the first sound I heard which had

any special significance was the scratching
wheeze of a practically worn-out cylinder

phonograph record playing "Redwing." There
was Duckfoot King on his shanty boat, sitting
in a tipped-back chair, pipe in mouth, listening
in complete contentment to his one record (it
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was several years after this that he traded it for

"Pony Boy") the record which he had played
hundreds of times before, and it was sweeter

music in my ears than any I had listened to from

Broadway orchestras!

I stood on the head of our boat and breathed

deeply, filling my lungs with the pure river air

which they had missed so long. Frost was out of

the ground and the sticky mud shores were dry-

ing rapidly under a warm south wind. The
willow and sycamore trees which lined the bank

were leafing out in a variety of colors which

ranged from yellow to a deep blue-green.

Shanty-boat row had come to life again. Gunny
sacking, newspapers, and other stuffing had been

removed from broken window panes to let the

fresh cleansing wind in, and the boats' tenants

were bailing out their John boats and flats in

shirt sleeves and bare feet. Fishermen, setting

their trout lines in a serious silence across the

river, witnessed that fish were biting on worms

again. Everything was alive with spring.

Sitting on the deck, I took off my shoes and

stockings and began kicking my heels against the

side of the boat and there were tears of happi-
ness and wonder in my eyes. I had wanted so

badly and for so long to make the big time on
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Broadway. I had wanted to be a big shot in the

Gotham manner. Yet here I was, happy as a kid,

that New York was behind me and I was back

on the river again. I couldn't tell why. And sud-

denly I remembered a short sentence that was

spoken many years ago: "Render unto Caesar

the things that are Caesar's." New York was for

New Yorkers
;
the river, for its own. And I was

a riverman. I had come to it originally by acci-

dent, perhaps, but I knew suddenly that I would

stay with it now by choice so long as I lived.

Jumping to my feet, I went along eagerly to

inspect the boats and see what they needed for

the spring that was at hand.

We opened our season surrounded by the

friendliness and loyalty of our old audiences.

All of our old friends wanted to hear about our

"trip" to Chicago and New York, and we told

them as well as we could, omitting the disap-

pointments and heartache that went with the

glamor and excitement.

But it was not until late summer that I really

shook off the last of my residual desires for the

kind of success I had dreamed of in the big

cities.

It was at St. Genevieve, Missouri, on the

upper Mississippi, in August, and hot as it can
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only get hot in St. Genevieve. We were there for

a one-night stand and had barely got the boat

shipshape for the evening's performance when a

large black sedan arrived in a cloud of dust

carrying a stately old lady, her maid, and chauf-

feur. These she dismissed at the top of the levee

and proceeded on foot alone down the stony

wharf toward our boat

She must have been nearing her eightieth

birthday, and her silvery hair glistened in the

bright sunshine of that late afternoon. She wore

a black silk dress and an old-fashioned poke
bonnet with ribbons that came down the sides

and tied under her chin. She carried a cane and

a small old-fashioned bag, and walked with a

slight limp.

Without any hesitation she hobbled up the

gang plank as if she had been expected and,

walking up to Dad, addressed him in a crisp

incisive voice which would win admiration and

respect from anyone.

"Who's the owner of this tub?"

Amazed at such a blunt river expression in

the mouth of this old lady who bore all the marks

of wealth, Dad was speechless for a moment.

Then he rallied and answered her with all of the
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chivalry which the Dr. Sam Bryant of old had

learned.

"I am, Madam," he said drawing himself up.

"And most happily, since you are interested. I

am at your service."

Out of breath from her walk over the cobble-

stones and up the gang plank, she surveyed us

all critically.

"Who's the captain?" she asked finally.

"My son, here," Dad answered pointing to

me.

"Again her piercing coal-black eyes made a

critical appraisal with me alone as their focus

this time, until I felt as though there was noth-

ing about me that she didn't know.

"So you're the captain, eh?" she said at last,

and I thought there was a twinge of sarcasm

in her voice, but I could have hugged her for

the way she carried herself at that age.

"Yes, Ma'am,"! confessed. And then, to live

up to my reputation for being a blundering

fool, I asked her if she wished to purchase some
tickets for the evening's performance.

"No, I don't," she curtly replied. "I can

imagine what that would be like. I just want
to see your steamboat, that's all." And we were
thunderstruck as she puckered up her sweet lit-
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tie brow and said, "You better tighten up that

spring line there. If you get a good upstream

wind, it'll trip your spars."

With that she started back along the guard
toward the steamboat, walking rapidly, and I

meekly followed, wondering who she was, where

she came from, and, above all, where she had

got her river talk and knowledge.
As she reached the aft end of the showboat

she whirled like a flash and faced me.

"Say," she said, "is this boat planked cross-

ways or for'd and aft?"

Before I could answer her, she was off again
at a lively clip. She crossed the deck of the Val-

ley Belle and paused at the foot of the steps lead-

ing to the boiler deck, Here she reached up and

gave the bell cord a quick jerk which was an-

swered by a rather flat, dull sound from over-

head.

"Cracked," she said accusingly, looking at

me with disgust.

"It's a very old bell," I ventured apolo-

getically. "It was cast in Pittsburgh in 1848 and

has been on the Valley Belle for over fifty

years." But she only grunted, as if to say, "You

ought to be ashamed of yourself."

Once on the boiler deck and out on the for'd
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castle, she glanced down at the deck below and

snorted again.

"Humph! No steam nigger. Can't be much
of a boat."

She climbed another flight of narrow steps

to the hurricane roof, where, with trembling

hands, she opened the small door of the pilot

house and stepped inside. The scorching sun

beating down upon the glass enclosure and tar-

paper roof created a suffocating heat, but she

seemed not to notice it. With feeble hands and

evident emotion she carefully rang each of the

handling bells, suiting the action to the word.

"That's the come ahead and the stoppin' bell,"

she said softly as she listened to its clear notes

echoing up through the trumpet from the engine
room below. "And this," she began hesitantly,

"is the back. . . ." She stopped short and glanced
at me with a frightened expression as if her

memory were about to fail her. I nodded my
head silently and encouragingly, as if we were

being watched by hundreds of spectators.

"Yes," I was right," she resumed, ignoring

my gesture of assistance, "it's the backing bell.

And this," she said with a sigh of relief, "is the

gong." And again I nodded my head in ap-

proval.
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Fatigued by this time from the heat and her

exertions, she slowly rolled the huge pilot wheel

over with great effort until the rudders were

hard down. I tried to help her but she waved
me aside impatiently.

At last, clearly exhausted, she leaned against

the pilot wheel for support, laid her cheek affec-

tionately against its circle, and softly murmured,
"It's all just the same, just the same."

I choked up and a lump came into my throat.

I looked on helpless, longing for something to

do or say.

When she faced me again, tears were stream-

ing down her withered cheeks and she looked

then as she must have felt, a very tired old lady.

She swayed slightly as I stepped to her side and

gently seated her on the pilot house bench. Then
I called down to the boys for a glass of cold

water.

Later, comfortably seated on Mother's front

porch, she told us, between sips of tea and bites

of toast and English black currant jam, the

story that I had been longing to hear.

She had been born and raised (up until she

was nineteen years of age) on the lower Missis-

sippi, which was then the broad highway of the

nation. She had had her full share of the care-
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less happiness of childhood along the shoj

that mighty stream and the fine free a

tures that it always affords, and she remem
them all. There was the river, the island

forest beyond, and above all the famou
steamboats of that period. The walls o:

luxurious home in Chicago were lined wit!

tures of such famous old river steamers a

Grand Republic, J. M. White, Sultana,

Adams, The Buzzard, Bostonian, Fleetv

Buckeye State, The Morning Star.

Her father had been a riverman all his

Born out back of Vanceburg, Kentucky

Kenny (Conoconnique) Creek, he had, as a

helped his father float flats of tan bark an<

from Pomeroy Bend and Sandy Spring
southern ports with only the aid of pike
and side sweeps. In the same manner thej
also floated thousands of logs from the

Sandy River to the mills at Cincinnati,

deckhand on the famous J. M. White, her f

had married her mother, then the chamber
of that grand old side-wheeler, and in

years she herself was born, during an ice b

up, in the dingy forw'd cabin of a small st

boat at Cairo Point. In 1851, on the ste

Falcon, Jenny Lind had held her in her
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and sung to her many of the songs that made
that great artist famous during her concert tour

along the Mississippi River under the manage-
ment of P. T. Barnum.

At the age of eight she had helped her mother

in the kitchen (washing dishes and waiting on

table) on the steamer Atlantic of the Lightning
Line that operated out of New Orleans.

She told us of the greatest poker game ever

played aboard a steamboat by Mississippi River

gamblers. It happened on the old Atlantic in

1858. A planter, M. Jules DeVereaux, with a

Mr. Parker from New York, Mr. Alberti Gal-

lanti of Havana, Cuba, and Mr. Carrico of

Montreal played with $37,255 in gold before

them played poker continuously from the time

the boat backed out at Red Church Landing,

eighteen miles above New Orleans, until the

porter called New Albany, Indiana, several

days later. They had played all the way up the

Mississippi and three days into the Ohio, had
had their meals and drinks brought to them in

their cabin, and had consumed fifty packs of

cigarettes, five boxes of cigars, and run up a

bar bill of $971.50.
She had watched her father help to scrape

and oil the hull of the steamer Natchez prior
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to its great race with the Robert E. Lee in 1 870.

In her late 'teens, from the top of a high cotton-

wood tree in the famous Natchez Bend, she had

watched these two grand old steamers race for

the supremacy of the South. No wonder she

loved the rivers. Her father finally became a

bona fide master and pilot, after which she and

her mother made their home in New Orleans.

During a visit to an aunt in Chicago, she re-

ceived word that her mother and father had

been drowned while on the big side-wheeler

Mississippi, which sank while making a landing

thirty miles above Natchez.

A short time later she married a Chicago busi-

ness man who amassed considerable wealth. He
was a kind, lovable, and considerate man, she

said, but nevertheless she wished a thousand

times, after her marriage to him, that he had

been just a Mississippi River deckhand, like her

father.

Until the day she visited us, she had never

returned to the Mississippi shores that had been

both cruel and kind to her during her childhood

and early youth.
The sun was sinking over the tops of the syca-

more trees and high willow banks that grace
that wooded Missouri shore when she finally
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said goodbye. She kissed my mother, and I was

hoping that she would kiss me, too. I helped her

up the levee where her maid came running to

her assistance, but she quickly stopped her, ex-

claiming, "Go back Go back I see enough
of you at home!"

Twilight shadows lengthened as the natives

gathered on the wharf in small groups waiting
for the calliope and band concert. At the water's

edge, laughing children were skipping rocks on

the surface of the muddy stream, and the joy
of youth was in the air. Moved by a sudden im-

pulse, the old lady reached down for a small

rock, and tried to throw it into the swift current

of the river. But her arm was feeble, and the

stone landed only a short distance in front of

her. Then she laughed childishly and we went
on.

As we continued up the wharf, Jo, at the

calliope, began playing the evening serenade,
"When You and I Were Young, Maggie." The

gallant old soul smiled as she leaned heavily

upon my arm. Tears dimmed my eyes and my
face was soon as wet as a morning fog at Brush
Creek Island.

At the door of her car she bade me goodbye.
As I clasped her frail hand in mine she said,
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"You've been awfully nice to a cranky old lady

today, and you forgive me, don't you?"
I bit my lips and nodded yes. She paused for

a moment and then bluntly said, "Can I do any-

thing for you, Son? I've got money now."

I glanced down at our splendid steamboat and

show boat brilliantly illuminated with hundreds

of lights, at the many people swarming around

the box office to purchase tickets, and shook my
head.

"No. Twenty years ago you might have

helped us, Ma'am," I said. "But now it's too

late to save us what we went through then. We
don't need it now."

I stood watching her car until all that I could

see was a cloud of dust on the road, and then

walked back to the boat. That night I found my
comedy part a bit difficult to play with convic-

tion. All the slap-stick antics had been taken out

of me that afternoon. I could not brush away
from before the eyes of my mind the spectacle
of that staunch and sweet old lady, pining away
in homesickness for the life she loved.

As we were leaving the stage after the final

curtain that night, my little daughter Betty came

up and put her hand in mine.

"What you lookin' so sad for, Daddy?" she
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asked.
"You've been as quiet as a graveyard all

evening."

I caught her up in my arms and kissed her.

"Just happiness at being on the river in Au-

gust I guess, Honey," I told her. "You know
sometimes happiness makes you look about as

sad as sadness. It's just the same as in a play.

Some of the plays that make people cry at the

towns along the Big Sandy make 'em laugh in

Cincinnati. Things are strange that way. Some-

times it's hard to know whether you're playing

a tragedy or a comedy."

She took my word for that and we went out

front to join the departing audience (as we al-

ways do on the river) and talk and laugh with

them until long after the time when any theater

audience in the city would have gone home

or to night clubs. After the show we were just

a happy group of friends, swapping river yarns

with our audiences and hearing all that had hap-

pened since our last trip. I looked at them and

thought of our audiences in New York and Chi-

cago. Aside from a chosen few new friends who
had taken the trouble to hunt us out in our dress-

ing rooms (and whose friendship I shall cherish

so long as I live) there would be no one there
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whom I would recognize if I were to go back

the next year.

But here were people I had known for years,

men and women and children who would come
to our show year after year. Some, who had

come to us first in the arms of their mothers,

squalling like mad and sometimes stopping the

show, when a property gun would be fired on

the stage, were now strapping young men and

beautiful girls almost ready for marriage. Boys
and girls whom we remembered as adolescents

were now leading their own children by the

hands. We had grown up in the show business

with these people. We had shared good fortune

and calamity, birth and death, with them. They
were a part of us.

As the crowd thinned I noticed Betty with a

group of children who were urging their par-
ents to let them stay longer, and I thought back
over the brief years of her life, and the part the

river had played in it.

I saw her as she was on that first day of her

life, her blue baby eyes looking unseeing across

the smoky Monongahela River at Elizabeth,

Pennsylvania. I saw her strapped in a high chair

in the pilot house when she could sit up, laugh-

ing with the gurgling music of an infant as she
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watched me maneuver the boats in and out of the

landings, around islands, sand bars, towheads,

and dug shoots. I saw her later as she got her

first lesson in numbers by counting the govern-

ment beacon lights along the shores, and the ad-

vancing red and black floating buoys that

marked the outline of the river channel,

I thought with pride of her expert knowledge
of river signals, which enabled her, before she

was ten years old, to know what every whistle

meant I remembered how, only that morning,
she had been up at the peep of dawn after a

late crowd the night before, hustling around on

the bank helping to untie the ropes and bossing

the deckhands, who good-naturedly humored

her childish desire for leadership. I remembered

how (following a custom which she initiated

herself) she had brought coffee to me in the pilot

house as soon as we were under way, and then

had gone down to relieve Shorty, the engineer,

so that he could get his breakfast, answering the

whistle signals and handling the throttle almost

as well as he could himself. And then, because

it was a late show the night before and we hadn't

taken time to clean up, she had helped the boys

sweep the peanut shucks and empty Crackerjack
boxes out of the auditorium so that they would
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have time to eat their breakfast before we
landed.

I thought of her gaiety in the water, swim-

ming like a muskrat and laughing like an angel,

of her hundreds of playmates scattered along

every inland stream we have touched, and the

receptions they staged for her whenever we
made port, and how she would bring her friends

onto the boat, where their enjoyment in the show
would be heightened by the fact that she played
the piano or saxophone or did her imitation of

George M. Cohan as a part of the show.

She was as thoroughly a child of the river as

any bullfrog or muskrat and, through her life

on our show boat, was filling a place in thou-

sands of lives along the rivers' shores with a

vital success which the city would probably
never have accorded her. And the last shred of

my longing for a big-time career for a career

like that of George M, Cohan's vanished.

The next morning, before the sun was well

over the eastern ridges, I lay in my bunk listen-

ing sleepily to the sounds of the men untying
the shore lines and getting ready to move. Lazily
I was aware that I should be getting up and

going about the business of the day, but it was

good to lie there a little and remember the old
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lady of the day before and the pleasant peace

which had come to me in the evening.

I was shaken out of my sleepy thoughts by the

sound of tapping at the window of my state-

room. Looking up, I saw Betty, peeping over

the sash at me.

"Coin' to sleep your head off?" she called, in

perfect imitation of my father. I grinned at her

and she laughed back at me.

"She's all ready, Daddy," she called then,

"Want me to back her out?"

I sprang out of bed.

"You and me together, Honey," I called back.

"I'll be right there."

Under my breath I amended that a little.

"You and your mother and I, Honey, together
on the river so long as I can hold a pilot wheel !

And Mother and Dad, too, to the end!"

END
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